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Abstract

Today, anonymous networks such as The Onion Routing (Tor) have

been designed to ensure anonymity, privacy and censorship preven-

tion, which have become major concerns in modern society. Al-

though the Tor network provides layered encryption and traffic tun-

neling against eavesdropping attacks, the jamming attacks and their

impact on the network and network services can not be efficiently

handled today. Moreover, to defy modern censorship, it is not

enough just to use the Tor network to hide the client’s identity and

the message content as the censorship has become a type of jam-

ming attack, which prevents users from connecting to the censored

network nodes by blocking or jamming (Tor) traffic. In network

security, the main tools to protect privacy and anonymity as well

as integrity and service reliability against eavesdropping and jam-

ming, respectively, are diversity, randomness, coding or encryption

and over-provisioning, all less exploit in traditional networks.

This thesis provides radical new network concepts to address the

needs of traditional networks for privacy, anonymity, integrity, and

reliability; and designs advanced network systems based on parallel

transmission, random routing, erasure coding and redundant con-

figurations as tools to offer diversity, randomness, coding and over-

provisioning. Since the network systems designed in this thesis can

not be evaluated with existing analytical models due to their rather

complex configurations, the main focus of this work is a development

of novel analytical approaches for evaluation of network performance,

reliability and security of these systems and to show their practical-

ity. The provided analysis is based on combinatorics, probability

and information theory. In contrast to current reliability models,

the analysis in this thesis takes into account the sharing of network

components, heterogeneity of software and hardware, and interde-

pendence between failed components. The significant property of

the new security analysis proposed is the ability to assess the level

of privacy, anonymity, integrity and censorship success when multi-

ple jamming and eavesdropping adversaries reside in the network.
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Kurzfassung

Derzeit werden anonyme Internet Kommunikationssysteme, wie The

Onion Routing (Tor), verwendet, um die Anonymität, die Privat-

sphäre und die Zensurfreiheit der Internetnutzer zu schützen. Ob-

wohl das Tor-Netzwerk eine Mehrfachverschlüsselung und ein IP-

Tunneling des Datenverkehrs gegen Lauschangriffe (Eavesdropping)

bietet, kann ein beabsichtigtes Stören (Jamming) der Übertragung

und den daraus resultierenden Auswirkungen auf die Netzwerkfunk-

tionen derzeit nicht effektiv abgewehrt werden. Auch das mod-

erne Zensurverfahren im Internet stellt eine Art des Jammings dar.

Dabei werden Internetnutzer daran gehindert eine Verbindung zu

bestimmten Webseiten und dem Tor Netzwerk herzustellen oder der

Tor-Traffic wird durch zusätzliche Störungen stark beeinträchtigt

und vom Empfänger verworfen. Deswegen kann das Tor Netzwerk

zwar die Identität der Tor-Nutzer und die Inhalte ihrer Nachrichten

geheim halten, die Internetzensur kann dadurch nicht verhindert

werden. Um die Netzwerksicherheit und insbesondere Anonymität,

Privatsphäre und Integrität zusammen mit der Verfügbar.- und Zu-

verlässigkeit von Netzwerkservices zu gewährleisten, sind Diversität,

Zufallsprinzip, Codierung (auch Verschlüsselung) und eine Überver-

sorgung, die in den konventionellen Netzwerksystemen eher sparsam

angewendet werden, die wichtigsten Mittel gegen Security-Angriffe.

Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit grundlegend neuen Konzepten für

Kommunikationsnetze, die einen Schutz der Anonymität und der

Privatsphäre im Internet bei gleichzeitiger Sicherstellung von In-

tegrität, Verfügbarkeit und Zuverlässigkeit ermöglichen. Die dabei

verwendeten Konzepte sind die parallele Datenübertragung, das Ran-

dom Routing, das Erasure Coding und redundante Systemkonfigura-

tionen. Damit sollen Diversität, Zufallsprinzip, Codierung und eine

Überversorgung gewährleistet werden. Da die entwickelten Übertra-

gungssysteme komplexe Strukturen und Konfigurationen aufweisen,

können existierende analytische Modelle nicht für eine fundierte Be-

wertung angewendet werden. Daher ist der Schwerpunkt dieser

Arbeit neue analytische Verfahren für eine Bewertung von unter-
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schiedlichen Netzwerkleistungsparametern, Zuverlässigkeit und Se-

curity zu entwickeln und die Praxistauglichkeit der in der Arbeit

aufgeführten neuen Übertragungskonzepte zu beurteilen. Im Gegen-

satz zu existierenden Zuverlässigkeitsmodellen berücksichtigt der an-

alytische Ansatz dieser Arbeit die Vielfalt von beteiligten Netzw-

erkkomponenten, deren komplexe Zusammenhänge und Abhängig-

keiten im Fall eines Ausfalls. Eine wichtige Eigenschaft der entwick-

elten Security-Analysis ist die Fähigkeit unterschiedliche Security-

Merkmale, z.B. die Wahrscheinlichkeit für eine erfolgreiche Internet-

zensur oder Deanonymisierung, bei gleichzeitiger Berücksichtigung

von mehreren unterschiedlichen Sicherheitsangriffen zu bewerten.
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1
Introduction

Today, network security is defined through confidentiality, integrity,

authentication, anonymity, and availability. The authentication pro-

cess can be preserved and compromised at communication end-points

only. In contrast, confidentiality, integrity, anonymity, and availabil-

ity can be compromised on any link and in any node in the network

and, thus, need particular attention. Confidentiality also referred

to as communication privacy, and anonymity can be threatened by

an eavesdropping attack, while data encryption can not prevent any

adversary to track interactions and interaction patterns or perform

traffic analysis. The data integrity can be interpreted as the ability of

a communication system to send source data toward the destination,

which should be able to recover this data despite any transmission

impairment including jamming attack. The availability and relia-

bility are often interchangeable and can be defined as a probability

that a system can offer and complete the processing of the intended

service. The service reliability can be affected by operation errors of

the system due to non-malicious failures or jamming [12, 13, 14].

The main tools to improve the reliability and security in network

systems in the presence of jamming or eavesdropping attacks are ran-

domness, diversity, coding, and over-provisioning. The randomness

is a tool to increase the level of diffusion and confusion to hamper the

1



1. Introduction

prediction of system behavior. Diversity ensures that an attacker can

only compromise some parts of the system or confidential data. The

data coding and encryption protect or hide secret data content, re-

spectively. The over-provisioning in the form of redundancy ensures

integrity and reliability when some parts of data or system are lost

or have failed, respectively. Thus, this thesis designs advanced net-

work systems that inherently utilize parallel transmission, random

routing, erasure coding, coding redundancy and network redundancy

to provide diversity, randomness, coding, and over-provisioning; and

investigates their reliability and security.

The parallel transmission is introduced in High-speed Ethernet

standard IEEE802.3. Hence, the 40/100/400Gb/s Ethernet traf-

fic can be packetized and distributed over multiple parallel lanes

(e.g., 10 lanes x 10Gb/s, for 100Gb/s), referred to as Multi-Lane

Distribution (MLD) [2]. Each lane can be mapped onto parallel out-

put interfaces and optical channels, i.e., optical paths, for parallel

transmission in Optical Transport Networks (OTN). Parallel trans-

mission in optical networks in the form of multi-path routing is a

well-studied subject, known, however, for a strict constraint on op-

timality [15, 16]. The optical paths need to be selected to minimize

the inter-lane skew, i.e., the time difference between receiving the

data on the first and the last lane, which limits its practical appli-

cation. On IP Layer, Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) is used as the

actual routing protocol in Data Center Networks (DCNs). ECMP

does not differentiate between short and long flows, which compete

for the same link, resulting in either congested or underutilized links.

Thus, it has been proposed to break the long flows into parallel sub-

flows and uniformly distribute them over the network, i.e., parallel

transmission, to improve the network performance [17, 18, 19].

Random routing of parallel paths may not only increase security

but also eliminate the need for complex paths optimization of mul-

tipath routing, required to minimize the inter-lane skew. Any skew

2



value requires the so-called de-skewing via buffering at the receiver.

However, the High-speed Ethernet standard IEEE802.3 defines the

maximum skew of 180 ns, which may be difficult to meet in random

settings, resulting in an overload of deskew buffer and data being

dropped at the receiver [2]. Thus, a comprehensive analysis of skew

and the required deskew buffer is crucial to validate the practicality

of random routing for advanced network systems.

An erasure coding is suitable as an adaptive data coding in addi-

tion to standard techniques such as encryption and Forward Error

Correction (FEC) [20, 21, 22, 23]. In contrast to these standard solu-

tions for confidentiality and integrity, the erasure coding can provide

flexibility in combination with intelligent algorithms and adapt cod-

ing parameters to the changing state of the environment caused by

system failures or security attacks. With coding redundancy added

into data, their protection against losses is implemented by erasure

correction preserving data integrity in the case of transmission im-

pairments or jamming attacks. Here, each erroneous part of data can

be replaced by coding redundancy eliminating the need for retrans-

mission of lost bits. An erasure code can be easily applied to the

parallelized traffic to reach a reliable transmission. For instance, the

coded data from multiple paths, i.e., coding redundancy, can be sent

on a few additional parallel paths, i.e., path redundancy, to perform

erasure correction at the receiver [24]. In this case, integrity cor-

relates with the reliability of data transmission, as both corrupted

data and path failures can be recovered. Additionally, randomly

chosen coding coefficients can be utilized to increase confidentiality,

whereby any eavesdropper has to access coded data over all parallel

paths and guess coding coefficients to reveal the data content.

Similar to coding and path redundancy for data integrity and

transmission reliability, the over-provisioning with redundant sys-

tem components, known as backup protection, can improve the ser-

vice reliability in the case of any failure of this type of components

3



1. Introduction

caused by a misconfiguration or jamming attacks. In IP networks,

backup protection is a standard solution to protect services com-

posed of different network functions such as Network Address Trans-

lation (NAT), firewall, and others. Today, Network Function Virtu-

alization (NFV) decouples traditional network functions from the

physical hardware. Hence, the network functions present software

instances so-called Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) running on

virtual machines (VM) hosted by physical devices. Thus, end-to-

end service in NFV is a chain of VNFs referred to as Service Func-

tion Chain (SFC). SFC is affected by processing vulnerability and

failures caused by hardware or software as a result of malfunction

or security attacks, e.g., jamming [25]. However, the failure of any

VNF disrupts the entire SFC. To increase SFC reliability, the over-

provisioning in form of VNF backup protection utilizes additional

VNF replicas. To be effectively used, the backup protection needs

fast failure detection and rapid reaction to detected failures. How-

ever, the prompt replacement of failed VNFs trough backup VNFs

is a challenging task, which requires fast VNF migration and traffic

redirection to the backup VNFs [26]. As any VNF failure can result

in traffic loss, the reliability of data transmission correlates with the

reliability of SFC. Certainly, the application of a parallel transmis-

sion and erasure coding to provide the path and coding redundancy

may have the potential to reduce the overhead of VNF migration and

traffic redirection when coding redundancy is sent to backup VNFs

over redundant paths. However, designing reliable SFC is not with-

out issues as assessing SFC reliability and dimensioning of backup

resources as a function of the VNF placement strategy is a com-

plex problem. That is due to a need for consideration of co-location

and sharing of hardware components, heterogeneity of software and

hardware, and complex interdependency between them [27]. Thus,

SFC reliability has not been addressed yet analytically observing all

required parameters and is one of the focal points of this thesis.
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Along with service reliability, anonymity, privacy, and censorship

have become major concerns in modern society. The anonymity and

privacy can be compromised by eavesdropping, while censorship can

be implemented as jamming. Therefore, anonymous networks such

as The Onion Routing (Tor) have been developed to provide practical

mechanisms such as layered encryption and traffic tunneling ensuring

user anonymity, privacy, and mitigating censorship [28, 29, 30, 31].

In general, Tor is designed to prevent censorship by hiding users’

identity and message content. However, today’s censorship prevents

users from connecting to Tor by blocking the known public Onion

Routers (OR) or by jamming Tor traffic [32]. As a censoring entity

also collects and blocks the secret ORs, i.e., bridges, Tor does not

protect against censoring entities themselves, which not only jams

and blocks Tor traffic but also degrade the Tor performance. In ab-

sence of censorship, the application of multipath routing improves

the Tor performance and randomize the tunnel distribution, whereby

the bandwidth from different Tor circuits can be effectively aggre-

gated [33, 34, 35, 36]. Censorship by jamming or circuit blocking,

on the other hand, remains an issue in real networks.

This thesis designs and analyzes advanced network systems, which

can exploit traffic and paths parallelism, random routing, erasure

coding, and diverse redundancy. A novel generalized analysis based

on combinatorics enables the evaluation of some essential perfor-

mance parameters such as skew, deskew buffer, coding overhead,

etc., as well as resulting reliability and security of designed advanced

network systems. The random routing strategies are investigated

on two forwarding methods: random circuit switching and random

packet switching, whereby the performance of data transmissions

over the optimized and randomly selected parallel paths with and

without coding is analyzed and compared.

To increase SFC reliability and alleviate the challenges associated

with complex VNF failure detection, time-consuming VNF migra-
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tion, and traffic redirection in the case of backup VNF protection,

a new VNF protection based on systematic erasure coding is inves-

tigated. Here, both failure protection methods (with coding and

backup) are compared concerning SFC reliability and overall over-

head. The novel generalized reliability analysis based on combina-

torics and probability theory enables evaluation of the SFC reliabil-

ity as a function of VNF placement strategies in generic inter- and

intra- Data Center Networks (DCNs). The notable feature of the

new reliability analysis is the ability to take into account failures of

DC, racks, servers, VMs and path segments and, besides, sharing,

heterogeneity, and interdependencies of system components.

For security analysis, in contrast to other studies, this thesis in-

vestigates different types of eavesdropping and jamming adversaries,

that can access network links and nodes simultaneously and in dif-

ferent combinations, and compromise anonymity, privacy, integrity,

and reliability of communication. A new combinatorial approach

to security analysis allows evaluating the security level of advanced

network systems with different configurations while taking into ac-

count diverse attacks and a different number of adversaries. When

applying erasure coding, its effectiveness to balance the demands of

data integrity, reliability and privacy is analyzed in the case of simul-

taneous jamming and eavesdropping. The probability of censorship

success is assessed by observing a Tor network extended to parallel

transmission, random routing, coding, and diverse redundancy.

Finally, the feasibility of anonymous optical networks to overcome

the drawbacks of the traditional Tor is investigated. To enable all-

optical layered encryption at a line rate, a novel all-optical stream

cipher is designed and evaluated against practicability. We show that

optical cryptosystems require new techniques for security assessment

and validation. Thus, this thesis creates new security benchmarks

based on information theory, which allow us engineering anonymous

optical networks with a particular security level.
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1.1 Thesis Contributions

1.1 Thesis Contributions

This thesis contributes to several design, modeling and analysis as-

pects of advanced network systems. The main contribution of this

thesis is a novel design technique and engineering of fundamentally

new network systems with intrinsic randomness, diversity, data cod-

ing, and over-provisioning as tools to address the needs of mod-

ern networks for privacy, anonymity, integrity, and reliability. As a

combination of randomness, diversity, coding, and over-provisioning

lead to less investigated complex network configurations, the major

part of this work provides novel analytical models and approaches

for evaluation and benchmarking of reliability and security in that

network systems. Here, reliable data transmission concerning data

integrity and a reliable network function chaining is considered as

a service, which can be disturbed due to system faults or security

attacks. Hence, to assess service reliability, a novel reliability anal-

ysis based on combinatorics and probability theory is introduced

and verified. In addition, a new security evaluation approach is pre-

sented, whereby, in contrast to previous studies, different types of

attacks, their combinations and different amount of adversaries can

be taken into account and analyzed. The information-theoretical

security evaluation and benchmarking are proposed and enable the

engineering of an anonymous optical network as a special case of a

reliable and secure network implementation to provide randomness,

diversity, data coding, and over-provisioning. Specific contributions

of the thesis can be split into four major categories as described next.

1.1.1 Design, Modeling and Analysis of Advanced Network

Systems

Today’s network systems avoid randomness and diversity to guar-

anty end-to-end performance, reduce processing overhead related to

coding and encryption, and minimize over-provisioning to cut costs
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and, thus, limit security and reliability by design. However, all ran-

domness, diversity, data coding and over-provisioning are essential

to ensure privacy, anonymity, integrity, and reliability. This thesis

designs and models advanced network systems that can provide ran-

domness, diversity, coding, and over-provisioning through random

routing, parallel transmission over diverse paths, erasure coding as

well as coding and path redundancy, while offering excellent end-

to-end performance. To ensure, that the proposed network system

meets the requirements of current standards such as IEEE802.3, a

developed combinatorial performance analysis allows the evaluation

of relevant performance parameters such as delays, i.e., skew and

flow completion time, buffer size for deskewing, transmission and

coding overhead. The design issues of the advanced network system

related to the traffic splitting over parallel lanes and paths, routing

and forwarding of the parallelized traffic are addressed and analyt-

ically assessed. To this end, two strategies for implementation of a

novel random routing are introduced, modeled and analyzed: ran-

dom circuit switching over pre-reserved not optimized end-to-end

paths, and random packet switching without any resource reserva-

tion. Finally, a performance of data transmission over the optimized

and randomly selected parallel paths with and without coding and

with and without over-provisioning is analyzed and compared.

1.1.2 A Combinatorial Reliability Analysis of Advanced Network

Services

The failures of software and hardware components in NFV networks

can be a result of a misconfiguration, overload or security attack.

Thereby, assessing SFC reliability and dimensioning of backup re-

sources as a function of the VNF placement strategy is crucial for

optimizing load balancing, resource utilization and throughput in

data center networks. Analysis of SFC reliability, however, is not

an easy task, as it requires consideration of co-location and sharing
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of hardware components, heterogeneity of software and hardware,

and complex interdependency between them. To improve the reli-

ability of SFC, there is a need for diversity and over-provisioning

such as standard backup protection, the coding, however, can help

to simplify and accelerate the failure recovery. This thesis analyt-

ically investigates the reliability of two types of advanced network

services, which are reliable data transmission and reliable service

function chaining. To alleviate the challenges associated with VNF

failure detection, VNF migration, and traffic redirection in the case

of backup protection, coding is proved to provide service reliability

and to simplify the handling of active and backup VNFs and traffic

lost. The novel generalized reliability analysis based on combina-

torics and probability theory enables evaluation of the SFC reliabil-

ity as a function of VNF placement strategies in generic inter- and

intra-DCN. Here, both failure protection methods with coding and

backup are analyzed and compared. The notable feature of the de-

veloped analytical approach for evaluation of SFC reliability is the

ability to simultaneously consider failures of DC, racks, servers, VMs

and path segments as well as component sharing, their heterogeneity,

and component interdependency in the case of failures.

1.1.3 Analysis of Security Degree of Advanced Network

Systems

Security threats such as eavesdropping and jamming can be per-

formed on the physical layer and IP layers affecting anonymity, pri-

vacy, integrity, and reliability of transmitted data. The advanced

network systems based on random routing, parallel transmission and

erasure coding proposed in this thesis are generally designed to min-

imize the success of any security attack. However, depending on

the location of adversaries, different forwarding and path selection

strategies are likely to yield different security performance. Thus,

the benefits of parallel transmission, random routing, and coding for
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security purposes need to be evaluated. Here, there is a need to

analyze the level of provided security in comparison to the standard

systems. This thesis provides a novel combinatorial approach for

security evaluation considering different types and a different num-

ber of adversaries, who can access network links and nodes. As a

security measure, a security degree is introduced and analyzed as a

probability that an attacker can not recover sent data at the first

try or disturb communication, which is a function of the number of

compromised components in the network. The impact of designed

data forwarding, i.e., random circuit switching or random packet

switching, on system robustness against different security attacks is

studied, whereby the new analytical models take into account differ-

ent security threats, which can occur simultaneously and in differ-

ent combinations. The suitability of erasure coding to balance the

demands of integrity, reliability and privacy is analyzed for simul-

taneous jamming and eavesdropping. To reduce the probability of

censorship success as a type of jamming attack, a standard Tor net-

work is extended to parallel transmission, random routing, coding,

and diverse redundancy, and extensively examined.

1.1.4 Engineering and Benchmarking Anonymous

Communication Systems

The main drawback of traditional anonymous networks such as Tor is

their overall performance regarding delays and throughput, and lim-

ited randomness and diversity resulting in poor anonymity, integrity,

and reliability. This thesis investigates the feasibility of anonymous

optical networks to ensure both performance and security. Opti-

cal networks can be easily extended to provide randomness, path

diversity, coding, and over-provisioning, as they can choose among

hundreds of wavelengths over a single fiber and erasure coding can

be applied at the communication endpoint. The only function that

optical networks can not perform today is the layered encryption
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all-optically, which requires the design of a fundamentally new all-

optical stream cipher (oSC). Here, we design an oSC based on optical

XOR (oXOR) and optical LFSR (oLFSR) components with a target

to generate a long optical keystream at an optical line rate using a

shorter electronic sequence at comparably lower bit rates. As a re-

sult, an electronic sub-system, - a cryptographically strong pseudo-

random number generator, is cascaded [37] with a cryptographically

insecure optical sub-system, i.e., oLFSR. The resulting optical cas-

cade, however, requires new security evaluation techniques due to

the bit rate adaptation. Hence, novel security benchmarks were de-

veloped based on the information theory and enable the engineering

of an anonymous optical network with the required security level.

1.2 Supporting Publications

1.2.1 Journal Articles
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1.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis is structured in seven chapters. After the introduction,

Chapter 2 introduces the concepts of randomness, diversity, coding,

and over-provisioning in advanced network systems and analysis for

their performance evaluation. Chapter 3 addresses a service reliabil-

ity issue and presents a novel analytical evaluation of SFC reliability

as a function of the VNF placement strategy. A novel combinatorial

approach for security evaluation is presented in Chapter 4. Chap-

ter 5 shows a case study of an anonymous optical network focusing

on its engineering and new information-theoretical benchmarking.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. Finally, Chapter 7 provides some

mathematical proofs and derivations.
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2
Design, Modeling and Analysis of Advanced Network

Systems

2.1 Introduction

As randomness, diversity, data coding and over-provisioning are nec-

essary tools to ensure privacy, anonymity, integrity, and reliability,

this thesis investigates advanced network systems with inherent ran-

dom routing, parallel transmission, erasure coding as well as diverse

redundancy as a possible solution to improve reliability and security.

As parallelism in computing becomes critically important, parallel

network systems are following suit. High-speed Ethernet standard

IEEE802.3 specifies that the 40/100/400Gb/s Ethernet traffic can

be split into data blocks and distributed over multiple parallel lanes

(e.g., 10 lanes x 10Gb/s, for 100Gb/s), referred to as Multi-Lane Dis-

tribution (MLD) [2]. Thus, high-speed Ethernet traffic can be dis-

tributed to multiple low-speed optoelectronic interfaces addressing

the need of today’s applications for a large aggregated bandwidth.

Each lane can be mapped onto parallel output interfaces and opti-

cal channels, i.e., optical paths, for parallel transmission in Optical

Transport Networks (OTNs). Transmission over multiple parallel

paths in optical networks is a well-studied subject, known, however,

for a strict constraint on optimality [15, 16]. The optimization goal
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is usually to minimize the inter-lane skew, i.e., the time difference

between receiving the data on the first and the last lane. The skew

of data blocks, which occurs not only due to path diversity but also

on the packetization process in the end-system, is hard to assess and

guarantee. Thus, in addition to paths optimization, there is a need

for the so-called de-skewing via buffering at the receiver [2]. How-

ever, the High-speed Ethernet standard IEEE802.3 defines, in fact,

the maximum skew of only 180ns to avoid buffering of unrecoverable

Ethernet frames. In Data Center Networks (DCNs), Equal-Cost

Multi-Path (ECMP) is used as the de-facto routing protocol, which

can split the traffic into multiple sub-flows and sent them over mul-

tiple paths following flow- or packet-based routing. An extension

of ECMP to the parallel transmission was proposed in [17, 18, 19],

whereby the parallel sub-flows are uniformly distributed over the net-

work to improve the throughput, server utilization, and load balanc-

ing. Since DCN topology offers paths with an equal length between

any source-destination pair, the only issue of parallel transmission in

DCN is to meet a Flow Completion Time (FCT), i.e., an end-to-end

path and flow transmission delay.

For the first time, a random routing in the packet-switched net-

work was investigated as a possible routing strategy in military com-

munication networks, whereby each message path represents a ran-

dom walk [38]. For circuit-switched networks, a random routing

was first analyzed in [39] as a decentralized routing. Although it

was shown that the random routing is extremely reliable in presence

of any adversary but highly inefficient concerning end-to-end delay,

i.e., impractical, the research community has been still investigating

a possible design, performance, and practicality of random routing.

That is not least because of its decentralized nature, low control and

management overhead and independence of network structure. For

modern networks such as High-Speed Ethernet as well as network

topologies such as in DCNs, the random routing in combination with
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the parallel transmission is less studied and needs to be proved to

provide all its advantages and required delay performance.

To address data integrity and reliability, an erasure code can be

applied to the parallelized traffic. The coding redundancy can be

added and sent over additional paths, i.e., path redundancy, to pro-

tect the communication system against both data and path losses

as shown in [24], where coding redundancy allows performing era-

sure correction at receiver. Moreover, it was shown in [40, 41, 42]

that coding can outperform optimal routing in a single unicast set-

ting. Currently, many MDS-based erasure codes (Maximum Dis-

tance Separable Codes) have been proposed, such as Reed-Solomon

[20] or regenerating codes [21] based on Network Coding [22] or a

random Linear Network Code (LNC) [23], which offer good trade-offs

in terms of redundancy, reliability, and repair bandwidth.

This chapter designs advanced network systems that can exploit

random routing, parallel data transmission over diverse paths, era-

sure coding as well as coding and path redundancy. New solutions

are provided to address the challenges of parallel transmission from

the perspectives of design, modeling and analysis, for both rout-

ings over the packet-switched and circuit-switched networks. To

prove the suitability of designed parallel transmission, we provide

novel performance analysis based on combinatorics and investigate

whether routing optimality is necessary for parallel network systems

and whether coding can relax requirements on paths optimality. The

new performance analysis allows assessing delays, the receiver buffer

and the overall realization overhead of parallel transmission in differ-

ent settings. The comprehensive analysis and comparison of parallel

transmission over the optimized and randomly selected parallel paths

with and without coding are provided with a focus on delays, e.g.,

skew and FCT, and required deskew buffer.
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Figure 2.1: Multi-lane Ethernet-over-optical network system [1]. (a)

Traffic distribution in sender; (b) parallel transmission

over the optical network and skew formation; (c) deskew

buffers and reordering from [2].

2.3 Modeling and analysis of Parallel Transmission

The concept of the parallel transmission can be considered on an

example of the end-system according to the IEEE802.3 standard [2].

Fig. 2.1 shows a typical multi-lane 40Gb/s Ethernet-over-optical net-

work end-system. In the sender (Fig. 2.1(a)), a high-speed stream

of serial Ethernet frames is split into data blocks of 64b, encoded

with 64b/66b line code in Physical Coding Sublayer (PCS), and dis-

tributed over, for instance, k = 4 virtual Ethernet lanes. For identifi-

cation of the lane ordering at the receiver, specific alignment markers

are inserted in each lane after mL = 16383 data blocks. Finally, the

parallel lanes are mapped to optical paths of the underlying optical

network. This mapping can follow two different routing mechanisms

that are optical circuit switching and optical packet switching.

As shown in Fig. 2.1(b), in the circuit-switched networks such

as Wavelength Division Multiplexing, each 10GE Ethernet lane can

be mapped to four optical data units (ODU), here of type 2. The

ODU2e method enables the transparent 10GE mapping using an

over-clocking approach, whereas Generic Framing Procedure (GFP)
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principles are applied. The ODU signals are modulated on four

optical carriers and transmitted over n = k = 4 optical paths. In

general, the number of virtual Ethernet lanes k and the allocated

optical paths n do not need to be equal. In our example, however,

OTN is assumed to map data streams from Ethernet lanes into n ≥ k
ODU2-n or ODU2e-n containers.

A simplified architecture of the receiver, also according to IEEE802.3,

is shown in Fig. 2.1(c). Here, the PCS layer processes the 66b

data blocks received to retrieve the original Ethernet frame, which

requires multiple processing entities, including lane block synchro-

nization, lane deskew and reorder, alignment removal, etc. (not all

shown here). To illustrate the skew and deskewing process, let us

assume that paths 3 and 4 are the shortest and the longest path

in terms of the end-to-end delay, respectively. The time difference

between arrivals of the first data block from path 3 and the first

data block from path 4 is referred to as skew. For compensation of

the resulting inter-lane skew, the data blocks from path 3 must be

buffered in the receiver until data blocks from longer paths arrive, i.e.

from paths 1, 2, and, finally, from path 4. For skew compensation,

the receiver implements the so-called deskewing and reordering. The

deskew function of the PCS is implemented with the parallel input

FIFO queues, that store data blocks until the alignment markers of

all lanes are received and synchronized. That allows the scheduler

to start the lane identification, alignment removal and reordering to

form the original serial data stream.

Another possible solution to map the parallel lanes in Ethernet-

over-optical network end-systems would be optical packet switch-

ing (OPS). In contrast to the circuit-switched networks, the optical

paths between a certain source-destination pair do not need to be re-

served, whereby the forwarding is destination based and hop-by-hop.

The optical packets are forwarded to a chosen free port associated

with a certain destination at every optical packet switch. When a
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Figure 2.2: A possible realization of an optical packet switching [3].

source sends optical packets in parallel, the end-to-end routes and

the number of utilized paths can dynamically change during travers-

ing the network. As a result, the packets do not only experience

skew, but also can arrive at any available ports at the receiver. The

design of the OPS system is potentially more technologically chal-

lenging and deserves discussion. Fig 2.2 shows how the potential

multilane Ethernet-over-OPS system can be realized. Here, multi-

ple data blocks from PHY Ethernet lanes can be formed into an

optical packet of a defined length (per each lane). This is a func-

tion of Packet Format Adaptation. In the functional block of Packet

Classification and Labeling, the optical label is defined according to

the destination. At every optical packet switch, all-optical packets,

possibly from multiple sources, arrive at the input ports and need to

be forwarded. The function of forwarding can be implemented simi-

larly to [43], whereby each optical packet passes through the optical

Label Extractor, which extracts the labels of each optical packet and

sends it to the Label Processor.

The Label Processor analyzes the label and determines all can-

didate output ports to a destination and all available wavelengths

considering the wavelength continuity constraint. The forwarding ta-

bles can be configured via a control plane. Per our model, the Label

Processor has information about all possible next hops towards the

destination and selects the available ports and wavelengths entirely
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randomly. If the input wavelength differs from the output wave-

length, wavelength conversion is required before switching or else

the packet needs to be dropped or buffered [44]. After label extrac-

tion, the optical payload and extracted label are passed to the optical

switch, where the extracted label is added again to the head of the

optical payload before switching. It is important to note that de-

pending on the performance of optical switch components, i.e., Label

Extractor and Label Processor, and their implementation, the opti-

cal payload may be delayed in the process, e.g., optically buffered.

Thus, it is necessary to synchronize payload with labels.

In generality, the traffic parallelization can be implemented on

TCP Layer as well, whereby routing and forwarding on IP Layer can

follow circuit switching or packet switching principles. For instance,

the mapping of parallel TCP flows into IP tunnels is possible using

Equal Cost Multipath Protocol (ECMP), which can be packet or

flow-based corresponding to circuit or packet switching, respectively.

2.3.1 Network Model

For modeling and performance analysis of parallel transmission be-

tween a certain source-destination pair, we utilize notation summa-

rized in Sec. 2.7. The network is assumed to represent a directed and

acyclic graph G(V,E) = G, where V and E are vertex set and edge

set, respectively. The source node is denoted as s ∈ V , while the

destination node is labeled as d ∈ V . A distinction is made between

incoming and outgoing links of an arbitrary node v ∈ V , denoted as

a set Ein(v) and Eout(v), respectively. Each node has |Ein(v)| = yin

incoming and |Eout(v)| = yout outgoing links. The traffic, k paral-

lel data flows, is modeled as a binary sequence, whereby each flow

is decomposed into packets or data blocks of the same length. The

time unit (tu) in G is a discrete time based on the link capacity and

analyzed as a transmission delay of one packet.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the network provides N
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available parallel paths between s and d suitable for the certain rout-

ing and forwarding method to realize the parallel traffic transmission

over G(V,E). Then, that N available parallel paths Pl(s, d) ≡ Pl,
l = 1, ...,N, are collected in a set GP = {P1,P2, ...,Pl, ...,PN} and

are sorted in the ascending order so that the increasing index l

of each path Pl corresponds to an increasing path delay dl, i.e.,

d1 ≤ d2... ≤ dl, ...,≤ dN, which are arranged in a vector of length N,
#»

d = (d1, d2, ..., dN). Some of the available paths can have the same

path delay, i.e., dl−1 = dl = dl+1. To simplify the further analysis,

we assume integer values for the path delays, i.e. bdlc = dl, which

can be realized without loss of accuracy by choosing a sufficiently

small value of the time unit (tu).

Generally, any path Pl is a chain of yl links noted as ρlh ∈ Pl,
1 ≤ h ≤ yl, and of yl−1 intermediate nodes vlq ∈ Pl, 1 ≤ q ≤ yl−1.

The node-to-node delay between two directly connected nodes on the

certain path Pl is denoted as εlh. Thus, if there are no additional

delays or blocking in the intermediate nodes, the end-to-end path

delay of any path Pl between source s and destination d is

dl =

yl∑
h=1,
ρlh∈Pl

εlh. (2.1)

When n parallel paths among N available paths are selected from a

subset GP , there is a setM of all possible path subsetsMn(α), i.e.,

there are |M| = aM = CN,n
1 possible path combinations, where

each combination is collected in a subset Mn(α) ∈ M, 1 ≤ α ≤
aM. However, all paths in each subset Mn(α) are sorted so that

their corresponding path delays appear in ascending order. This

requires to derive an index mapping lm, which maps an indexm, m =

1, 2, ..., n, used to specify a path Plm(α) out of the subsetMn(α) =

{Pl1(α), ...,Plm(α), ...,Pln(α)} to a path Pl ∈ GP , l = 1, 2, ...,N.

This also maps the delay dlm(α) of path Plm(α) to the corresponding

1We note the binomial coefficient
(i
j

)
as Ci,j , whereby Ci,j = 0 for j > i.
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component dl of the delay vector
#»

d so, that the increasing index m

of each path Plm(α) corresponds to an increasing path delay dlm(α).

To define such mapping let us introduce N = {1, 2, ...,N} and

Nn = {Λn ⊂ N : |Λn| = n}, i.e. the set of all subsets of N with

cardinality n. Let us use Λn(α), α = 1, 2, ..., aM, to index each of

these subsets. Thus based on paths Pl ∈ GP , the setMn(α) is given

as Mn(α) = {Pl : l ∈ Λn(α)} and the final mapping between path

Plm(α) ∈Mn(α) and Pl ∈ GP is defined by the index function

δα(l,m)=

1, if the mth element of Λn(α) is l,

0, otherwise,
(2.2)

where l ∈ N and m = 1, 2, ..., n.

Furthermore, Eq.(2.2) enables the mapping of paths by the rela-

tion Plm(α) ≡
∑
i Piδα(i,m) and has the property

∑
l δα(l,m) = 1.

For example, when N = 6 and n = 3 parallel paths are chosen from

the set GP , e.g., P3,P4 and P5, the sorting due to increasing de-

lays is defined by the mapping to the selected subset shown by the

equivalence Mn(α) = {P31(α),P42(α),P53(α)} ≡ {P3,P4,P5}.

Modeling of Circuit Switching

In the circuit-switched network, F different link disjoint paths exist

and can be established between the given s and d. At the same time,

some of the links belonging to the set of F paths can be generally

considered for path requests between other source-destination node

pairs. Thus, depending on the traffic load offered to the network, at

any connection request time, a s−d pair can utilize at most N ≤ F ,

N ≡ N, disjoint paths, whereas it cannot use the remaining F −N
paths due to some links being used by other connection requests.

Let us, in fact, assume that any set of at least N out of F parallel

paths is available for a given connection request, whereby n ≤ N

paths are then selected for parallel transmission. Since all path links
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are pre-reserved for transmission, the end-to-end path delay dl of

any path Pl is known and determined by Eq. (2.1).

To derive the likelihood that network can provide N ≥ n available

paths, let us denote the setup probability of an arbitrary path Pl as

Psetup. However, we do not consider how various traffic load pattern

impact the path setup probability Psetup. The model for blocking

probability of the connection request B(n) can be approximated by

assuming that the network load is distributed so that each out of F

possible paths can be set up with an equal probability, Psetup. As a

result, the probability that a path P(s, d) between s and d cannot

be set up, and is blocked, is defined as

PB = 1− Psetup. (2.3)

Thus, the probability of N available parallel paths out of F existing

paths would follow the Binomial distribution, i.e.,

Pr(N = j) =

(
F

j

)
(1− PB)jPF−jB . (2.4)

Finally, the transmission request is blocked with probability B(n),

when the number of available paths N is lower than the number of

outgoing interfaces n, i.e., N < n.

B(n) =

n−1∑
j=0

Pr(N = j). (2.5)

The mean number of available paths is determined as follows

N̄ =

F∑
j=0

j · Pr(N = j) = F · Psetup. (2.6)

On the other hand, the mean number of paths available E{N |N ≥
n}, which ensures the successful parallel transmission and is relevant

for further analysis, is given by

E{N |N≥n}=
F∑
j=0

j · Pr(N=j|N≥n)=

∑F
j=n j·Pr(N=j)

1−B(n)
. (2.7)
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In the optical circuit-switched networks, the path model needs to

take into consideration that each fiber-link provides many different

wavelengths, where the wavelength is used as a synonym for the

link. Let Fp be the number of different disjoint fiber paths between

an arbitrary pair of nodes, where each fiber path offers Wo different

optical (wavelength) paths. Thus, a total number of F = Fp ×Wo

optical paths (synonym for path) exists for the selected s− d pair.

Modeling of Packet Switching

In the packet-switched network, we intend a directed and acyclic

network graph G(V,E) not to represent the full network, but only

to contain those network nodes with available output interfaces asso-

ciated with a certain destination, as selected from the set of all nodes

in the network at the moment of transmission request. That results

in Ψ ≥ N , Ψ ≡ N, available and not necessarily disjoint paths,

whereby two or more paths can compete for the same outgoing link.

The network model does not consider different traffic loads and as-

sumes that any outgoing link can be available with equal probability.

That requires, however, that all outgoing links have the same link

capacity. Here, a source node s can send n = k packets in parallel

using n ≤ |Eout(s)| outgoing links, while at most Ψ ≥ n available

paths can be simultaneously utilized over the network toward the

destination d by choosing the next hop based on available output

interfaces in each network node. Generally, any path Pl, 1 ≤ l ≤ Ψ

consists of yl links ρlh, 1 ≤ h ≤ yl, where the probability to utilize

link ρlh is defined as φlh. Then, the occurrence probability of any

path Pl is determined as follows

Pl =

yl∏
h=1

φlh. (2.8)

Since the packets parallelized in source s into k flows can be dis-

tributed over n, k ≤ n ≤ Ψ, available paths, the packet switching
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principle allows sending the packets in parallel over multiple network

paths. In the network nodes, the packets do not necessarily compete

for the same outgoing link at the same time. For instance, a packet

can be sent over any available and directed outgoing link to avoid

packet dropping or buffering. However, we next combinatorically

analyze the occurrence probability of paths that lead to congestion.

On each intermediate node v ∈ V , the number of incoming links

can be larger than the number of available outgoing links, i.e. yin >

yout. When a forwarding node v receives ω packets over yin(v)

incoming links simultaneously, i.e., yout(v) < ω ≤ yin(v), then,

ω−yout(v) ≥ 0 packets can not be forwarded and, thus, are dropped

or buffered with probability PB(v). In this case, we refer to the node

v as a congested node, whereby the ratio of the congested nodes

is determined as G = |V ′|
|V | , when network G consists of |V | nodes

and |V ′| out of |V | nodes are congested, i.e., V ′ ∈ V . Generally,

the source s and an arbitrary congested node v, yout(v) < yin(v),

are connected by maximal Ψsv paths, which can deliver at most

ω = yin(v) packets per tu arriving on yin(v) out of |Ψsv| paths

simultaneously. Thus, there are aM′ =
∑yin(v)−yout(v)
i=1

(
Ψsv

yout(v)+i

)
paths combinations, which can lead to blocking of ω− yout(v) pack-

ets in the node v. In addition, since some out of Ψsv paths can be

partly disjoint, i.e., contain common links such as ρlh = ρ(l+1)(h+1),

from different paths, ρlh ∈ Pl(s, v) and ρ(l+1)(h+1) ∈ P(l+1)(s, v), but

can be used only by a one path at time, we apply the rule, which

constraints using a common links by multiple paths [45] as follows

φlh · φ(l+1)(h+1) = φj , where φlh = φ(l+1)(h+1) = φj is a probability

to utilize a link ej ∈ E.

Let setM′ω(α) be a set of the ω selected paths out of Ψsv available

paths between any pair s and v in the paths combination α and a

set M̄′Ψsv−ω(α) = {Plm(s, v)|Plm(s, v) /∈M′ω(α)} a set of available

paths, which are not utilized for transmission in the paths combina-

tion α. The probability P̂ (α, ω,Ψsv), that all paths from setM′ω(α)
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and not from set M̄′Ψsv−ω(α) are selected for transmission is defined

by Eq. (2.9), where 1 ≤ ω ≤ yin(v) and Ψ ≡ Ψsv. Without loss of

generality, the probability that ω packets are delivered by ω out of

Ψ available paths from set Mω(α) can be determined as follows

P̂ (α, ω,Ψ) =

ω∏
m=1,

Plm
(α)∈Mω(α)

Plm(α)

Ψ−ω∏
m=1,

Plm
(α)∈M̄Ψ−ω(α)

(1− Plm(α)), (2.9)

where the path probability Plm(α) of a path Pl is defined by Eq. (2.8),

i.e., Plm(α) ≡ Pl, and Mω(α) is a set of ω paths out of Ψ avail-

able paths between source s and destination d. When yin(vlq) >

yout(vlq), the probability of paths competition for the same outgo-

ing link in an arbitrary node v can be determined as follows

PB(v) =

yin(v)∑
ω=yout(v)+1

aM′∑
α=1

P̂ (α, ω,Ψsv). (2.10)

When more than one packet claims the same outgoing link at the

same time in the intermediate node vlq on the path Pl, and, thus,

needs to be buffered, each packet can be delayed with probability

PB(vlq) (Eq. (2.10)) for %q time units. When the forwarding in

the intermediate nodes follows the FIFO rules, the resulting mean

end-to-end delay dl of path Pl(s, d) ≡ Pl is defined as follows

dl =

yl∑
h=1,
ρlh∈Pl

εlh +

yl−1∑
q=1,
vlq∈Pl

PB(vlq) · %q. (2.11)

In optical packet-switched networks, any optical node can sup-

port uin and uout input and output interfaces, respectively. Since

each optical fiber can provide different wavelengths, each input and

output interface can provides win and wout available wavelengths,

respectively. Thus, each input or output interface provide win or

wout parallel links between two neighbor nodes. That results in

|Ein(v)| = uin ·win available incoming links and |Eout(v)| = uout ·wout
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available outgoing links at any arbitrary optical node v. When the

priority of any optical node v with uout(v) available interfaces is to

avoid wavelength conversion, i.e., to forward an optical packets on

the output wavelength λout corresponding to the input wavelength,

λin, λout = λin, the number of links is limited to uout(v). That re-

sults in a network model equivalent to the general model above, i.e.,

uout(v) ≡ yout(v), where a path delay includes a queuing delay and

can be calculated with Eq. (2.11). In contrast, when the wavelength

conversion is applied to avoid the packet blocking and the optical

buffering the number of incoming and outgoing links is defined as

yin(v) = uin · win and yout(v) = uout · wout, respectively.

2.3.2 Modeling of Routing Strategies

To direct parallelized traffic flows through the circuit-switched and

packet-switched networks, we distinguish between two path selection

methods: optimal and random. Next, we analyze and compare both

methods, i.e., the parallel transmission over the optimized parallel

paths and the randomly selected parallel paths, applied in the circuit

and packet-switched networks.

Optimized Parallel Transmission

Paths optimization can be implemented in both types of considered

network, the circuit-switched networks and the packet-switched net-

works, which we refer, in this case, to as an optimal routed parallel

transmission and an optimal packet forwarding, respectively. In the

optimal routed parallel transmission, we refer to the parallel paths as

optimal, when these n out of N available parallel disjoint paths were

selected to yield the minimal skew. Similarly, the optimal packet

switching can select and pre-configure those input and output in-

terfaces in any forwarding node, which result in n out of Ψ parallel

paths, where k ≤ n ≤ Ψ, which can yield the minimal skew. For that
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reason, for any parallel transmission, each intermediate forwarding

node v can provide at most yout(v) ≥ yin(v) pre-reserved outgoing

links to avoid congestion and additional delays. However, when yin

selected optimal paths share the same intermediate node v, there

is no fixed mapping between input and output interfaces, whereby

any packet is forwarded by the node v over one available out of yout

pre-configured outgoing links.

Thus, for both, i.e., the optimal routed parallel transmission and

the optimal packet switching, the optimal path set will minimize

the skew between selected paths and, thus, the buffer size. When

the source selects n optimized parallel paths in the network, there

is a fixed optimal path pattern Mn(αopt) with delays dl1(αopt) ≤
dl2(αopt) ≤ ... ≤ dln(αopt). However, due to the random selection of

outgoing links in any intermediate node in optical switched networks,

a more complex packet reordering mechanism can be required at the

destination. The optimized parallel transmission is commonly used

by standard end-systems in today’s high-performance networks such

as Ethernet/OTN networks and for data center networks applying

equal cost multipath (ECMP) routing.

Random Circuit Switching

Without optimization, the source selects any n available paths ran-

domly and with the same probability among all N available paths.

As a result, each path combination collected in a subset Mn(α) ∈
M, 1 ≤ α ≤ aM appears with same probability P (Mn(α)) = 1/aM.

Let us define the likelihood that a specific subset Mn(α) is chosen

by indicating its dependence on the number n of parallel paths.

Since only one out of aM path combinations is randomly selected

for transmission, all path sets and all paths of a set occur with the

same probability. Let us denote the probability of an arbitrary path
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combination as P (Mn(α)) = 1
aM
≡ P ′(α, n), whereby

P ′(α, n) =

n∏
m=1

Plm(α) = (PM)n =
1

CN,n
, (2.12)

where PM is the probability that an arbitrary path Pl ∈ GP is

selected for transmission and collected in Mn(α).

Random Packet Switching

In the packet-switched networks with random settings, paths or in-

terfaces in forwarding nodes do not need to be reserved, whereby

the forwarding can be hop-by-hop, following randomly chosen free

interfaces at every forwarding node. When a source sends packets

in parallel, these packets do not only experience skew, but also can

arrive at any available ports at the receiver. For instance, when a

source uses n outgoing links for the first hop to the next nodes, the

destination may receive the packets on all its incoming links. Since

packets are sent over a randomly changing sequence of links, they

can be spread over the packet-switched network so that more than

n packets arrive at the destination simultaneously.

Here, the occurrence probability of random paths combination

is defined by Eq. (2.9), whereby the paths can interfere and over-

lap. Since any node v in the packet switched network randomly

decides about outgoing link ej ∈ Eout(v) for transmission, all outgo-

ing links ej have the same probability φej to be selected, while the

probability of a link ej ∈ Eout(s) at the source node is defined as

φej = n

√
1

C|Eout(s)|,n
. When any node v has yout(v) available links,

the probability φej to select link ej for transmission is defined as

φej =
1

yout(v)
. (2.13)
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2.3.3 Combinatorial Delay Analysis

This subsection provides a derivation of the expected value of the

flow completion time (FCT) and the skew in arbitrary networks, the

analysis of occurrence probability of maximum skew, analysis of the

impact of path failures and packet loss on the skew.

The FCT of a data flow is defined as the difference between two

time stamps, the first time stamp holds the time when the first

packet of a flow leaves a source, and the second time stamp holds the

time when the last packet of the same flow arrives at the destination.

If there is no queuing delay in the forwarding nodes, the FCT is the

best achievable (”ideal”), where only the maximal end-to-end path

delay dmax and the transmission time of the data blocks needs to

be considered. Thus, within selected set Mn(α), dmax(α) = dln(α)

while the FCT can be determined as follows

T ′(α) =
MLM
nC

+ dln(α), (2.14)

where M and LM is the number of data blocks in the source data

and bits in each data block, respectively, while C is a transmission

bit rate of any path Pln(α) chosen for transmission.

The skew is typically defined as difference in delays dmax and

dmin between the longest and the shortest paths, respectively. Thus,

within chosen setMn(α), these delays are determined as dmax(α) =

dln(α) and dmin(α) = dl1(α), respectively, resulting in the skew:

τ(α) = dmax(α)− dmin(α). (2.15)

Let us define a path-specific skew as a delay difference between the

longest and an arbitrary path in a path set Mn(α):

τm(α)=dln(α)− dlm(α), (2.16)

where m=1, 2, ..., n and τ1(α)=τ(α) refers to the largest skew within

the path set (see Eq. (2.15)). To evaluate the receiver buffer size
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required for de-skewing, the cumulative skew between all paths se-

lected is an important parameter and given as a function of utilized

parallel paths n and path set selected, i.e.,

τ(n, α) =

n∑
m=1

τm(α), (2.17)

where τm(α) is defined by Eq. (2.16).

As we consider networks with a large number of path sets available,

the skews depend on the path set chosen, i.e., on α, α = 1, ..., aM,

and, thus, on the path selection method.

Optimized Parallel Transmission

For the optimal routed parallel transmission and the optimal packet

switching, all n utilized paths are selected to minimize the skew

between chosen paths and, thus, the buffer size. Thus, the largest

FCT and skew within the optimal path set is denoted as T ′(αopt)

and τ(αopt), respectively. With Eq. (2.17), the optimal path set

is given by Mn(αopt) = Mn(α) for n = k, when minα{τ(k, α)}.
Then, with Eq. (2.14), FCT is determined as follows

T ′(αopt) =
MLM
nC

+ dln(αopt) = T ′. (2.18)

The skew is known, fixed and determined with Eq. (2.15) as

τ(αopt) = dmax(αopt)− dmin(αopt) = τ, (2.19)

where T ′ and τ are known for the certain optimal path setMn(αopt).

Random Circuit Switching

Here, we need to analyze the expected values of flow completion

time and skew over all aM possible path combinations collected in

M. We next derive the expected value of both delays given a number

of available paths N in an arbitrary network, where a set of n parallel

paths is chosen randomly for transmission.
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Based on Eq. (2.15), the expected value of skew τ̄ = EM{τ(α)} =

EM{dmax(α) − dmin(α)} takes into account all possible paths com-

binations, as indexed by M, i.e.,

τ̄ = EM{τ(α)} = E{dmax(α)} − E{dmin(α)}, (2.20)

where we use EM{·} = E{·} to simplify notation. The expected

value τ̄ can be derived knowing the expected delay E{dm(α)} of

the mth path Plm(α) over all path sets Mn(α) randomly chosen

with probability P (Mn(α)) = 1/aM. Using the mapping djm(α) =∑
l dlδα(l,m) as specified by Eq. (2.2), the expected delay of mth

path can be derived as follows

E{dm(α)}=
∑
α

∑
l

dlδα(l,m)P (Mn(α))=
∑
l

dlpl(m), (2.21)

where pl(m) = 1/aM
∑
α δα(l,m) is the probability, that the lth

path Pl with delay dl from
#»

d is selected as mth path with delay

dlm(α), m = 1, 2, ..., n, in a randomly chosen path set Mn(α) ∈M.

Using combinatorial theory, in the range m ≤ l ≤ N − n + m this

probability is given by

pl(m) =
1

aM
Cl−1,m−1CN−l,n−m. (2.22)

The detailed derivation of Eq.(2.22) is in Appendix. Using Eqs.

(2.21)-(2.22), the expected value of path delay of the mth path of a

randomly chosen path set Mn(α) ∈M yields,

E{dm(α)} =

N−n+m∑
l=m

dl · pl(m)

=
1

aM

N−n∑
l=0

d(l+m)Cl+m−1,m−1CN−l−m,n−m,

(2.23)

where m = 1, 2, ..., n. Thus, the expected maximal and minimal

path delays over all path combinations are given as E{dmax(α)} =
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E{dn(α)} and E{dmin(α)} = E{d1(α)}, respectively. Then, using

Eq. (2.23), FCT for random circuit switching can be derived as

T̄ ′ = T ′(α) =
MLM
nC

+ E{dn(α)}. (2.24)

Finally, with Eqs. (2.20) and (2.23), the expected value of skew is

τ̄ = E{τ(α)} =
1

aM

N−n∑
i=0

(d(N−i) − di+1)CN−i−1,n−1. (2.25)

Generally, each element dl from
#»

d can have value equal to values of

their direct neighbors, i.e., dl−1 and dl+1. Thus, vector
#»

d can contain

Dmin and Dmax elements with minimum and maximum path delays,

i.e., d1 = d2 = ... = dDmin and dN = dN−1 = ... = dN−Dmax+1,

respectively. Therefore, there may be many more path combinations

Mn(α) yielding a maximum skew defined as follows

τup = dN − d1 ≡ dN−Dmax+1 − dDmin . (2.26)

The occurrence probability of τup is determined as follows

Pup =

N∑
j=max{N−Dmax+1,

n}

min{Dmin,

j−n+1}∑
i=1

Pi · Pj ·
Cj−i−1,n−2∑

α=1

P ′(α, n− 2), (2.27)

where for a path combination Mn(α) we assume, that the kth path

Plk with maximal delay is mapped to one of the Dmax paths Pj ∈
GP , i.e, dlk (α) = dj for j = N − Dmax + 1, ..., N . But if n >

N −Dmax + 1, the mapping of the path with maximal delay has to

be limited to j ≥ max{n,N − Dmax + 1}. Furthermore, its path

with minimal delay, dl1(α), is mapped to one out of Dmin paths

Pi ∈ GP for i = 1, 2, ..., Dmin. Otherwise, for a selected longest

path Pj , the first path of a set of n path is restricted to paths

Pi ∈ GP with index i ≤ j − n + 1, thus the mapping of dl1(α) =

di is restricted to the range i ≤ min{Dmin, j − n + 1}. Finally,

there are Cj−i−1,n−2 possible path combinations, whose probability
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P ′(α, n−2) = (PM)n−2 follows from Eq. (2.12) and is independent of

α. Furthermore, the shortest and longest paths in each combination

Mn(α), i.e., one or more paths with delays d1 and dN from
#»

d ,

respectively, occur with the same probability Pi = Pj = PM in all

combinations. Thus, Eq. (2.27) can be simplified as follows

Pup =
1

aM

N∑
j=max{N−Dmax+1,

n}

min{Dmin,

j−n+1}∑
i=1

Cj−i−1,n−2. (2.28)

When delay vector
#»

d contains only two elements with maximum

and minimum delay, i.e., Dmin = 1 and Dmax = 1, the summation

is omitted in Eq. (2.28), which yields

Pup =
CN−2,n−2

aM
=
CN−2,n−2

CN,n
=

n(n− 1)

N(N − 1)
. (2.29)

Random Packet Switching

Since the random packet switching method randomly selects each

outgoing link ej in any intermediate node v, the occurrence prob-

ability of ej is the same for any outgoing link in the node v and

defined by Eq. (2.13). As a result, each packet is sent over a ran-

domly changing sequence of available links in the network so that

the packets of a certain flow are randomly spread over all Ψ existing

paths towards a destination. Thus, all Ψ existing available paths are

always utilized, whereby some forwarding nodes v have more input

interfaces than available output interfaces. Thus, some packets can-

not be forwarded immediately and must be buffered with probability

PB(v) defined by Eq. (2.10). Since Eq. (2.11) already considers the

fact that more than one packet can claim the same link at the same

time in any forwarding node, the FCT T p of certain flow is a func-

tion of the end-to-end delay dΨ of the longest path PΨ utilized for
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transmission. As a result, the ideal FCT T p is defined as:

T p =
MLM
nC

+ dΨ. (2.30)

Generally, the probability Ploss, that a sent packet is dropped by a

forwarding node due to buffer overflow, can be calculated based on

the standard queuing theory [46]. The packet dropping, however,

results in a requirement for its retransmission and an additional in-

crease of FCT. When the source data is split into M packets, the

probability Pr that at least one sent packet is dropped and retrans-

mitted is defined as Pr = 1−(1−Ploss)M . Then, the resulting FCT,

which take into account the packet retransmission, is

T p∑ = (1− Pr)T p + γPrT p, (2.31)

where γ > 1 is a proportion of FCT to take into account the delay

due to retransmission. In contrast to the circuit switched networks,

each specific path Pl between s and d has a certain occurrence prob-

ability Pl, which differs from the occurrence probability of other

paths. The occurrence probability Pl of the path Pl can be defined

by Eq. (2.8) and decreases with an increasing number of traversed

intermediate nodes. Taking into account the occurrence probability

of n utilized paths, the expected skew for a parallel transmission

over n = 2 random paths can be calculated as follows

τ̄p =

Ψ∑
i=1

Ψ∑
j=n

(dj − di)Pi · Pj . (2.32)

For transmission over n > 2 parallel paths, the skew is given as

τ̄p =

Ψ∑
i=1

Ψ∑
j=n

Cj−i−1,n−2∑
α=1

(dj − di)Pi · Pj · P ′(α, n− 2), (2.33)

where the end-to-end delays and the corresponding paths occurrence

probabilities are considered, while dj and Pj as well as di and Pi
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Figure 2.3: Deskew buffer models [1].

describe the randomly selected longest and shortest paths, respec-

tively. Here, P ′(α, n − 2) describes occurrence probability of paths

combination M′n−2(α), where n− 2 paths have the end-to-end de-

lays larger than or equal to di and less than or equal to dj , i.e

∀Pl : Pl ∈ Mn−2(α) : di ≤ dl ≤ dj . The upper bound of skew is

defined by Eq. (2.26) and occurs with probability Pup described by

Eq. (2.27), where the number of available paths in circuit-switched

networks, i.e., variable N , is replaced by the number of available

paths in the packet-switched network, i.e., by variable Ψ.

2.3.4 Modeling and Analysis of De-Skew Buffer

Next, a closed form of expected and maximum de-skew buffer size,

for an arbitrary distribution of path delays is analyzed.

The deskew buffer is presented in Fig. 2.3, which was already

discussed at the beginning of Sec. 2.3. We assume that, in steady-

state, the traffic is at maximum, with a deterministically distributed

arrival process defined as one data block arrival per tu per lane. This

assumption can be justified by the fact that n paths are selected

to transport a single Ethernet frame and data blocks will arrive in

succession on each of the parallel lanes in the receiver. We do not

consider the impact of the polling strategy of the scheduler on buffer

size. The assumption of an idealized scheduler is rather common,
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and, for n input lanes, it means that the scheduler runs n time

faster, such that during a full cycle time ∆tcycle a total of n data

blocks are forwarded and processed every tu, i.e.,

∆tcycle(n) = n · (tpoll + tfw) ≤ 1[tu], (2.34)

where tfw is the mean forwarding time of a data block and tpoll � tfw

is the polling and processing time.

Optimized Parallel Transmission

Here, the optimally chosen paths from set Mn(αopt) result in min-

imal skew τ(αopt) = τ . In terms of buffer sizing, the receiver needs

to deskew the skew τ given by Eq. (2.19) between the lanes with

the largest and smallest delay. This delay, if measured in multi-

ples of time units, requires a buffer size of (τ) for the shortest lane.

The reordering and re-serialization process are undertaken by the

scheduler, which requires an additional buffer place 1[tu] per lane

to enable the processing after the cycle delay ∆tcycle(k). The latter

is a simple model for Ethernet’s multi-lane deskewing mechanism

using data block markers. Thus, the queue size required for the lane

related to the shortest path is (τ + 1). To allow for any arbitrary

pattern of skew, the input buffer size is the same for each lane, which

corresponds to a classical design principle used in parallel hardware

architectures. Thus, the total buffer size can be determined as

ΩML = n · (τ + 1) . (2.35)

Random Circuit Switching

The buffer analysis of the routing based on random path selection

can be considered as an evaluation of buffer size for any possible

skews. When no optimization is applied to routing and data blocks

are sent over any n = k out of N disjoint paths, which results in

variations of skew. The expected value of the queue size can be
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derived in closed form with Eq. (2.25) and Eq. (2.35). Thus, the

average size of the deskew buffer in circuit switched networks is

ΩR
ML = E{k · (τ(α) + 1)} = k · (τ̄ + 1) . (2.36)

Random Packet Switching

The required deskew buffer in packet switched networks, Ωp
ML, can be

derived by considering the mean skews τ̄p defined by Eqs. (2.32) and

(2.33). Since packets can arrive at the destination d on any |Ein(d)|
incoming links resulting in the maximum arrival rate ω = |Ein(d)|
packets per time unit, there is a need for ω lane buffers. As a result,

the total size of deskew buffer can be determined as follows

Ω
p

ML = ω · (τ̄p + 1) . (2.37)

Analysis of Upper and Lower Bounds of Deskew Buffer

Next, we derive the absolute lower and upper bounds of a deskew

buffer for arbitrary path sets and topologies. Since the deskew buffer

for each lane has the same size, the lower and upper bounds of the

deskew buffer will be the same for the maximum skew τup given in

Eq. (2.26). Thus, for any arrival patterns of n data flows, the upper

bound of the deskew buffer can be calculated as follows

Ωup = Ωlow = n(τup + 1). (2.38)

The maximum number of data blocks ΩR
up needs to be buffered

at receiver in circuit switched network, however, can be derived by

considering all N available paths with the corresponding path delays.

The worst case occurs when n−1 data flows with delays d1 ≤ d2 ≤
... ≤ dn−1 from

#»

d arrive and need to be buffered at the receiver,

while the nth data block required for reordering start always takes

a path with the largest path delay dN . This path set is denoted as

Mn(αup) and with τm(αup)=dNn(αup)−dlm(αup), where dlm(αup)
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can be d11(αup) ≤ d22(αup) ≤ ... ≤ dn−1)n−1(αup) ≤ dNn(αup) the

upper bound is given as follows

Ω
R

up = n+

n∑
m=1

τm(αup). (2.39)

The upper bound of the queue size at receiver in packet-switched

networks, Ωp
up, can be derived by considering all Ψ available paths.

Thus, the worst case can be defined as a case, where ω = |Ein(d)|
packets from different packet sets arrive every time unit at the des-

tination d over ω shortest paths with delays d1 ≤ d2 ≤ ... ≤ dω from
#»

d and must be buffered, while the nth data block from each pack-

ets set required for start of frame recovery always takes the longest

path PΨ with the largest end-to-end delay dΨ. This path set is de-

noted as Mω(αp
up) and with τm(αp

up)=dωn(αp
up)−dlm(αp

up), where

dlm(αp
up) can be d11(αp

up) ≤ d22(αp
up) ≤ ... ≤ dω)o(αp

up) ≤ dΨn(αp
up),

where o ∈ [1, ..., n − 1] from any packet set. As a result, the upper

bound Ωp
up is a queue size formed during two initial periods before

the steady-state. The first period results in the queue size caused by

out of order packet arrivals and before the packets on all ω shortest

paths Pl with delays dl ∈
#»

d , l ∈ [1, ω], reached the destination. The

second period causes an additional queue built in the period between

two events, i.e., all ω input interfaces at receiver deliver for the first

time ω packets per tu and the first frame recovery.

Ω
p

up =
ω∑

m=1

τm(αp
up) + ω · ddΨ − dωe. (2.40)
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2.4 Modeling and Analysis of Parallel Transmission with

Coding

To address some challenges of parallel transmission, an erasure code

such as random Linear Network Coding (LNC) can be applied to the

parallelized traffic. Erasure codes can add redundancy into data to

protect it against losses by erasure correction. Our choice of LNC is

motivated by the potential use of the recoding capability and design

of a unified code for a network system in a cross-layer fashion. With

recoding, it is possible to insert additional redundancy without the

need for decoding, and so further increase fault tolerance. Even

after repeated coding (recoding), the effect upon the data is of a

single linear transformation, requiring no decoding in the network,

but a single linear inversion at the destination. That presents the

key features in the multi-layer design. However, we assume, in this

section, that encoding and decoding are applied in the end-systems

of the circuit-switched network, i.e., on the Ethernet layer, while

intermediate network nodes just forward the incoming coded data

over pre-reserved network interfaces. This section investigates the

impact of coding on a skew and de-skew buffer.

2.4.1 Erasure Coding Approach

A LNC can be applied on the parallelized data sequences as illus-

trated in Fig. 2.4, where any traffic sequence is decomposed into

data blocks of the same length, i.e., h symbols each. Since a coding

process is performed over a finite field F2b , each symbol has the same

length of b bits. Any k blocks from k parallel lanes build a so-called

generation and are encoded with the same set of coding coefficients

into n blocks, whereby k defines a generation size and n defines a

coded generation size. The number of resulting encoded blocks n

after encoding (also corresponding to the number of network paths)

can be equal or larger than the generation size, i.e., n ≥ k. If n > k,
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Figure 2.4: Ethernet traffic parallelization and random LNC [1].

we refer to r = n− k blocks as redundancy.

In Fig. 2.4, the Ethernet frame provides 47 generations, whereby

k = 4 data blocks are encoded so that each generation is extended

by r = 2 redundant blocks resulting in n = 6 blocks per coded gen-

eration. We refer to the number of resulting parallel lanes required

after encoding, i.e., n, as the level of parallelism in an end-system.

The decoding is only possible, when at least k encoded data blocks

from the same coded generation arrived and can be decoded, e.g.,

by running Gaussian elimination. In the case of data block loss or

network failures, the redundant data blocks can replace any data

block from the same generation. Later, we show that this feature

is useful for not only fault tolerance but also for reducing the ex-

pected value of the skew and, thus, the buffer size at the receiver. It

should be noted, that random LNC decodability can be challenging

if there are linearly dependent combinations in the code, whereby

the probability of such combinations is related to the finite field size

selected. For instance, the probability of selecting coefficients that

do not correspond to a decodable code instance is of the order of

2−8 [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52].
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Figure 2.5: Receiver decoding buffer [1].

2.4.2 Design of Parallel Transmission with Coding

A nice feature of random LNC is that it can be implemented without

altering the system architecture previously presented in Fig. 2.1(a),

whereby LNC encoder can be integrated into Ethernet Layer di-

rectly after traffic parallelization. In Fig. 2.4, the exemplary Ether-

net frame of 12000 bits (1500bytes) is split into 188 data blocks and

then encoded with 64b/66b line code. The line code is not to be

mistaken for a random LNC. The latter is performed over the last

64b after sync header. We introduce the notation 64b/64b+2b to

differentiate between 64 data bits and the 2 bits of the sync header

according to [2]. The 2 sync header bits of each data block bypass

the random LNC encoder and are added after encoding as a header

in the form 64b/64b+2b+Cb, where C is an additional ID-header as

we will discuss later. When the coding process is based on symbol

size b = 8 bits and data blocks contain 64 data bits excluding the 2

synchronization bits, each data block would contain h = 8 symbols.

The data blocks are then distributed over k = 4 virtual lanes so

that each sub-flow on a defined virtual lane contains exactly 47 data

blocks. In our model of traffic splitting, we assume the bit padding
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in that case that the data block, or symbol, is incomplete, e.g. 32 bit

in our example. The LNC encoder takes one data block from each

lane, in total k data blocks, and encodes them together into n coded

data blocks. All n blocks belong to the same coded generation and

send in parallel over n paths toward the destination.

Now, let us consider the reference deskew and reorder model in

the receiver with random LNC shown in Fig. 2.5, where transmis-

sion is implemented over n = 6 paths. The distributed line buffer

of the Ethernet system is now organized as a centralized decoding

buffer consisting of multiple virtual output queues (VOQ). A new

VOQ is created for each generation, each time the first data block

of a new generation arrives. The decoder checks the existing VOQ

for complete generations and starts decoding as soon as one gen-

eration is complete. All data blocks of a complete generation are

decoded in parallel, by running Gaussian elimination. That replaces

the line-specific deskewing approach of the Ethernet system by tak-

ing advantage of the multiplexing gain due to the centralized buffer.

After decoding, the data blocks are sent in the correct order, – thus

eliminating the need for reordering. That is because a correct as-

signment of decoding coefficients to encoded data blocks assures the

right order of data blocks.

For successful decoding on the Ethernet layer, all data blocks from

the same generation gν need to be uniquely identified, which can be

implemented using an additional C = 6 bits in the header to form

72b coded blocks. Then, the 72b=64b/64b+2b+6b block increases

the line rate by 12/11, which requires to develop an efficient Generic

Framing Procedure method [53]. Each data block of a generation

gν is identified by the same number bν,j = l, j = 1, ..., n, where

0 ≤ l ≤ L and L = 2C . At the receiver, the identifier is processed by

the scheduler and addresses the correct VOQ l. Since ODU2 payload

includes 15232 bytes, after L = 64 sequentially arrived data blocks

per lane, the number wrap-round will overwrite the same VOQ with
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a new generation. That corresponds to the maximum delay dif-

ference between lanes to 64tu. Thus, the parallelization, reordering

and de-skewing at the end-systems can be modeled as a discrete-time

process. For instance, for 10Gbit/s and tu = 7.2ns, a maximum de-

lay difference is 446.4 ns, which is far larger than the required 180ns

for Ethernet systems, and thus would be unacceptable.

In circuit-switched networks, it is possible to reuse the Ethernet

inherent alignment marker process without adding additional ID-

header bits to data blocks, i.e. C = 0, also in line with the existing

standards. After receiving the first alignment marker, the corre-

sponding lane is marked as a reference, the scheduler initialized the

VOQ 1 for the first generation and each following block of the same

line the next VOQ l is generated. In fact, this allows us to address

mL = 16383 different VOQs and to compensate delay differences

of up to 16383tu. To limit the buffer space, however, similar to

the method with ID-header, the VOQs can be cyclically overwritten

after receiving the Lth data blocks on the initializing lane, where

L << mL. In general, the data blocks extracted from an ODU con-

tainer or its sync header may be erroneous, despite the existence of

FEC in the optical layer. In case of a single block error, the random

LNC decoding of one generation will fail, if no coding redundancy is

introduced, i.e., n = k. If an alignment marker is erroneous, all data

blocks received on the associated lane may be sorted to the wrong

VOQ resulting in decoding errors. This error process will be stopped

with the arrival of the next marker and, thus, re-initialization of

VOQs mapping. At the same time, this issue is not different from

the erroneous packet handling in the conventional Ethernet system.

The coding coefficients required for encoding and decoding can

be selected and distributed by the control plane using an out-of-

band signaling channel. An in-band signaling method can be used

applying transcoding, as specified in IEEE802.bj. For example with

4 PCS lanes, the 256b/257b transcoding enables us to transmit 35
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additional bits after sending 5 blocks of 256b/257b (or after 20 blocks

of 64b/66b) per lane (in total, 140 additional bits serially) without

increasing the 10GE line rate, which is in line with the Ethernet and

OTN standards. Thus, k = 4 coding vectors each of length 8 bit can

be sent on each lane every 20 64b/66b blocks to the receiver, i.e., 20

successive generations are coded with the same coding vector. The

overhead due to exchange of coding coefficients can be significantly

reduced by a pseudo-random number generator (pRNG) utilized in

sender and receiver. The use of pRNG allows the generation of an

infinite number of pseudo-random coding coefficients in sender and

receiver, whereby only a short start sequence needs to be exchanged.

From the network perspective, the end-system splits a serial flow

of high-speed data blocks into k parallel flows (sub-flows, or lanes),

which are to be coded into n flows using a random LNC encoder.

After coding, each parallel flow is independently routed over n sep-

arate optical paths, whereby n ≥ k. We assume that the aggregated

capacity in the network is always greater or equal to the capacity of

the end-systems. Thus, also for the case n > k, the number of en-

coded data flows n can match the number of parallel network paths

and interfaces requiring r = n− k redundant paths.

2.4.3 Analysis of Coding Overhead

For the Ethernet-over-optical network, the optical transmission im-

pairments such as chromatic dispersion and polarization mode dis-

persion, which typically requires a higher optical signal to noise ratio

(OSNR), need to be considered [54]. These transmission impair-

ments cause bit errors, which complicate the correct detection of

signals at the receiver. Faults in the optical layer can lead to packet

errors on the Ethernet layer and the network layers, thus, degrad-

ing the overall system performance, i.e., leading to an increase in

FCT and a skew. Fault tolerance has been subject to significant

past research, most notably in the area of Forward Error Correction
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(FEC) codes, which are commonly applied in the physical layer to

ensure an end-to-end bit error rate. However, there is comparably

less insight into the situation, when bit errors arose in the physical

layer cannot be covered by the mechanisms, such as FEC; and their

impact on the packet errors in the higher layers. That is especially

critical in dynamically routed networks, where the proposed physi-

cal layer schemes under varying network conditions and optical path

lengths cannot always guarantee the correct reception of packets.

The design of end-systems in terms of robustness and tolerance to

transmission impairments is becoming even more critical. Since the

proposed coded parallel transmission system applies to the Ethernet

layer above the physical layer, it complements (but does not replace)

FEC-based physical layer mechanisms to mitigate bit errors.

Without loss of generality, we conservatively define that if any bit

in a packet can not be correctly detected (even if for one faulty bit

only), the packet is considered as erroneous and dropped. That is

usually referred to as packet loss. Hence, Bit Error Rate (BER) can

be directly translated into the packet error rate (PER) and indirectly

interpreted as a measure of that packet loss precisely. The relation

between PER and BER can then be defined as follows:

PER = 1− (1−BER)LM , (2.41)

where LM is the size of an Ethernet data block in bits. To mea-

sure the system performance in terms of fault tolerance, we define a

parameter Acceptable Packet Loss (APL), as the number of packets

that can be lost, or contain errors after the transmission, without

affecting the system performance in terms of correct packet recep-

tion. When the number of erroneous or lost packets (data blocks) is

smaller than APL, the system can correctly receive and recover the

original Ethernet frame and is considered as fault tolerant.

We now model the bit error rate p′e, which occurs in the physical

layer during transmission. Generally, the expected BER on the par-

allel paths is a function of a modulation level and OSNR [55, 56, 57].
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To detect and to correct bit errors occurred in the physical layer, an

FEC code with a code rate R is applied to LM information bits,

which is the size of an LNC encoded data block in the Ethernet

layer. We assume that each data block is encoded with FEC code

independently of other data blocks from the same Ethernet frame,

which allows independent and timely processing of data blocks at

the receiver without increasing a queuing delay. As a result, the

size of each data block after FEC encoding is LM
R

bits, which are

transmitted over the optical network and affected by bit errors.

We do not specify any FEC code and just assume the worst case for

the sake of our analysis, i.e., the simplest possible FEC code with

the lowest complexity encoding and decoding, where the minimal

Hamming distance is hmin = LM
R
− LM . Generally, the FEC code

can detect and correct multiple bit errors. The number of erroneous

bits that can be detected and corrected by a FEC code is denoted as

te, te = hmin − 1, and tk, tk = hmin−2
2

, if hmin is an even number,

respectively. Moreover, all erroneous LNC coded data blocks of size

LM are marked after FEC and will be replaced during the LNC de-

coding process. Then, the expected residual error probability pr can

be predicted as pr =
∑LM

R
j=te+1

(LM
R
j

)
p′je (1 − p′e)

LM
R
−j , where p′e is a

bit error rate on used parallel paths in optical network. Thus, the re-

covery of an Ethernet frame with LNC is successful with probability

(1− pr), when there are at most te erroneous bits in the frame, i.e.,
LM
R
· p′e ≤ te. As the proposed LNC coded parallel transmission is a

method complementary to the FEC already in place in the physical

layer, the expected BER before LNC decoding is reduced as

BER =
LM · p′e −R · tk

LM
, (2.42)

where tk out of LM
R
· p′e initial bit errors are corrected by FEC and

LM is a total number of bits in each data block sent to LNC decoder.

To ensure a fault-tolerant transmission, k data blocks encoded into

n LNC coded data blocks are sent over the parallel path, whereby at
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least APL · n = r redundant data blocks are required. As a result,

the APL can be expressed as follows

APL ≥ r

n
. (2.43)

However, to guarantee the correct reception of all data blocks at the

receiver, the acceptable packet loss must be at least equal to the

packet error rate, i.e., APL ≥ PER.

Let us assume that the proposed parallel transmission system is

able to adapt LNC parameters, i.e., k, r and n, to channel conditions,

i.e., to bit error rate BER as well as a code rate R of FEC code to p′e.

Next, we analyze the transmission overhead due to transmission of

redundant LNC coded data blocks in addition to FEC redundancy,

where packet size is LM before FEC. Here, we assume that all par-

allel paths are affected by the same bit error rate p′e and all LNC

coded packets are protected with FEC in the same manner and the

same code rate RLNC . However, without LNC, the code rate of the

FEC code is denoted as R.

Lemma 2.1 The proposed parallel transmission system with LNC can

tolerate bit error rate p′e up to 100% and increases the code rate of

an arbitrary FEC code, i.e., RLNC > R.

The proof of Lemma 2.1 is presented in Appendix 7.2.

Without loss of generality, sending of r redundant data flows over

additional r parallel paths results in a transmission overhead, which

we define and numerically evaluate as follows

Θt =
r

k
. (2.44)

To evaluate an overhead due to additional redundant bits generated

by LNC and FEC, let us define the overall information flow Φ as a

total number of original information bits, i.e., LM ·k, divided by the
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total number of bits provided after encoding to be sent in parallel

to the destination, i.e., nLM
R

. Then, the overall information flow is

Φ =
LMkR

nLM
=
kR

n
, (2.45)

where n := k and R := R in the case of transmission without LNC

and n ≥ k R := RLNC in parallel transmission system with LNC.

Than, the total transmission overhead Θ can be defined as follows

Θ = 1− Φ =
n− kR
n

. (2.46)

Lemma 2.2 The total transmission overhead ΘLNC of the parallel

transmission system with LNC and FEC is less than the transmis-

sion overhead Θ of the parallel transmission system with FEC only

if the expected bit error rate on the parallel transmission paths is

determined as p′e >
1
3

.

The proof of Lemma 2.2 is presented in Appendix 7.3.

2.4.4 Combinatorial Delay Analysis

This subsection provides a derivation of the expected value of the

skew in arbitrary circuit-switched networks with coding and random

routing, the analysis of occurrence probability of maximum skew,

analysis of the impact of path failures and packet loss on the skew.

As previously mentioned, k parallel lanes can be coded into n =

k + r data blocks and thereafter transmitted over n paths. The

receiver needs to buffer only any k out of n = k+r data blocks from

the same generation for the decoding start, while any r data blocks

arriving later can be ignored. Thus, in a parallel network system

with random LNC, the sender can in fact arbitrarily assign any of the

n paths, irrespectively of their related path delays, which eliminates

the need for path optimization. The analysis of that parallel system

is not straightforward and needs a few modified expressions of the

expected values of skew.
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Let us assume that all n = k + r parallel paths are selected ran-

domly with the same probability. For each path set Mn(α) the

corresponding delays are sorted as dl1(α) ≤ dl2(α) ≤ ... ≤ dlk (α) ≤
dlk+1(α) ≤ ... ≤ dlm(α) ≤ ... ≤ dlk+r (α), dlm(α) =

∑
i diδα(i,m), di

from
#»

d , 1 ≤ m ≤ n. For successful decoding, the receiver needs to

buffer the data blocks arriving from any k paths with least delays,

i.e., dlm(α),m = 1, 2, ..., k.

In a loss-free parallel network system with r redundant paths,

where the path set Mn(α) of n = k+ r paths are randomly chosen,

a maximal path delay which has to be taken into account at the

decoder is bounded as follows

dk ≤ dmax(α, r) ≤ dN−r. (2.47)

The detailed derivation of Eq. (2.47) is in Appendix in Sec. 7.1.

With Eqs. (2.47), (2.22), (2.23), an expected maximal path delay is

E{dmax(α)}(r)=
N−r∑
l=k

pl(k) · dl=E{dk(α)}=E{dn−r(α)}. (2.48)

Similarly, the expected minimal path delay can be calculated as

E{dmin(α)}(r) = E{d1(α)}. Finally, with Eq. (2.48) and using the

fact that the number of paths is now given by n = k+r the expected

value of skew follows to be

τ̄(r) = E{dn−r(α)} − E{d1(α)}, (2.49)

where τ̄(0) = τ̄ leads to the result given by Eq. (2.25).

As a result, the maximum skew is determined as follows

τup(r) = dN−r − d1. (2.50)

Due to the fact, that the delay vector
#»

d can contain Dmax and Dmin

elements dl, which are equal to dN and d1, respectively, it is advan-

tageous to consider a special case covered by Eq.(2.50). If r < Dmax

the maximal delay considered is given by dN−Dmax+1 = dN−r = dN ,
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and τup(r) = dN−Dmax+1 − d1 is independent of r. Thus, an equiva-

lent form of Eq.(2.50) is given by τup(r) = dN−max{r,Dmax−1} − d1.

Using this result and similar to Eq. (2.27), the occurrence probability

of maximum skew τup(r) is given by Eq. (2.51).

Pup(r) =

N−r∑
j=max{N−max(r,Dmax−1),

n−r}

Pj

min{Dmin,

j−n+r+1}∑
i=1

Pi·

·
CN−j,r∑
β=1

P ′(β, r)

Cj−i−1,n−r−2∑
α′=1

P ′(α′, n− r − 2).

(2.51)

With r redundant paths, only k = n−r paths are effectively used and

the maximum possible path delay is determined by dN−max{r,Dmax−1},

as discussed above. Thus, in contrast to Eq. (2.27), the kth path

Plk with maximal delay is mapped to a path Pj ∈ GP within the

range given by dlk (α) = dj for j = max{n− r,N −max{r,Dmax −
1}}, ..., N − r. Similar, the path with minimal delay, dl1(α), can

be mapped to one of the paths Pi ∈ GP out of the range i =

1, 2, ...,min{Dmin, j − n + r + 1}. In accordance with our assump-

tions, the r redundant paths have a delay larger or equal than the

kth path. Now, depending on the mapping of the kth path to a path

Pj , the redundant paths Plk+1(α), ...,Plk+r (α) will be mapped to

paths Pl ∈ GP with delays dl, where l = j+1, ..., N . To achieve this

mapping, there are CN−j,r path combinations, which are combined

in subset Mn(β). Due to Eq. (2.12), the probability of the set of

r redundant path can be written as P ′(β, r) = (PM)r. Similar to

Eq. (2.27), for the remaining n− r− 2 paths there are Cj−i−1,n−r−2

combinations whose paths are combined in subset Mn(α′), where

the probability of a set of n − r − 2 = k − 2 paths can be written

as P ′(α′, n− r − 2) = (PM)k−2. Thus, the probability of maximum

skew, Pup(r), can be derived as follows
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Pup(r) =1/aM

N−r∑
j=max{N−max(r,Dmax−1),

n−r}

CN−j,r ·

min{Dmin,

j−n+r+1}∑
i=1

Cj−i−1,n−r−2. (2.52)

When there is only one path with maximum delay, dN and only one

path with minimum delay, d1, i.e Dmax = Dmin = 1, the occurrence

probability of a maximum skew is derived from Eq. (2.52) as

Pup(r) =
CN−r−2,n−r−2

CN,n
=

r+1∏
i=0

(n− i)
(N − i) . (2.53)

Compared to the system without coding redundancy, the receiver

experiences a reduction of a maximum skew ∆max, expressed as

∆max =
dN − dN−r

dN
. (2.54)

Additionally, the expected value of skew can be reduced by the ratio

∆τ determined as follows

∆τ =
τ̄ − τ̄(r)

τ̄
. (2.55)

Impact of Traffic Loss on resulting Skew

Coded parallel transmission does not only provide a reduction of

skew but also can increase the robustness of the system regarding

packet loss and path failures. That is possible when the number of

lost data blocks fpack per coded generation or number of failed paths

fpath is less or equal to redundancy r. For random path selection,

we now consider a possible impact of faults on the resulting skew.

Let us consider the worst case, where packet loss can occur on any

utilized path, where fpack ≤ r. Here, the maximal skew needs to be

considered to prevent frame dropping. Thus, the mean skew can be

calculated with Eq. (2.23) as follows

τ̄(r, fpack) = E{dn(α)} − E{d1(α)}. (2.56)
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Let us further consider a network model, where available paths

can fail with equal probability, fpath ≡ f . When the path failures

occur before a set of paths is selected for transmission, the source

does not consider failed paths for transmission and selects n paths

out of the remaining N−f available paths as long as N−f ≥ n. The

expected skew can be calculated by Eq. (2.49) under consideration

of a reduced delay vector
#»

d , which contains now N − f elements.

When the path failures, however, occur after a set of n paths is

already selected and utilized, the data transmission is only successful

if at most r paths fail, i.e., f ≤ r. In particular, random path

selection allows to analyze the effect of the failure pattern in two

possible ways: 1) any f paths out of N available paths from a set

GP can fail during data transmission and, as a result, e paths can

fail over any randomly selected path combinationMn(α); 2) f paths

exactly fail in any randomly selected set of paths Mn(α).

In the first scenario, we derive an average value of skew over all

possible path sets. Let Ξ, |Ξ| = bΞ = CN,f , be a set of all possible

combinations of f failed paths out of N available. Then, each com-

bination presents a subset Ξf (β) = {Pl1(β), ...,Plξ (β), ...,Plf (β)},
ξ = 1, 2, ..., f , Ξf (β) ∈ Ξ, 1 ≤ β ≤ bΞ, which is a sorted subset

of set GP and appears with same probability P (Ξf (β)) = 1/bΞ.

Also here, any path Plξ (β) corresponds to a path Pl ∈ GP . Then,

for each combination β of failed paths, the set GP is reduced to

GβP = GP\Ξf (β) with related sorted delays
#»

d β = (dβ1 , d
β
2 , ..., d

β
N−f ).

Similar, each setMn(α) is reduced to a sorted setMβ
n(α),Mβ

n(α) =

Mn(α)\Ξf (β) = {Pβl1(α), ...,Pβlm(α), ...}, where n− f ≤ |Mβ
n(α)| ≤

n. The delay dβm(α) related to path Pβlm(α) is mapped to the de-

lay in
#»

d β . The impact of path failures on resulting delays can be

analyzed using Eq. (2.23) as discussed below. For f failed paths

in GP the number of available paths N is reduced to N − f . For a

fixed failure pattern Ξf (β), the amount of failed paths in any sub-

set Mn(α) is e = (f − i), i = 0, ..., f, yielding the set Mβ
n(α) with
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|Mβ
n(α)| = n − e paths. This affects the number of combinations

used in Eq. (2.23) by replacing n by n− e = n− (f − i) and taking

into account that the summation of delays dβl+m has to be adapted

to the range l = 0, ..., N − f − (n− (f − i)) = N − n− i. Thus, the

expected delay of the mth path in any randomly selected path set

Mβ
n(α) and over all possible failure pattern Ξf (β) is

E1{dm(α, β, f)} =
1

aMbΞ

bΞ∑
β=1

min{f,N−n}∑
i=0

Cf,f−i

N−n−i∑
l=0

dβ(l+m)Cl+m−1,m−1CN−f−l−m,n−f+i−m,

(2.57)

where binomial coefficient Cf,f−iCN−f−l−m,n−f+i−m takes into ac-

count the number of path setsMβ
n(α) with f − i failed paths, where

mth paths appears on position l+m in GβP . Then, with Eq. (2.49)-

(2.57), the expected skew yields

τ̄1(r, f) = E1{dn−r(α, β, f)} − E1{d1(α, β, f)}. (2.58)

We now analyze the second scenario as a special case of the first

one, whereby exactly f parallel paths fail in each path combination

Mn(α). Here, there are Cn,f possible combinations of failed paths.

Each set Mn(α) can be then recombined into Cn,f reduced path

sets of only n − f paths. On the other hand, there can be at most

bΞ different combinations Ξf (β) of failed paths over all N available

paths and over all sets Mn(α). Thus, there are afM = CN,n−f

different path combinations Mn−f (α) ≡Mβ
n(α), |Mβ

n(α)| = n− f ,

which can deliver data blocks to the receiver in case f out of n

randomly selected paths fail. The expected delay of the mth path in

any randomly selected path set Mβ
n(α) under failure pattern Ξf (β)

can be derived from Eq. (2.57) by considering e = (f − i), i = 0 =
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Figure 2.6: Decoding buffer model [1].

const and is given as follows

E2{dm(α, β, f)} =
1

aMbΞ

bΞ∑
β=1

N−n∑
l=0

dβ(l+m)·

· Cl+m−1,m−1CN−f−l−m,n−f−m.

(2.59)

Thus, the expected skew is given with Eqs. (2.49) and (2.59) as

τ̄2(r, f) = E2{dn−r(α, β, f)} − E2{d1(α, β, f)}. (2.60)

2.4.5 Modeling and Analysis of Decoding Buffer

Next, a closed-form of expected and maximum size of decoding buffer

(Fig. 2.6) is derived for an arbitrary distribution of path delays in

circuit-switched networks and the impact of path failures and packet

loss on the buffer size is analyzed.

The first data blocks from any n lanes and originated from the

first generation typically arrive at different times at the receiver. To

analyze the effect of skew for n = k input lanes, we first assume a

fixed path pattern Mn(α) with delays dlm(α) ordered as dl1(α) ≤
dl2(α) ≤ ... ≤ dlk (α). The scheduler has to poll k input lanes and

as soon as the first data block of a new generation arrives and that

on a lane corresponding to the shortest path, the scheduler forwards

the data block to a newly created virtual output queue (VOQ). In

the initial phase, the decoding commences when k data blocks of
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the first generation arrive. Consequently, the data blocks from the

same generation arriving from the k − 1 shorter paths have to be

buffered in the decoding buffer until the kth data block from the

same generation is received. Thus, before the last kth packets from

the first generation arrives, Ωini(τ) packets from other k − 1 lanes

must be buffered. With Eqs. (2.16)-(2.17) , the queue size during

the initial phase is thus determined as follows

Ωini(τ) =

k∑
m=1

τm(α) = τ(k, α), (2.61)

where the explicit dependence on the path set index α is omitted.

Note, as soon as there is no skew, i.e., τ = 0 tu, the initial size of the

decoding queue defined by Eq.(2.61) becomes zero. That is because

the data blocks are immediately transferred by the scheduler during

the subsequent cycle.

For the deterministic arrival process, a steady-state is reached

after the first generation completes. Here, the number of data blocks

forwarded in every decoding interval tδ can be calculated as follows

Ωδ(tδ) =

⌊
tδ

tpoll + tfw

⌋
. (2.62)

In a steady-state, the decoding process finishes after the decod-

ing interval tδ, and all data blocks from one completed generation

leave the decoding buffer. To avoid idle periods of decoder, a fur-

ther decoding process must immediately commence after the previ-

ous decoding is finished. In the best case, the scheduler transfers a

new generation to the decoder every ∆tcycle, i.e. tδ ≤ ∆tcycle. On

the other hand, one data block forwarded to a decoding buffer can

complete one generation due to backlog in the case of τ > 0. Conse-

quently, one data block can be enough to trigger the next decoding

process after the current decoding. For this purpose, the decoding

interval tδ can take a value in the range
∆tcycle

n
≤ tδ ≤ ∆tcycle.

Although a short decoding interval tδ will release full generations
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very rapidly, new decoding can only start after a new generation has

reached the decoding buffer, which in the worst case can last ∆tcycle.

Thus, one can argue that the longest possible decoding interval is the

best choice, and therefore we will assume tδ = ∆tcycle. As a result,

the decoding queue size can be calculated by combining Eq.(2.61),

the buffer needed due to skew τ , and Eq.(2.62), the number of data

blocks transferred to the decoder in steady-state during the cycle

time Eq.(2.34), given as, i.e.,[58]

We assume the worst case scenario, whereby decoding by Gaus-

sian elimination has complexity O(n3), and analyze next the value

of decoding interval tδ. In steady state, the decoding process fin-

ishes after the decoding interval tδ, and all data blocks from one

complete generation leave the decoding buffer. To avoid idle pe-

riods, a new decoding process should immediately commence after

previous decoding cycle is finished. In the best case, the sched-

uler transfers a new generation to the decoder every ∆tcycle(k), i.e.

tδ ≤ ∆tcycle(k). On the other hand, one data block forwarded to the

decoding buffer can complete a generation in case of τ > 0. Thus,

one data block is sufficient to trigger the subsequent decoding pro-

cess. For this purpose, the decoding interval tδ can take a value in

the range
∆tcycle(k)

k
≤ tδ ≤ ∆tcycle(k). Although a short decoding

interval tδ will release complete generations very rapidly, a new de-

coding interval can only start after a new generation has reached

the decoding buffer, which in worst case can be as long as ∆tcycle.

Thus, the longest possible decoding interval is the best estimate, and

defined as tδ = ∆tcycle(k). As a result, the decoding queue size can

be calculated by combining Eq.(2.34), Eq.(2.61) and Eq.(2.62) as

ΩLNC = Ωδ(∆tcycle(k))+Ωini(τ) = k + τ(k, α). (2.63)

We next analyze the VOQ buffer architecture with redundancy, i.e.,

n = k + r, r ≥ 0, and random path selection. We verify in this way

that under regular operation mode, i.e., in absence of path failures,
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the redundant paths not only can reduce the skew τ̄(r), as discussed

earlier, but also the buffer size required. Similarly to the previous

analysis, derived from Eq. (2.63) with Eq. (2.49), the average de-

coding buffer size is given by

Ω
R

LNC(r)=k+E{
n−r∑
m=1

τm(α, r)}=k+

n−r∑
m=1

E{τm(α, r)}, (2.64)

where E{τm(α, r)} is an expected value of the path-specific skew,

defined below. To derive this value, for each path set Mn(α),

we define the difference between neighboring paths Plν+1(α) and

Plν (α), as ∆τν(α, r) = dlν+1(α) − dlν (α), ν = 1, 2, ..., n − r − 1.

Following Eq. (2.23) and using τm(α, r) = dln−r (α) − dlm(α) =∑n−r−1
ν=m ∆τν(α, r) the expected value of path-specific skew is

E{τm(α, r)}=
n−r−1∑
ν=m

E{∆τν(α, r)}, 1 ≤ m ≤ n− r − 1, (2.65)

and E{τn−r(α, r)} = 0, where E{∆τν(α, r)} is the expected value

of the delay difference between two sequent lanes from Mn(α). To

get more insights into the general behavior of the path selection,

these values are assumed to be identical, i.e. E{∆τν(α, r)} =

E{∆τ(α, r)}=∆τ̄ . Under this assumption, the expected value of

the largest skew follows to be E{τ1(α, r)}= τ̄(r)=(n − r − 1)∆τ̄ ,

which allows to derive ∆τ̄= τ̄(r)
n−r−1

= τ̄(r)
k−1

. Furthermore, with k=n−r
Eq. (2.65) can be simplified to E{τm(α, r)}=

∑k−1
ν=m ∆τ̄=(k−m)∆τ̄ .

Thus, with Eq. (2.49) an approximation for Eq. (2.64) is

Ω
R

LNC(r) ≈ k +
k∑

m=1

(k −m)∆τ̄ = k + τ̄(r) · k
2
. (2.66)

When no optimization is applied and data blocks are sent over any

n = k out of N paths, the expected value of the queue size can be

derived in closed form. With the average size of the deskew buffer

defined by Eq. (2.36), we can compare both buffer architectures in a
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generalized statistical way. Thus let us estimate the advantage of the

decoding over the deskew based buffer architecture using Eq.(2.36)

and (2.66), if r = 0 and τ̄(0) = τ̄ , which yields

Ω
R

ML − Ω
R

LNC(0)

Ω
R

ML

≈ τ̄

2(τ̄ + 1)
−−−→
τ̄�1

1

2
. (2.67)

In conclusion, the decoding, i.e., VOQ-based, buffer architecture

outperforms on the advantage the deskew architecture independent

of the number of parallel paths used in the network, with an up to

50% improvement in buffer size in case of large skews.

Analysis of Upper and Lower Bounds of Deskew Buffer

The upper bound of the decoding buffer, ΩR
up(r), r≥0, can be derived

by considering all N available paths with the corresponding path

delays. The worst case for the decoding queue size occurs when k−1

data flows with delays d1 ≤ d2 ≤ ... ≤ dk−1 from
#»

d arrive and

need to be buffered at the receiver, while the kth data block from

each generation required for decoding start always takes a path with

the largest path delay dN−r, according to Eq. (2.47). This path set

is denoted as Mn(αup) and with τm(αup)=d(N−r)k (αup)−dlm(αup),

where dlm(αup) can be d11(αup) ≤ d22(αup) ≤ ... ≤ d(k−1)k−1(αup) ≤
d(N−r)k (αup) the upper bound is given as follows

Ω
R

up(r) = k +

n−r∑
m=1

τm(αup). (2.68)

Next, let us establish the absolute lower and upper bounds on Eq. (2.63)

for arbitrary path sets and topologies. For the upper bounds, we de-

fine that k − 1 data flows received at the same shortest time and,

thus, have τm = τup,m = 1, 2, ..., k − 1, with τup given in Eq. (2.26)

and, thus, the buffer upper bound is determined as follows

Ωup = k + (k − 1) · τup. (2.69)
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For lower bounds, in contrast, we define that k − 1 paths have the

same maximum delay and one path has a minimal delay, e.g.,τm =

0,m = 2, ..., k and τ1 = τup. With Eq. (2.63), the lower bound is

Ωlow = k + τup. (2.70)

2.5 Performance Evaluation

On an example of an Ethernet-over-optical network, we now present

the numerical results and validate the same by simulations. All data

blocks have the same size and LNC is implemented in a field F28 ,

the number of lanes is set to k = 4 and k = 8. The optical network

presents a fiber-based network where a pair of nodes is intercon-

nected with 10 parallel links. In other words, each pair of nodes is

connected by a fiber link, and each fiber link carries 10 wavelengths,

e.g., each at 10Gb/s. The traffic load is assumed to be 1 data block

per time unit per lane. The normalized confidence intervals show

95% confidence and small values and are not shown for clarity.

The numerical results shown in the remainder compare five basic

methods of parallel transmission implemented either in the circuit-

switched network or in the packet-switched network, i.e.,

1) OPT. This method relates to optimal routing in circuit-switched

networks and does not use LNC, whereby a set of optimal parallel

paths with minimum skew is found. The number of paths n chosen

equals the number of Ethernet lanes k, i.e., n = k. The deskew

buffer is determined by Eq. (2.35), while the skew τ is known and

constant as per Eq. (2.19).

2) MP-RND. This method relates to random routing in circuit-

switched networks but does not use LNC, whereby a set of paral-

lel randomly selected paths is utilized for the parallel transmission.

The number of transmission paths n equals the number of Ethernet

lanes k, i.e., n = k. The deskew buffer is determined by Eq. (2.39),

whereby the expected skew τ̄ is calculated with Eq. (2.25).
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3) C-OPT. That is a variation of method 1) with the difference that

LNC is applied, while n = k paths in the network are chosen to yield

the minimum skew τ , which is known and constant (Eq. (2.19)). The

decoding buffer size is found with Eq. (2.63).

4) C-RND. This method corresponds to the coded random routed

parallel transmission in circuit-switched networks, whereby n = k+r

paths are randomly selected out of N available paths. The decoding

buffer size is determined by Eq. (2.64), while the delay pattern of

randomly selected paths are determined by Eqs. (2.23) and (2.48) to

analyze skew with Eq. (2.49).

5) PS-RND. This method relates to random packet switching with-

out LNC, whereby any forwarding node randomly selects ω outgoing

links to send ω incoming packets in parallel. The number of outgoing

links n at source equals the number of Ethernet lanes k, i.e., n = k.

The required buffer at the receiver is determined by Eq. (2.40)and

the expected skew τ̄ is calculated with Eq. (2.33).

2.5.1 Circuit Switched Networks

For a circuit-switched network, we analyze two scenarios. In one

scenario, we assume an abstract network topology that is presented

by F parallel disjoint paths between source and destination, where

F can be an arbitrary number. The path delay dl, where 1 ≤ l ≤ F ,

is a function of path index l determined as dl = l tu. In the second

scenario, we study the known nsfNet network with 14 nodes and

21 fiber links presented in Fig. 2.7. Here, we show the results for

the traffic transmission between node 0 as a sender and node 5 as

a receiver, a choice of which is used entirely for illustration. The

network is modeled as a directed and acyclic graph and presents a

transparent fiber-based network and, thus, is able to connect 10 end-

system interfaces at a time, e.g., each at 10Gb/s. Thus, it is possible

to build 11 different fiber paths, illustrated in Table 2.1, and on these

fiber paths, 10 wavelengths paths can be set up in parallel and have
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Figure 2.7: nsfNet topology [1].

l Pl l Pl
1 0-2-5 7 0-1-3-10-11-13-5

2 0-1-2-5 8 0-1-3-10-11-8-9-5

3 0-7-8-9-5 9 0-1-3-10-11-8-12-13-5

4 0-1-3-4-5 10 0-1-3-4-6-7-8-9-5

5 0-7-8-12-13-5 11 0-1-3-4-6-7-8-12-13-5

6 0-1-3-10-12-13-5

Table 2.1: Optical fiber paths between nodes 0 and 5 [1].

the same end-to-end delay. Each link in nsfNet exhibits the same

delay of 1tu. For instance, on path 2, there are 3 fiber hops and all 10

wavelengths within this fiber path have the same end-to-end delay

of 3tu. From the perspective of skew, however, only paths with a

different number of hops are interesting, as this scenario creates the

greatest spreading of skews. Therefore, any optical wavelength can

be utilized on any out of 11 existing fiber paths. Thus, we consider in

total only F ′ = 11 wavelength disjoint paths referring to as F ≡ F ′

below. The resulting delay vector is
#»

d = (2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6, 6, 7, 8, 8, 9).

In both scenarios, our analysis is based on a fixed set of available

paths N with reduced delay vector
#»

d . For example, with N < F ,

there are aF = CF,N possible path combinations FNν , ν = 1, ..., aF ,

to select N out of F paths, each with different
#»

d . The presented

analytical and simulation results are averaged over all aF combina-
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Figure 2.8: Normalized mean skew (k = 4) [1].

tions. Let us denote fν(n,N), ν = 1, ..., aF , as results determined

for specific combinations FNν , then all results shown for N/F can

be expressed as E(f(n,N)) = 1
aF

∑aF
ν=1 fν(n,N).

Evaluation of Skew

First, we assume that the network is lossless and fault-free and ana-

lyze the skew as a function of the total number of paths available, N

out of F possible paths. The mean skew is normalized by the max-

imum skew τFup = (dF − d1)tu. In the abstract network we assume

τ15
up = 14tu for F = 15, and τup = 7 for nsfNet.

Fig. 2.8 analyses the same scenarios with redundancy. As ex-

pected, the normalized mean skew decreases and nears the optimal

value with a growing number of redundancies and reaches around

39% and 41% of the maximum skew τup of an abstract network with

F = 15 and nsfNet, respectively. Here, the theoretical results were

calculated with Eqs. (2.26) and (2.49), and match simulations.

Next, we assumed that all wavelength paths in the network are
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Figure 2.9: Reduction of skew (C-RND) [1].

available, i.e., N = F , and compared nsfNet (F = 11) and the

abstract network with F = 15.

Fig. 2.9 shows the reduction of skew and the corresponding trans-

mission overhead (Eq. (2.55) and Eq. (2.44)) as a function of the

number of lanes k and redundancy r. The simulations and analysis

show that an increased number of redundancies r reduces the skew,

of about 30% for r = 3, and rapidly increases the overhead.

Fig. 2.10 shows the occurrence rate of a maximum skew τup in

case of C-RND (abstract network with N = F available paths) and

Dmin = Dmax = 1. The analytical results are based on Eqs. (2.29)

and (2.53), while τup was defined according to Eq. (2.26). The

occurrence rate of τup decreases with increasing number of redun-

dancies r and, at the same time, increases with increasing k, e.g.,

Pup ≈ 0.057 for k = 4 and Pup ≈ 0.27 for k = 8 and r = 0 in a net-

work with N = 15 available paths. The occurrence probability of a

maximum skew Pup(0) is reduced from around 5.7% to around 1.3%,

when the number of available paths is doubled, i.e., changed from

N = 15 to N = 30, respectively, while transmission was established
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Figure 2.10: The occurrence rate of a maximum skew (C-RND) [1].

over n = k = 4 parallel paths. The transmission over n = k = 8

parallel paths in the same scenario result in a change of Pup(0) from

around 27% to around 6%. That is because an increase in N results

in increase in number of equally probable paths combinations.

Evaluation of De-Skew Buffer

We next evaluate the receiver buffer size in the case of parallel trans-

mission over ether optimal or random routing paths.

Fig. 2.11 illustrates that C-RND with redundancy can outperform

the methods with path optimizations (C-OPT and OPT) in terms

of the buffer size, even for a higher path blocking probability. The

buffer requirement for C-RND is nearly constant for all values of

the path blocking probability PB and can be reduced by up to 43%

of upper bound ΩR
up(0) defined with Eq. (2.68) by increasing the

number of redundant paths up to r = 4. In contrast, the buffer

requirement in case of C-OPT and OPT increases with increasing

PB from 33% to 60% and 37% to 85%, respectively.

Finally, we study the impact of path failures on decoding buffer
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Figure 2.11: Buffer size vs. path blocking probability (k = 4) [1].

for C-RND. The results in Fig. 2.12 are observed for nsfNet with

N = F = 11 and N = 8 available paths. The generation size

is set being k = 4, and the amount of redundancy is varied from

r = 0 to r = 4, whereby f ≤ r paths failures were allowed. As

a worst case scenario, we show the normalized expected queue size

of decoding buffer
ΩR

LNC(r)

ΩR
up(0)

, when exactly f = r paths fail in any

randomly selected path combination. The expected skews τ̄2(r, f)

and related queue size ΩR
LNC(r) were calculated by Eqs. (2.60) and

(2.66), respectively. Since each possible subset of the path is affected

by all failures, there is no remaining redundancy. As a consequence,

the receiver queue size is independent of the N/F ratio, constant

for any f = r and equal to the required decoding buffer in case of

transmission without redundancy over a lossless optical network, i.e.,

f = r = 0. Thus, C-RND always compensates for the worst case fail-

ure scenario. That is compared to the practical case in which errors

may not affect each randomly selected path set. The results are cal-

culated with Eqs. (2.57) (2.58) and (2.66). As expected, the buffer
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Figure 2.12: Normalized queue size (k = 4) [1].

size increases with the number of failed paths f and the decreas-

ing number of available paths N and redundancy r. If compared,

however, to the scenarios without failures and redundancy (equal to

the worst case scenario), the randomized selection of routing paths

requires at average smaller buffer size because network failures only

partially affect the chosen parallel paths.

2.5.2 Packet Switched Networks

Next, we numerically evaluate the performance of random optical

packet switching (PS-RND) and compare them with random circuit

switching (MP-RND). All results for skew and queue size are nor-

malized by the upper bound of skew defined with Eq.(2.26) and by

the upper bound of queue size of PS-RND defined with Eq.(2.40) in

the case of 0.5075 available network capacity. For the simulations

and analysis, we use nsfNet network shown in Fig. 2.7, where link

direction were defined as {0 − 1, 0 − 2, 0 − 7, 1 − 2, 1 − 3, 2 − 5, 3 −
10, 3 − 4, 4 − 5, 4 − 6, 5 − 9, 5 − 13, 6 − 7, 7 − 8, 8 − 11, 8 − 12, 9 −
8, 10 − 11, 10 − 12, 11 − 13, 12 − 13}. In the case of PS-RND, each
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Figure 2.13: Normalized skew and buffer size (n=4) [3].

set of optical packets is sent in parallel on a different set of n = k

randomly selected links. Moreover, each optical packet experiences

the same node-to-node delay of 5 tu on each link, i.e., ε = 5tu.

In the first set of results, we assume no wavelength conversion

and no blocking. Thus, all-optical packets could be switched to the

same output wavelength in any forwarding node. Fig. 2.13 shows a

comparison of skew and buffer requirements for MP-RND and PS-

RND methods as a function of available capacity in the network, for

n = 4. The mean skew and the upper bounds of buffer size were

analytically defined with Eqs.(2.25), (2.33) and Eqs. (2.39), (2.40),

respectively. Generally, the mean skew decreases with increasing

available network capacity and is up to 14% larger in the case of

MP-RND as compared to PS-RND. The better performance of PS-

RND can be explained by the fact that the packet-switched networks

provide more available partly disjoint paths, i.e., a higher number of

shorter paths. In contrast, the amount of paths used for MP-RND

is reduced due to the requirement of disjointedness. In the case

of MP-RND, the simulation results overlap with analytical results

for skew. In contrast, there is a deviation between simulation and
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Figure 2.14: Occurrence rate of maximum skew τup [3].

analytical results for PS-RND, which increases with the increasing

available network capacity, i.e. number of available parallel paths

to each forwarding node and to the destination. That is because

the analytical path occurrence probability is calculated with Eq.

(2.8) based on link probabilities defined by Eq. (2.13). As a result,

in analysis, the shorter paths have a higher occurrence probability,

whereby the link occurrence probability is constant. Here, we do not

consider special scenarios in forwarding nodes, where multiple, i.e.,

ω > 1, packets arrive at the same time and forwarded in parallel, i.e.

forwarding node v selects randomly a set of ω outgoing links with

changing probability φej (ω) = ω

√
1

C|Eout(v)|,ω
each. The simulation

results show that the resulting queue size at the receiver for PS-

RND is only around 6% larger than for MP-RND. That is due to

the fact that, in contrast to MP-RND, PS-RND spreads sent packets

over ω >> n incoming links at the destination node and increases

the number of packets arrived per time unit. The theoretical upper

bounds are not exceeded, because analysis assumed that the longest

path is always used for both MP-RND and PS-RND, which will not

be the case in a real network. Generally, the skew and the buffer

size will increase with an increasing number of parallel lanes k = n

utilized in the source.
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Figure 2.15: Mean wavelength conversion ratio (PS-RND) [3].

Fig. 2.14 shows the occurrence rate of the maximum skew τup,

which can reach up to 10% in a heavily loaded packet-switched net-

work with n = 4, while the MP-RND method often selects (around

21%) the shortest and the longest paths for transmission. Here,

simulation results are very close to the analytical results. The in-

crease in n increases the occurrence rate of the maximum skew, e.g.

doubled for n = 6 as compared to n = 4.

Fig.2.15 shows the simulation results for the wavelength conver-

sion rate, which would be required in OPS networks without a suffi-

cient amount of capacity to ensure wavelength continuity constraint.

Thus, the conversion rate is defined as a fraction of a mean number of

optical packets switched to outgoing link with converted wavelength

to the number of all transmitted packets. The results show that

only 3% of optical packets have to be wavelength switched, if there

are around 7% of congested nodes in the network, which provides

30% available capacity. As expected, with an increasing number of

congested nodes, increasing n, and low available network capacity,

the conversion rate increases, up to 20%.
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2.6 Summary

This chapter studied parallel transmission systems with coding and

random routing in circuit-switched and packet-switched networks.

We provided a novel analysis based on combinatorics and compared

optimal and random routing regarding skew and deskew buffer. The

results showed that random circuit switching requires less buffer at

the receiver, while random packet switching provides better perfor-

mance in regard to skew. The performance of parallel transmission

over circuit-switched networks in combination with random routing

and erasure coding was analyzed as well. The expected values as

well as the upper and lower bounds of the skew showed their inde-

pendence of the number of available paths in the network, which is

an interesting result. In the case of path failures, the parallel trans-

mission with coding can provide transmission reliability and had the

mean deskew buffer, which is smaller as compared to conventional

systems. The results, in fact, showed a great promise of parallel net-

work systems in general and applications of erasure coding. With a

proper set of design parameters, the coding redundancy reduces the

mean and the upper bound of skew and deskew buffer size, which is

relevant in the case of random routing.
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2.7 List of Symbols

k
number of virtual Ethernet lanes related to generation

size;

r
number of redundant transmission paths related to

coding redundancy;

n
number of parallel transmission paths related to coded

generation size, i.e., n = k + r;

G(V,E) Directed and acyclic graph of the network;

V Set of nodes in the network;

E Set of links in the network;

Ein(v) Set of incoming links of an arbitrary node v;

Eout(v) Set of outgoing links of an arbitrary node v;

yin(v)
number of incoming links in node v in packet-switched

network;

yout(v)
number of outgoing links in node v in packet-switched

network;

GP
ordered set of available parallel paths between source

and destination;

N
number of available parallel paths between source and

destination;
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Pl certain available path from set GP , where 1 ≤ l ≤ N;

#»

d
vector of length N containing end-to-end delays of

available paths;

dl
end-to-end delay of path Pl collected in delay vector
#»

d ;

Dmax

number of components dl in delay vector
#»

d , which are

equal to component dN ;

Dmin

number of components dl in delay vector
#»

d , which are

equal to component d1;

T flow completion time in general;

τ value of skew in general;

τ̄ mean value of skew;

τup maximum value of skew;

Pup occurrence probability of maximum skew τup;

M
collection of all possible path combinations Mn(α) of

n paths randomly selected for transmission;

Mn(α) set of n paths from GP , where Mn(α) ∈M ;

aM
number of possible combinations of n paths over N

available paths;
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Ξ

collection of all possible combinations Ξf (β) of f

paths randomly selected and failed during transmis-

sion, where 1 ≤ β ≤ CN,f ;

Ξf (β)
set of f paths randomly selected from GP and failed

during transmission, where Ξf (β)∈Ξ and 1≤β≤CN,f ;

Plm
certain available path, which belongs to set GP , where

1 ≤ l ≤ N, and set Mn(α), where 1 ≤ m ≤ n and

1 ≤ α ≤ aM;

dlm end-to-end delay of path Plm ;

F
total number of link disjoint paths in circuit-switched

network;

N
number of available link disjoint paths in circuit-

switched network;

Psetup path setup probability in circuit-switched networks;

PB

probability of path blocking in circuit-switched net-

works;

B(n)
probability of request blocking in circuit-switched net-

works;

Ψ
number of available partly disjoint paths in packet-

switched network;

yl number of utilized links to compose a path Pl;
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ρlh hth link utilized to compose a path Pl, 1 ≤ h ≤ yl;

φlh
probability to utilize link ρlh of path Pl in packet-

switched network;

φej

probability to utilize link ej in node v, where ej ∈
Eout(v) and 1 ≤ j ≤ yout(v), in packet-switched net-

work;

vlq qth node utilized to compose a path Pl, 1 ≤ q ≤ yl−1;

εlh node-to-node delay of link ρlh on the certain path Pl;

ω
number of packets arrived simultaneously at an inter-

mediate node;

Mω(α) set of ω paths out of Ψ available paths;

PB(v) probability of packet dropping or buffering in node v;

G
ratio of the congested nodes in packet switched net-

work;

%q
buffering and processing delay in intermediate node vlq

on path Pl in packet switched network;

M number of data blocks in the source data;

LM amount of bits in each data block;

C bit rate of transmission system;
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Ω size of deskew buffer in general;

F2b finite field with a symbol size of b bits;

p
′
e bit error rate in the physical layer;

R code rate in general;

hmin minimal Hamming distance;

te number of erroneous bits detected with FEC;

tk number of bits corrected with FEC;

Θt transmission overhead due to coding redundancy;

Θ total transmission overhead due to coding redundancy;

Φ information flow;

∆max reduction of maximum skew;

∆τ reduction of mean skew.
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3
A Combinatorial Reliability Analysis of Advanced Network

Services

3.1 Introduction

The service reliability in advanced network systems can be consid-

ered as a probability that the system will successfully complete the

processing of the requested service. As such, a reliability analysis

in system engineering is critically important to facilitate the design

of reliable systems by evaluating system robustness in case of any

system failures. The failures of software and hardware components

can be caused by a misconfiguration, overload or security attack. To

address issues of data integrity and reliability, in this chapter, we

design, analyze and evaluate advanced network services for reliable

data transmission and reliable network function chaining. Diversity,

coding and over-provisioning are selected as the main tools. Thus,

here, parallel transmission, erasure coding and different types of re-

dundancy, e.g., coding, path, system components, are utilized to

design reliable network services.

Since the quality of any wireless transmission strongly depends on

the transmission environment, the changing weather condition and

other atmospheric effects, in this chapter, we investigate a reliable

wireless transmission as a service on an example of Free Space Optics
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(FSO). FSO refers to wireless point-to-point communication, based

on a line-of-sight optical technology that allows full-duplex com-

munication at the speed of light. The FSO communication system

presents several advantages with regard to power consumption, elec-

tromagnetic interference and the high bandwidth of up to 100Gbps.

The main disadvantage, however, is their sensitivity to atmospheric

phenomena such as fog decreasing the quality of FSO signal, i.e.,

transmission reliability [59, 60, 61, 62]. To address the issue of sig-

nal quality affected by atmospheric effects, it was proposed to use

channel coding as well as data transmission over multiple diverse

channels, [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]. Hence, additional supporting

channels, e.g., radio-frequency (RF) or FSO channels can be used.

For instance, a system with multiple parallel FSO channels carrying

the same data has been proposed [64, 67, 70]. It was shown that hy-

brid use of FSO and RF significantly improves the reliability of data

transmission in foggy and rainy conditions, because FSO channels

are attenuated by fog, while the RF channel is, in contrast, mainly

attenuated by rain[69]. In this chapter, however, the use of diversity,

coding and over-provisioning is entirely different due to the parallel

transmission concept applied.

The second type of reliable services considered in this chapter is

network services provided by Service Function Chains (SFC), i.e.,

a composition of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) distributed

over Inter- and Intra-DCN. Since Equal Cost Multipath Protocol

(ECMP) is the standard protocol in DCNs, the traffic splitting into

sub-flows and their parallel transmission, i.e., path diversity, are

valid [17, 18, 19]. However, the resulting sub-flows will require sep-

arated and independent processing to maintain diversity during ser-

vice run time and, thus, multiple replicas of the same SFC, i.e.,

diversity of DCN components such as servers and VNFs. Without

over-provisioning, the reliability of an SFC is critical as a failure of

any VNF disrupts the entire SFC causing service interruptions. To
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achieve the required level of SFC reliability, the most common failure

protection technique is the backup VNF protection [71, 72, 73, 74].

However, to be effectively used, the backup protection needs fast fail-

ure detection and rapid reaction to the detected failures to minimize

the traffic losses. As a result, the backup protection requires fast

VNF migration and traffic redirection to the backup VNFs, which

are challenging tasks [26, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. As diversity and over-

provisioning seem to be not sufficient to provide effective VNF failure

protection, there is a need to investigate the impact of the third tool,

i.e., coding, on the SFC reliability and failure management. This

chapter provides a novel VNF protection with coding to increase

SFC reliability and simplify the handling of VNF failures.

Another challenge addressed in this chapter is assessing SFC relia-

bility and dimensioning of backup resources as a function of the VNF

placement strategy. Generally, analysis of SFC reliability is a com-

plex problem as it needs consideration of co-location and sharing of

hardware components, heterogeneity of software and hardware and

complex interdependency between them [27]. Previous analytical ap-

proaches such as in [80, 81, 82] tried to limit the complexity of SFC

reliability evaluation. To this end, some of them considered the SFC

provisioning with serial traffic flows, whereby the reliability of the

individual DCN components was taken into account separately. Oth-

ers supposed failures of multiple components but used assumptions

such as disjointness and no interoperability between them. However,

failures of individual components involved in SFC are not indepen-

dent. Ignoring of components’ interdependency during reliability

prediction can be fatal as any single failure of any component can

become a cause of other component failures and service interruption

despite failure protection mechanisms utilized. The previous reli-

ability analysis models cannot be directly applied to SFC because

they do not consider aspects of system component sharing, hetero-

geneity of system components, their interdependency in the case of
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failures and complex failure propagation. That makes the reliability

analysis of SFCs with any protection method a challenge, which has

not been addressed yet analytically.

This chapter first presents a new approach to exploit channel di-

versity and combine redundancy of parallel transmission with the

redundancy of an adaptive channel coding to increase FSO trans-

mission reliability. To ensure channel diversity the parallel trans-

mission can be realized using either multiple FSO or both RF and

FSO channels. However, the main challenge is to adapt channel cod-

ing parameters to the channel conditions. To achieve an adaptive

channel coding the erasure coding is suitable due to its flexibility and

ability for erasure correction. Among many candidates, we chose the

random Linear Network Coding (LNC) because it can provide an ar-

bitrary length of coded data blocks without length limit. Thus, with

LNC, the encoded block length, the number of source bits encoded

and the amount of redundancy for error correction can be variable.

Moreover, a simple but effective algorithm for an adaption of coding

parameters is provided and verified. Finally, this chapter presents a

novel analytical model and analysis of the SFC reliability in DCNs

that deploys flow and SFC parallelism, backup, and coding failure

protections. We investigate how instead of backup protection, a sys-

tematic erasure coding can improve service reliability in DCNs while

alleviating or even eliminating the challenges associated with VNF

failure detection, VNF migration, and traffic redirection. The pro-

vided novel generalized reliability analysis based on combinatorial

analysis and a reduced binomial theorem enables evaluation of the

SFC reliability as a function of VNF placement strategies in generic

inter- and intra- DCNs. To this end, failures of data centers, racks,

servers, VMs and path segments, and besides system component

sharing, heterogeneity, their interdependencies and failure propaga-

tion are taken into account in the analysis.
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3.3 Reliable Parallel Transmission as a Service

In this section, a reliable parallel transmission over FSO channels is

considered as a service. To ensure transmission reliability, the adap-

tive channel coding is applied to the data prior to FSO transmission.

The list of used symbols is summarized in Sec. 3.3.4.

3.3.1 Adaptive Coding Approach

The network traffic is represented as a sequence of symbols of the

same size b, i.e., the same number of bits per symbol. Every k source

symbols referred to as a generation are encoded into n symbols,

n > k, which build an outgoing data block of size n. Then, any

encoded data block represents a coded generation. The additional

r = n − k symbols are referred to as redundancy. These redundant

symbols allow us to recover up to r corrupted symbols from the

same generation at the receiver. The n encoded symbols are sent to

the receiver, whereby any k out of n received symbols are sufficient

for successful decoding, i.e., reliable parallel transmission. During

transmission, any symbol can be affected by symbol errors, whereby

the symbol error rate (SER) is denoted as P . To evaluate coding

performance, the code rate is defined as R = k/n and a relationship

between the code rate and information rate is defined as

I = C ·R, (3.1)

where C is a total transmission rate over all transmission channels.

Fig 3.1 shows the proposed transceiver model on the example of

the FSO and RF system, where some interfaces represent FSO and

some RF channels. The transceiver includes up to N input (Rx) and

N output (Tx) interfaces with transmission rate Ci each, whereby

the total transmission rate C is a sum of transmission rates Ci of each

channel i, C =
∑N
i=1 Ci. The communication is full-duplex, whereby

the upstream and downstream from FSO channels have the same
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Figure 3.1: Transceiver implementation with LNC [4].

channel state, e.g., affected by the same atmospheric effects. The

latter is a necessary assumption as the adaptive feature of channel

coding is realized in the SER Guard (SERG) unit. Thus, the coding

parameters n, k and r are adaptively defined by the SERG. The

source symbol stream is first buffered into the input buffer to collect

k symbols for encoding. After encoding, n symbols are distributed

over at most n channels to be sent to the destination.

SERG analyses the information from the data processing unit to

determine the expected number of erroneous symbols, i.e., t(ν+1) =

t̃(ν) + δt(ν), per data block, where t̃(ν) is the number of erroneous

symbols in the νth decoded block and δt(ν) is a mean value of symbol

error variation defined as follows

δt(ν) =

⌈
δt(ν−1) + (t̃(ν) − t̃(ν−1))

2

⌉
, if t̃(ν) > t̃(ν−1). (3.2)

When SER goes down, i.e., t̃(ν) < t̃(ν−1), the symbol error variation
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δt(ν) should not be changed immediately, i.e. δt(ν) = δt(ν−1), but

after an observation period. When, the number of erroneous symbols

are constant during pre-defined time period, the error variation can

be set to a default value, e.g., δt(ν) = 0.

Generally, the channel quality analysis performed by SERG can

follow an algorithm. However, here, the assumption is that after the

channel condition is evaluated, the SERG determines the relevant

transmission parameters, such as block length ñ, number of symbols

per generation, i.e., k̃, and required number of redundancies r̃. The

channel coding unit uses the parameters defined by SERG to imple-

ment channel encoding of k̃ = ñ− r̃ symbols. For example, assume

the channel coding parameters set as n = 10, k = 8 and r = 2 and

the symbol error parameter in SERG determined as t(ν−1) = 2, while

there was a t̃(ν−1) = 1 erroneous symbol in the last (ν−1)th decoded

generation and the error variation was calculated with Eq. (3.2) as

δt(ν−1) = 1. Let us assume that there are t̃(ν) = 3 erroneous sym-

bols in newly decoded generation, implying an increased number of

erroneous symbols. Consequently, the new mean error variation is

δt(ν) =
⌈

1+(3−1)
2

⌉
= 2 and t(ν) = 3 + 2 = 5. As a result, the new

coding parameters are set to n = 10, k = 5 and r = 5, if n is fixed.

3.3.2 Design and Analysis of Reliable Transmission

To ensure reliable transmission, there are three options to adapt

the coding parameters to the channel conditions, i.e., to SER. The

first option is to keep the number of source symbols k constant,

and to change the number of redundant symbols, i.e., r̃. This is a

typical serial transmission scenario over one transmission channel

(Fig 3.2a). The second option is to keep the encoded block length n

constant and decrease the number of source symbols k̃ per encoded

block (Fig 3.2c). In this case, a parallel transmission can be used,

where n symbols are distributed over n parallel paths. There is also

the third option, which we refer to as hybrid as it is best suitable for
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(a) Reliable Serial Transmission.

(b) Reliable Hybrid RF/FSO Transmission.

(c) Reliable Parallel Transmission.

Figure 3.2: Reliable transmission of n encoded symbols [4].

RF/FSO scenarios (Fig 3.2b). Here, the number of redundant and

source symbols per block, i.e. r̃ and k̃, as well as the block length,

ñ = k̃+ r̃, are variable and depend on SER and the transmission rate

ratio of both RF and FSO channels ( CRF
CFSO

≥ SER). Since k source

symbols are encoded into a data block of ñ symbols which is sent

toward the destination, any out of ñ symbols in a data block can be
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corrupted resulting in the expected number of erroneous symbols:

t = dñ · P e+ δt. (3.3)

Thus, the number of required redundancy is r̃ = t = dñ · P e+ δt.

Reliable Serial Transmission

For the reliable serial transmission (Fig 3.2a), the block length ñ can

take an arbitrary value according to the channel state, whereby the

number of source symbols k in each block is fixed and constant. The

resulting size of encoded data block ñ depends on SER, the number

of source symbols k and redundant symbols r̃, ñ = k+ r̃. Thus, the

required number of redundant symbols can be calculated as

r̃ =

⌈
k · P + δt

1− P

⌉
. (3.4)

As a result, the expected code rate of reliable serial transmission is

R =
k

k +
⌈
k·P+δt

1−P

⌉ , (3.5)

while the maximal possible code rate for P < 1 is given by

Rmax = lim
k→∞

k

k +
⌈
k·P+δt

1−P

⌉ = 1− P. (3.6)

Since the reliable serial transmission is implemented over one channel

with transmission rate Ci, the information rate is determined with

Eq. (3.1) as I = Ci · k

k+d k·P+δt
1−P e

.

Reliable Hybrid Transmission

The proposed reliable hybrid communication system includes one

FSO and one RF interface (Fig 3.2b), i.e., uses N = 2 channels.

However, only the FSO channel is significantly affected by atmo-

spheric effects and characterized by SER P . This assumption is
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valid, as FSO and RF signals have different sources of interference

and random LNC complements standard Forward Error Correction

(FEC) mechanisms when it either fails or yields insufficient per-

formance. Thus, the low bit error rate of the RF channel can be

generally compensated by FEC in the considered scenario.

In the hybrid system, NRF out of ñ encoded symbols are sent

over the RF channel. Thus, NFSO = ñ − NRF symbols are sent

over the FSO channel and can be corrupted with a given SER value

P . Moreover, the FSO channel has a higher transmission rate CFSO

than the transmission rate of RF channel CRF . As we assumed

that all symbols have the same size of b bits, the transmission delay

of RF channel, τRF = b
CRF

, is larger than the transmission delay

of FSO channel τFSO = b
CFSO

. The propagation delays of both

FSO and RF channels are, however, assumed as equal. To limit the

buffer size at sender and receiver to a minimum, the symbols from

an RF channel must arrive at the receiver at the latest, when the

last NFSO-th symbol from the FSO channel is received. Thus, the

sender may send symbols from the same generation during period

τsend = NFSO · τFSO = NRF · τRF and the number of symbols to be

sent over noisy FSO channel is defined as follows

NFSO =

⌈
NRF · τRF
τFSO

⌉
=

⌈
NRF · CFSO

CRF

⌉
. (3.7)

For a reliable hybrid transmission, it is sufficient to send NRF = r̃

redundant symbols over the RF channel, while other NFSO = k̃ sym-

bols from the same generation are transmitted over the high-speed,

but noisy FSO channel. However, any out of NFSO symbols can be

corrupted during transmission and needs to be replaced by at most

NRF redundant symbols from the RF channel. Thus, the number of

redundant symbols sent over the RF channel can be determined as

NRF = dNFSO · P e+ δt. (3.8)

With Eq. (3.7), the relation between number of sent symbols and

required transmission rate of both channels is described by NRF
NFSO

≤
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CRF
CFSO

. At the same time, the relation between SER and the amount

of sent symbols is defined by Eq. (3.8) as P ≤ NRF−δt
NFSO

. As a result,

the reliable transmission can be achieved, if and only if

P ≤ NRF − δt
NFSO

≤ NRF
NFSO

≤ CRF
CFSO

, (3.9)

while the maximal code rate and maximal channel utilization are

achievable if all terms in Eq. (3.9) are equal. Thus, the code rate is

R =

⌈
NRF ·CFSO

CRF

⌉
NRF +

⌈
NRF ·CFSO

CRF

⌉ , (3.10)

which can be simplified with Eq. (3.9) as follows

R ≈ CFSO
CFSO + CRF

=
1

1 + P
. (3.11)

Since the code rate is a function of SER, the information rate can

be defined as I = (CFSO + CRF ) · 1
1+P

. With Eq. (3.9), the total

transmission rate of the reliable hybrid system is CFSO + CRF =

CFSO + P · CFSO = CFSO(1 + P ). Thus, the information rate is

I = (CFSO + CRF ) · 1

1 + P
= CFSO(1 + P )

1

1 + P
= CFSO. (3.12)

That means that the system can be optimal and can provide the

maximal and constant information rate.

Let us now consider a worst case scenario, whereby the RF channel

is affected by a high bit error rate resulting in SER PRF additional to

SER PFSO of FSO channel. As a result, NRFPRF and NFSOPFSO

out of NFSO +NRF symbols are lost after transmission. For a suc-

cessful recovery of a sent generation, at least k̃ = NFSO symbols have

to reach LNC decoder, i.e., (NRF − δt)PRF +NFSOPFSO = NFSO.

Thus, the number of redundant symbols can be analyzed as

NRF =

⌈
NFSO(1− PFSO)

PRF

⌉
+ δt. (3.13)
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Following Eq. (3.9), the reliable transmission is only possible, if

PRF ≤
NFSO(1− PFSO)

NRF − δt
≤ NFSO(1− PFSO)

NRF
≤ CFSO(1− PFSO)

CRF
,

(3.14)

The code rate is generally defined by Eq. (3.10) and can be simplified

with Eq. (3.14), i.e., CRF = CFSO(1−PFSO)
PRF

, as follows

R ≈ CFSO
CFSO + CRF

=
PRF

1 + PRF − PFSO
. (3.15)

Generally, the hybrid system can be optimal and provides the max-

imal and constant information rate, i.e., I = CFSO. That can be

proved as I = (CFSO + CRF )R = CFSO(1+PRF−PFSO)
PRF

·R = CFSO.

Reliable Parallel Transmission

The reliable parallel transmission over N parallel RF/FSO channels

allows transmitting the n symbols of an encoded data block in paral-

lel, over N channels, whereby each channel carries exactly one sym-

bol from each generation (Fig 3.2c). Thus, the size of encoded data

blocks n equal to the number of parallel channels, n = N = const, so

that all symbols from the same generation can be sent and received

simultaneously. That allows us to increase the effective transmis-

sion bit rate and to use the parallel channels at comparably low bit

rates, which is more cost-effective. Thus, the number of sources and

redundant symbols (k̃ and r̃) needs to be adapted to the channel

conditions. Generally, each out of all transmitted symbols from a

generation can be corrupted on any FSO channel i, i ∈ [1, N−FRF ],

with different SER pi ≥ 0, while FRF RF channels are noise-free, i.e.

pi = 0, where i ∈ [N − FRF + 1, N ]. Thus, the overall SER P over

all RF/FSO channels is defined as follows P = 1
N

∑N
i=1 pi. Without

loss of generality, the parallel channels can be considered as a one

cumulative channel with SER P and transmission rate C =
∑N
i=1 Ci.

Then, the expected number of erroneous symbols t is determined as
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t = d(n− FRF )P e+ δt and the number of required redundant sym-

bols is r̃ = t = d(n − FRF ) · P e + δt. As a result, the code rate of

the reliable parallel transmission can be determined as

R =
n− d(n− FRF ) · P e − δt

n
=
N − d(N − FRF ) · P e − δt

N
.

(3.16)

The maximal code rate in case of FSO channels only, i.e., FRF=0, is

Rmax(FRF = 0) = lim
N→∞
FRF→0

N − d(N − FRF ) · P e − δt
N

= 1−P, (3.17)

when all N channels are noisy and P < 1. When there are FRF > 0

noise-free RF channels, the maximal code rate is defined as

Rmax(FRF > 0) = lim
N→∞
FRF→N

N − d(N − FRF ) · P e − δt
N

= 1. (3.18)

As a result, the information rate is a function of the total trans-

mission rate C over N RF/FSO channels and the code rate R,

I = N−d(N−FRF )·Pe−δt
N

·
∑N
i=1 Ci.

3.3.3 Performance Evaluation

Next, the analytical results validated by event simulations are pre-

sented. The coding process was implemented over a finite field F28 ,

i.e., a symbol size was set to b = 8 bits. The simulation time was

defined as a discrete time, whereby the transmission delay of one

symbol over the FSO channel corresponds to one time unit (tu). The

transmission rate of FSO channel was set to 10 Gbps, i.e., 1 tu = 0.8

ns in case of a reliable serial transmission. In the case of N parallel

RF/FSO channels, the total transmission rate over all channels was

also defined as 10 Gbps, whereby the mean transmission rate Ci of

any channel i can be determined as Ci = 10Gbps
N

and a transmission

delay of one symbol as N tu. The transmission delay of RF chan-

nel in hybrid transmission scenario was defined with Eq. (3.9) as
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10Gbps
CRF

tu. We assumed that all channels have the same propagation

delay. The transmission reliability was defined as a percentage of

successfully decoded generations over all generations sent.

The RF channel was assumed free from noise and atmospheric

degradation. In contrast, the FSO channel is affected by the ad-

ditive white Gaussian noise, which followed Bernoulli distribution,

whereby the bit error rate (BER) and, consequently, the symbol error

rate (SER) were varied as [1.25 · 10−4, 1.3 · 10−2] and [10−3, 10−1],

respectively. The conversion from BER into SER was defined as

SER = 1 − (1 − BER)b. Generally, the symbol loss on the FSO

channel could be balanced out with additional redundant symbols.

Thus, each corrupted dropped symbol was replaced by the redun-

dant symbols from the same generation. Thereby, the transmission

reliability of any proposed transmission method could reach up to

100% without a need for retransmission, when the FSO channel has

a nearly constant SER (up to SER ≤ 10−1) resulting in single sym-

bol errors only. The 99% confidence intervals present the values of

the range of 10−4 and were not shown for clarity.

Now, a scenario where the quality of the FSO channel dramatically

decreases and then fluctuates is investigated. Generally, as long as

the SER is constant, the required number of redundant symbols for

reliable transmission is known and set to r ≥ t = t̃ and δt ≥ 0, while

the symbol error variation δt was set to 0 at the beginning. The

results illustrate our observation of the FSO channel during the first

400 tu, while SER was changed every 10 tu. The SERG analyzed

the incoming data blocks, counted the number of erroneous symbols

and calculated the variation of symbol errors with Eq. (3.2). To

study the minimal code rate, we did not define any thresholds for

triggering a transmission stop in case of a very high SER.

Fig. 3.3 shows the change in the code rate of the reliable serial

and parallel transmission with increasing SER. In the case of serial

transmission, the sender uses a constant number of source symbols
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Figure 3.3: Code rate of reliable serial and parallel transmission [4].

k = 10 and changes the number of coding redundancy as r̃ = t̃+ δt

according to Eq. (3.4). The reliable parallel transmission system uses

N = n = 10 parallel FSO channels, with a total transmission rate

of 10 Gbps. As a result, the sender transmits n = 10 symbols from

the same generation in parallel every 10 tu. In this case, the number

of source symbols is not constant and depends on the number of

predicted redundant symbols r̃ = t. In both scenarios, the maximal

code rate of 78% and 90% is reached for SER≤ 5%, respectively. The

code rate dramatically decreases with increasing SER and reaches

the minimal values of 12% and 20% for SER between 25% and 62%,

respectively. In contrast to the reliable serial transmission, the code

rate of the reliable parallel transmission rapidly reached a steady

state in case of fluctuating value of SER.
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Figure 3.4: Code rate of reliable Hybrid RF/FSO transmission [4].

Fig. 3.4 presents the changes of SER, the code rate and required

transmission rate of RF channel in case of a reliable hybrid trans-

mission over N = 2 channels, i.e., FSO and RF. Here, the number of

source symbols k̃ as well as the number of redundant symbols r̃ are

predicted by SERG according to Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.7) and sent

over FSO and RF channels, respectively. Moreover, we assume that

the RF channel is able to change its transmission rate, which can be

defined according to Eq. (3.9). The main goal, however, is to reach

the maximal code rate and the maximal information rate. Gener-

ally, the FSO channel demonstrates the best performance when the

information rate keeps constant as I = CFSO = 10 Gbps according

to Eq. (3.12). As a result, the code rate is higher than 46%, which is

a minimum in case of high and fluctuating SER. On the other hand,

the required transmission rate of the RF channel can become larger

than one of the FSO channels, which is impractical.
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3.3.4 List of Symbols

P symbol error rate;

R code rate;

I information rate;

C transmission rate;

N number of RF or FSO interfaces, i.e., channels;

FRF number of RF interfaces, i.e., channels, out of N ;

k number of uncoded source symbols;

r number of redundant coded symbols;

n size of coded data blocks, i.e., n = k + r;

t expected number of erroneous symbols per n symbols;

b symbol size in bits.
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3.4 Reliable Network Function Chaining as a Service

In this section, we consider NFV services as an ordered sequence

of network functions, i.e., VNFs, so-called SFC. Each VNF has a

particular place in the order of functions building SFC, whereby the

position of a certain VNF in SFC defines the VNF type. In contrast

to this assumption, SFCs can be built by VNFs with different or the

same functionality. To complete any requested service, all VNFs of

the composed SFC have to be available during service run-time and

each of these VNFs needs to complete the processing successfully.

Thus, in this section, we refer to successful service completion as a

service success and to a probability of service success as SFC relia-

bility. Without loss of generality, we refer to VNFs, which read or

write packet header only, as header-VNFs (h-VNF) and to VNFs,

which read or write packet payload, as payload-VNFs (p-VNF). Most

of the existing VNFs are h-VNFs. Tab. 3.2 shows some typical net-

work functions and their processing on packets. The packets can be

registered by passive probing function (Probe), the Firewall (FW)

proves if traffic is allowed to pass through DCN. The legitimate pack-

ets from FW are processed by Network Address Translation (NAT),

which replaces the IP addresses and port numbers in the packet

header. Packets can be processed by the Intrusion Detection Sys-

tem (IDS), which copies the packet flow to perform offline traffic

analysis to identify and log violations. The Traffic Shaper (TSp)

categorizes and queues the packets to meet a certain quality of ser-

vice (QoS). Thus, only NAT changes the header and only IDS is

p-VNF, i.e., looks at the payload. These VNF functionalities need

to be considered by building SFCs and by selecting a strategy for

VNF protection against failures. Next, we introduce the concept of

a reliable network function chaining and analyze the service success.
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VNF: Probe FW NAT IDS TSp

Packet Header R R R/W R R

Packet Payload - - - R -

Table 3.2: Different virtual network functions and the related pro-

cessing of IP packets, i.e., R: read; W: write, [6].

Figure 3.5: DCN based on leaf-spine architecture [5].

3.4.1 Service Function Chaining in DCN

The VNFs of any SFC are typically hosted by Virtual Machines

(VM) installed on servers in data centers (DC), whereby several

servers are collected in the same rack and any DC provides mul-

tiple racks [83, 84, 85]. The DCN architecture is generalized as a

hardware fabric of switches, links, racks with multiple servers and

servers with multiple VMs as illustrated in Fig. 3.5, where DC1

has the leaf-spine DC topology. To complete the requested service,

traffic needs to pass all VNFs of a certain SFC. That can be imple-

mented with SFC Encapsulation as proposed in [86], whereby each

SFC is characterized by Service Function Path (SFP) with a spe-

cific ID, i.e., additional Network Service Header with Service Path

Identifier [87]. In Fig. 3.5, the ordered sequence of VNFs, i.e., SFC

(VNF1-VNF2-VNF3), can be built in the same server, e.g., in S2 or
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S3 in Rack 3, or distributed over different servers, e.g., over S1-S3

in Rack 1 or over S1-S3 in Rack2. There are multiple options to

build SFCs over different racks as well, e.g., VNF1 can be utilized in

S1(Rack1), VNF2 and VNF3 in servers S1(Rack2) and S2(Rack3),

respectively. A placement of VNFs from the same SFC in differ-

ent DCs is possible as well. To provide the SFP, there is a need

for connectivity between all relevant DCN components, i.e., racks,

servers, VNFs, and between DCs. Thus, we assume that any DCN

topology includes four types of switches: core router (CR), Top-

of-Rack (ToR), forwarding switches, e.g., spine, and Virtual Switch

(vS). Core router provides connectivity between Wide Area Network

(WAN) and DCNs and, thus, routing services to other parts of own

data center and connectivity to different remote locations outside.

Since each rack incorporates its own subnet of multiple servers, ToR

switches handle forwarding within a rack. The forwarding switches

provide a connection to the core router and forward traffic between

racks based on segment routing (SR), whereby ToR switches are fully

meshed to a series of forwarding switches to ensure low latency and

low likelihood of congestion inside DCN. The traffic towards other

racks is routed by the source ToR, which addresses the destination

ToR by packet labeling. The forwarding switches perform only la-

bel lookups to route the traffic. SR allows changing the end-to-end

path utilized over the network, whereby the source ToR switch needs

only to change the label. That is an important capability to provide

maximum flexibility in case of component failures and the need for

traffic redirection. Each server can host multiple VMs, whereby each

VM reserves as many resources as required for one VNF to serve one

user request. All VMs are connected to vS, e.g., programmable hy-

pervisor switch with a load balancer (LB), which selects one VNF

for processing of arrived packets. Thus, the main task of vS is the

selection of a legitimate VNF instance for any arrived request to

provide a connection to the ToR switch.
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3.4.2 Parallelism in DCNs

We refer to a large amount of IP packets with the same IP addresses

and port numbers in the header, which pass the same SFC, as traf-

fic flow. Large traffic flow can be split into parallel sub-flows and

uniformly distributed over the network. Traffic can be spread over

parallel SFCs using Equal Cost Multipath Protocol (ECMP), a well-

known technique to improve load balancing in servers and the net-

work, i.e., to avoid server and links overload. We model parallelism

in three distinctive ways: 1) Traffic Parallelism: the serial traffic

flow is split into k parallel sub-flows; 2) SFC Parallelism: all VNFs

of the requested SFC are replicated into at least k VNF instances

to process k sub-flows, resulting in parallelized SFC presented by k

parallel the so-called sub-SFCs; and 3) Path Parallelism: all k sub-

flows are independently transmitted over k link disjoint paths and

processed in parallel by k parallel sub-SFCs.

As shown in Fig. 3.6, any traffic flow f can be split (parallelized)

into k = 3 sub-flows, i.e., f1, f2 and f3. The SFC of Ψ = 3 VNFs

is then parallelized into k = 3 sub-SFC. The sub-SFCs are placed

in the same DC following different placement strategies. Sub-SFC

for f1 is distributed over several servers inside Rack3 (S4, S5 and

S7). All VNFs of sub-SFC for f2 are placed in the same server S1 in

Rack1. VNFs of sub-SFC for f3 are distributed over different racks.

As a result, each sub-flow can utilize its own path through DCN. The

end-to-end service can be successfully completed, when all three sub-

flows can be processed by VNF1, VNF2 and VNF3, i.e., all parallel

sub-SFCs are available during service run-time. Next, we discuss in

detail the three concepts that we apply to DCN parallelism.

Traffic Parallelism

Traffic spreading is a well-known technique to improve load balanc-

ing on the network interfaces [17, 18]. To realize traffic parallelism
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via traffic spreading, however, the incoming traffic needs to be sorted

into different flows based on source and destination IP addresses and

port numbers in packet headers. That is because different traffic

flows would require different SFCs. Finally, packets of any flow f

can be distributed over k interfaces in Round Robin fashion result-

ing in k parallel sub-flows. When outgoing DCN traffic needs to be

sent serially, after service completion by the certain SFCs, all pack-

ets from all flows and sub-flows need to be serialized into one data

stream based, for instance, on FIFO.

SFC Parallelism

Generally, parallel sub-flows can be sent to either the same VNF

instances of an SFC or separate replicas of an SFC, consisting of

certain VNFs, created for each sub-flow, which we call SFC par-

allelism. For the latter, all VNFs of a certain SFC are replicated

into k VNF instances resulting in k parallel sub-SFCs. As a result,

each sub-flow passes its sub-SFC as shown in Fig. 3.6. That can be

implemented with SFC Encapsulation as proposed in [86], whereby

each parallel sub-SFC can be characterized by Service Function Path

with a specific ID. For that reason, each packet requires an additional

Network Service Header with Service Path Identifier of 24 bits as dis-

cussed in [87]. It is necessary that all k VNF replicas of a certain

type process packets of a certain traffic demand based on the same

rules and with the same processing result. For instance, if one of the

VNF types represents a NAT, all k NAT replicas have to replace IP

addresses and ports in the packet headers independent of sub-flow

by the same predefined IP addresses and ports. Thus, the parallel

VNFs need a management unit for its coordination and rule update.

When flow and SFC parallelism are deployed, the synchronization

between VNFs of the same type can be provided by an external state

repository, which can store internal states of VNFs [26].
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Figure 3.6: Deployment of parallelism [6]: a) Parallelism of Traffic

and SFCs; b) Parallelism in DCN and VNF placement.

Path Parallelism

In general, to reach better reliability, VNFs from different sub-SFCs

should not share the same DCN components. That prevents the

usage of the same links and path segments by parallel sub-flows

and, thus, additionally increases reliability. Then, after traffic par-

allelization, the k parallel sub-flows should be sent over k parallel

link and server disjoint paths, i.e., through k maximally disjoint

sub-SFCs. Then, each parallel sub-flow passes through its sub-SFC.

Fig. 3.6b) illustrates a possible sub-SFCs placement within DCN,

whereby VNFs of any sub-SFC for a certain sub-flow are placed dis-

joint from VNFs of other sub-SFCs, e.g., sub-SFC of sub-flow f3 is

placed in servers S2, S3 and S6 and disjoint from other sub-SFCs

placed in S1, S4, S5 and S7. Any flow is successfully processed by

a certain SFC when all parallel sub-flows passed its sub-SFC and

meet in the same server to be serialized to leave DCN. Without loss

of generality, any path can be considered as a composition of path
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segments that connect different servers. As shown in Fig. 3.6b),

each sub-SFC can be placed in up to three different servers. Thus,

the path for sub-flows f1 and f3 consists of four path segments, any

of which can fail. Failure of path segments between S2 and S3 is

equivalent to a failure of server S3 and VNF2 of the third sub-SFC.

3.4.3 Component Failures

Without loss of generality, VNFs, servers, racks and DCs are the

atomic components required to build an SFC. Any component failure

can result in complex failure propagation as described next:

• Data Center. The failure of the data center can be caused by

a failure of connectivity through CR, failure of a core router or

connection between the core router and all forwarding switches.

Failure of DC will result in the failure of all racks, servers and

VMs relevant for building and maintenance of SFC.

• Rack. Rack failures can be a result of a failure of forwarding or

ToR switches as well as a failure of links between them. Any

failure of a rack will cause the failure of all servers within it

and all VNFs hosted by these servers.

• Server. Any server can be considered as failed (unavailable)

when hardware components, i.e., power supply, memory, etc.,

of the server or link between server and ToR or vS/LB are

failed, whereby all VMs installed on the server will fail as well.

• VM/VNF. Since we assume that each VM reserves as many

resources as required for one VNF to serve the incoming re-

quests, the failure of any VM causes a failure of one VNF only.

We assume that VMs on the same server are separated so that

their failure has not any impact on any other VMs, i.e., VNFs.

• Path Segment. When any path is considered as a combination

of path segments, which connect different servers with relevant
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VNFs, we assume that the DC and racks are always available.

The failure of any path segment results in no connectivity to a

certain server and is equivalent to the server failure and failure

of all VNFs running on this server.

3.4.4 Failure Protection Strategies

Without any additional resources, any parallelized SFC is character-

ized by a certain level of reliability, which depends on the reliability

of the underlying DCN components, i.e., DCs, Racks, Servers and

VMs and path segments. To increase the probability of service suc-

cess, i.e., SFC reliability, two failure protection methods are studied

next: backup protection and protection with erasure coding.

Failure Protection with Backup

To additionally protect the active VNFs over all parallel active sub-

SFCs, any SFC can be enhanced by r backup VNFs resulting in

n = k + r parallel sub-SFCs. The backup VNFs can then replace

any failed active VNF of the same type over any sub-flow. Similar

to active VNFs, also backup VNFs can fail during service run-time.

As shown in [26, 88, 75], to provide highly reliable communica-

tion, there are multiple different strategies for active monitoring of

NFV, efficient hardware and software failure detection and effective

deployment of active and backup VNFs. The most effective VNF

deployment is to utilize multiple switches, e.g., vS, ToR and for-

warding switch that can detect a failure in hard- and software and

redirect traffic to the corresponding available backup VNF if an ac-

tive VNF fails. However, here, a backup deployment strategy is not

explicitly considered. Instead, the assumption is that any service is

successful if at least k ≥ 1 out of n VNFs of each type are available

during service run-time while at most r active or backup VNFs of

any type can fail without causing service interruption. Depending on
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Figure 3.7: Backup protection and placement of sub-SFCs [6]: a)

VNF deployment. b) Network view.

the SFC placement strategy, a failure of different component types

will lead to a different number of failed VNFs. It should be noted

that the synchronization between active and backup VNFs of the

same type and, thus, an external state repository is required. Any

backup VNF would then start its operation from the ”reset” state.

Then, any critical state of the failed original VNF can be stored and

retrieved from the external state repository, and that up to the point

of its failure as discussed in [26].

Fig. 3.7 illustrates the idea of a possible deployment and place-

ment of backup sub-SFC in DCN. The active SFC is parallelized into

k = 3 active and r = 1 backup sub-SFCs. Just like an active sub-

SFCs, a backup sub-SFC is placed in a server S8 in Rack4 providing

backup VNFs. The k = 3 parallel sub-flows are sent over 3 parallel

disjoint paths through 3 sub-SFCs. Since VNF2 of sub-SFC1 fails,

the switch inside the DCN redirects sub-flow f1 to VNF2 of backup
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sub-SFC 4. Thus, the sub-flow f1 is redirected to backup server S8,

where VNF2 is activated to replace the original VNF2 from server

S5. As a result, f1 is processed by backup VNF2 in Rack 4 and then

send to active VNF3 on S7 to complete the service.

Failure Protection with Coding

The use of erasure coding such as random LNC is a classical solution

to improve the reliability of transmissions. Erasure codes can add

redundancy into data to protect it against losses. Any (n, k) erasure

code encodes k units of original data into n units of coded data, in

which any k out of n units can recover the original data and, thus,

the code can tolerate the failures of up to r = n− k data units. We

refer to any k units of original data encoded together as generation

and to r additional data units generated by encoding as redundancy.

The erasure codes can be deployed in practice as systematic codes,

meaning that the k original data units are unchanged after encoding

and only the r redundant data units present a linear combination

of k original data units. Thus, that k data units of coded data can

be directly accessed without prior decoding. In contrast, when at

least one data unit out of k unchanged data units is lost, any out of

r redundant units from the same generation replaces the lost data

unit, while decoding is required to recover k original data units.

The decoding is only successful if at least k data units from each

generation arrive at the decoder. For VNF protection with coding,

we assume that each parallel sub-flow can be presented as a sequence

of data units, whereby the original and encoded data units have the

same predefined size. We refer to the k parallel sub-flows, which are

unchanged after encoding, as main sub-flows, and to the sub-flows,

which are built by redundancy as redundant sub-flows.
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Figure 3.8: Protection with systematic erasure coding [6]: a) packet

encoding process and generation of GCH; b) VNF deploy-

ment in case of VNF failures.

To be able to recover both header and payload, both need to be en-

coded, i.e., the whole packets, which are interpreted as a data unit

by an encoder. An example of the encoding process is illustrated

in Fig. 3.8a), where k = 3 parallel sub-flows encoded to generate

r = 1 redundant sub-flow. The three original packets, one from

each parallel sub-flow, build generation and are combined into the

green redundant packet. In contrast to original packets, which are

unchanged after encoding, the redundant packet does not have any

header or readable payload. Redundant packets belong to the same

flow as original packets and need to pass through the same chain of

VNFs. Usually, VNFs are only able to process uncoded data. Thus,

there is a need for a new header for generated redundant packets

in accordance with the original header. Thus, we propose to utilize
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a generalized coding header (GCH). As presented in Fig. 3.8a), the

original headers are copied to generate a certain GCH with the same

source/destination addresses and the same port numbers as deter-

mined for the original traffic flow. The generator of GCH (Gener-

ation of GCH) utilize a copy of original IP and TCP headers and

change some header fields: 1) In the IP-GCH, the Header Length,

Total Length and Header Checksum are adapted to the coded packet

length; 2) In the TCP-GCH, data offset and header checksum needs

to be changed. Moreover, the sequence numbers need to be redefined

to identify the packets from the same generation. Finally, the GCHs

(gray) are attached to the certain encoded packet. Additionally,

the metadata can be inserted into each packet to hold information

related to the coding process, e.g., the number of main and redun-

dant sub-flows, generation size, etc. The information from GCH is

copied to the original header after any flow recovery or any decoding.

Without loss of generality, the encoding (decoding) process requires

packet buffering and clocking to build generations. That can be

implemented by VNFs such as Traffic Shaper.

Fig. 3.8b) shows the VNF deployment for the failure protection

with a systematic erasure code. The original flow f is parallelized

into k = 3 sub-flows. The parallel sub-flows are encoded into n = 4

sub-flows providing r = 1 redundancy. That requires r = 1 redun-

dant sub-SFCs. Thus, there are k = 3 main sub-flows after encoding,

f1, f2 and f3, while redundant sub-flow presents a linear combina-

tion of them. After encoding, the sub-flows are sent over n = 4

disjoint paths through n = 4 parallel sub-SFCs. The VNF2 of the

main sub-SFC1 fails, resulting in loss of the main sub-flow f1. In

contrast to backup protection, there is no need for neither VNF mi-

gration nor traffic redirection. The blue (f2), black (f3) and green

redundant sub-flows, i.e., k = 3, arrive at destination. A recovery

of original flow f is possible by decoding. Generally, the decoding is

only required, when at least one out of k main sub-flows is lost.
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Required Challenges in Implementation: Since different net-

work functions read/write various parts of the packet during its op-

eration, header, payload, or both, the main challenge of coding pro-

tection is to provide coded packets that can be processed by both h-

VNFs and p-VNFs. Generally, any h-VNFs can process (read/write)

GCH and, thus, coded redundant packets. In contrast, p-VNFs such

as IDS can not work with coded packets and require decoding prior

to packet processing. As a result, p-VNFs are not able to process

coded packets and can be protected by backup only.

Hybrid Backup-Coding Failure Protection

Since any SFC generally consists of both h-VNFs and p-VNFs, which

process packet header and packet payload, respectively, a hybrid

backup-coding protection of SFC is introduced next. An example

of hybrid VNF protection is presented in Fig. 3.9, where VNF4 is

only a p-VNF, which needs prior decoding and backup protection.

After traffic parallelization into k = 3 original sub-flows, i.e., f1, f2

and f3, and encoding them into n = 4 coded sub-flows. All n = 4

sub-flows are sent over disjoint paths through different sub-SFCs.

The purple sub-flow (f1) is lost due to the failure of connection to

S3 or failure of S3 or VNF2 failure. The 3 remaining sub-flows

(blue, black and green) are successfully processed by the first three

h-VNFs of related sub-SFCs in servers S1, S4 and S11. Since the

main purple sub-flow is lost, the decoding is required in S8 to recover

all 3 original sub-flows (purple, blue and black) before processing by

p-VNF4 representing IDS. During decoding, the green redundant

sub-flow replaces the lost purple sub-flow. The recovered original

sub-flows are sent through different instances of VNF4 placed in

servers S8, S9, S10. The r = 1 backup VNF4 in server S5 can replace

any failed active VNF4 requiring sub-flow redirection. Finally, the

original sub-flows are encoded in S9 into n = 4 sub-flows and sent

to h-VNFs of type 5. The black VNF5 in server S7 fails and causes
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the loss of the main black sub-flow (f3) and in a need for decoding

at destination prior to traffic serialization. The decoding is possible

as f1, f2 and redundant sub-flows reach decoder.

3.4.5 Modeling of parallelized SFC

For assessing any SFC placement strategy as well as the placement

and component dependent SFC reliability, we introduce next some

concepts for modeling and tracking the interdependency of compo-

nent failures. Used notations are shown in Sec. 3.4.8.

Modeling of Component Interdependency

Embedding VNFs of any SFC within a DCN is a challenging issue of

building virtual networks with different objectives such as improving

network survivability, SFC reliability, load balancing, network uti-

lization or reduction of resource cost. As illustrated in Fig. 3.10a),

an SFC is replicated into two sub-SFCs and a traffic demand for

the parallelized SFC is split into k = 2 sub-flows presented by solid

and dashed lines. Each sub-SFC can be allocated to DCN com-

ponents based on different placement strategies. In the example,

one sub-SFC is placed in a DC4, and VNFs of another sub-SFC

are distributed over DC1, DC2 and DC3 connected through WAN.

Moreover, there are multiple options to place VNFs inside DC. For

instance, in DC4, sub-SFCs are placed in the same or different racks

and servers. Also, VNFs of a certain sub-SFC can be distributed

over several servers or racks. Here, Rack1 in DC4 accommodates

a whole sub-SFC, which is distributed over servers S1, S2 and S3,

while, in Rack2, two SFCs are distributed over three servers, i.e.,

each server provides two VNFs of the same type. In contrast, in

Rack3 (DC4), one whole sub-SFC is allocated to one server. In con-

trast, each VNF of a sub-SFC distributed over DC1, DC2 and DC3

is placed in separated racks and servers.
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Figure 3.10: Placement of SFCs over Inter- and Intra-DCN [7]: a)

SFC placement and deployment in DCN; and b) Hierar-

chical placement and component interdependency.

As the reliability analysis requires tracking of the interdependency

between component failures, the DCN is modeled as a hierarchical

tree, as shown in Fig. 3.10b), where failures of DC, rack, server and

VNF are possible. The root node is a DC, which belongs to the

highest hierarchy level. The VNFs represent leaf nodes and belong

to the lowest hierarchy level. The links between any nodes define

interdependency between components. Without loss of generality,

there are C component types in the hierarchical tree with C hierarchy

levels. Each hierarchy level is described by a variable c, 1 ≤ c ≤ C,
and determines the component type. When the SFC of length Ψ
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is distributed over C = 4 component types, any components of type

c = 4 and type c = 1 belong to the lowest and the highest level in the

hierarchy, respectively. Considering different placement strategies

in Fig. 3.10, it can be seen that some VNFs are allocated to the

same components, e.g., DC4 and rack 2 (R2), and, thus, share these

components. We refer to any component which is utilized by all

VNFs from the same SFC, i.e., by VNFs of different types, as shared

component. In Fig. 3.10b), all shared components are shown by

dotted blocks. The SFCs in DC4 have a different number of shared

components, i.e., SFC placed in R1 has two shared components (R1

and DC4), similarly VNFs of SFCs placed in R2 share R2 and DC4.

The SFCs in S2 and S3 (R3) have three shared components each,

i.e., server (S2 or S3), R3 and DC4.

The opposite of shared components is the disjoint component that

separate VNFs of a certain (sub-)SFC. Thus, we introduce the level

of disjointness ∆, where 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ C, which describes the number

of hierarchy levels unshared by VNFs from the same SFC, i.e., a

number of component types provided to place a certain VNF type

disjointly from other VNF types. Since any VNF is placed in a

separate virtual machine, i.e., disjointly from any other VNFs, the

minimal level of disjointness is defined as ∆ = 1. For instance,

∆ = 1, when different VNF types are placed in the same server,

where VNFs are disjoint only, such as illustrated in Fig. 3.10, i.e.,

SFCs placed in R3 (DC4). The level of disjointness of SFC placed in

DC1, DC2 and DC3 is ∆ = C, where different VNF types are placed

in different DCs, racks, servers and VMs and have no shared com-

ponents. Generally, ∆ means that ∆ component types from lower

hierarchy levels, i.e., from level C−∆ + 1 to C, are pre-reserved for a

certain VNF type, e.g., VNF1, and are disjoint from all other com-

ponents of the same type c, which are pre-reserved for another VNF

type, e.g., VNF2. We can also derive a type of shared components,

i.e., their hierarchy level, which varies from C −∆ to 1, whereby the
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number of shared components is (C −∆).

To be able to characterize any SFC placement more precisely, we

next introduce a heterogeneity degree Nr, where 1 ≤ Nr ≤ C.
The heterogeneity degree shows how many different component types

are utilized to separate VNFs of the same type, e.g., any VNF3 from

all other VNFs of type 3 from the same parallelized SFC. When

VNFs of a certain type are placed in different data centers, racks,

servers and VMs, the heterogeneity degree is Nr = 4. In contrast,

placement of VNFs of a certain type in the same server, i.e., in

different VMs only, reduces the heterogeneity degree to Nr = 1. In

Fig. 3.10, the SFC placement in R3 (DC4) results in Nr = 2 as each

VNF of a certain type, e.g., VNF2, has its own VM and server, i.e.,

both VNFs2 are placed disjointly in S2 and S3. However, the SFC

placement in R2 (DC4) results in Nr = 1 as VNFs of the same type

are allocated to the same server.

In the presented tree architecture, the components of the same

type, i.e., of the same hierarchy level, are independent of each other.

The components of the lower hierarchy level do not affect connected

components of the higher hierarchy level. For example, a failure

of VNF1 of SFC placed in R1 (DC4) will affect the availability of

neither VNF2 and VNF3 nor servers S2 and S3. The availability of

S1, Rack1 or DC4 will not be affected by VNF1 failure as well. In

contrast, the components of higher hierarchy level impact connected

components of lower hierarchy level, e.g., a failure of R1 (level 2)

will result in the failure of all servers (level 3) inside this rack and all

VMs (level 4), i.e., failure of all VNFs (VNF1, VNF2 and VNF3).

Additionally, also failures of whole SFCs due to some component

failures need to be considered. As shown in Fig. 3.10b), all VNFs

from any SFC in DC4 have some shared components, i.e., SFC placed

in R1 has two shared components (R1 and DC4), VNFs of SFCs

placed in R2 share R2 and DC4 and the SFCs placed in S2 and S3

(R3) have shared server (S2 or S3), R3 and DC4. As a result, a
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failure of any shared component will result not only in the failure of

other components from a lower hierarchy level but also in the failure

of an entire sub-SFC, i.e., Ψ VNFs of different types.

SFC and VNF Placement

In our model, any VNF of a certain sub-SFC is placed in a similar

fashion requiring the same number of DCs, racks and servers. To

reduce the number of backup resources and to provide a level of

disjointness, different strategies are possible. For latency reduction,

VNFs of different types can be placed together to build an SFC, i.e.,

VNF placement based on SFC. If VNFs of the same type are placed

together, i.e., VNF placement based on VNF type, the control and

management of Service Function Paths are simplified [86]. Using

hierarchical tree concept with C = 4 hierarchy levels, to place all

n = k + r VNFs of a certain type, where k ≥ 1 and r ≥ 0, there

is a need for n1, 1 ≤ n1 ≤ n, DCs, n2, 1 ≤ n2 ≤ n, racks inside

any DC, i.e., in total n1n2 racks, and 1 ≤ n3 ≤ n servers inside

any rack, i.e., in total n1n2n3 servers, and k + r VMs, whereby any

server can host n4, 1 ≤ n4 ≤ k + r VNFs of the same type. Thus,

we introduce a configuration set ε = {n1, n2, n3, n4} to determine

a certain placement strategy utilized by several sub-SFCs and the

required number of components of any type. For the example in

Fig. 3.10, the configuration sets can be defined as ε = {1, 1, 1, n}, as

ε = {1, 1, n, 1} or as ε = {1, 1, 1, 1} for SFCs placed in DC4, i.e., in

R2, in R3 or in R1, respectively.

Fig. 3.11 illustrate all 16 possible placement strategies (Pl.) to

symmetrically distribute n VNFs of any type, i.e., from n sub-SFCs,

over Inter- and Intra-DCNs. For example, in Pl. 1, each VNF is

placed in a different DC, where each DC requires n2 = 1 rack and

n3 = 1 server to accommodate n4 = 1 VNF resulting in configuration

ε = {n, 1, 1, 1}. Since VNFs of the same type are separated by all

component types, i.e., DC, R, S and VNFs, the heterogeneity degree
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is Nr = 4. Besides, the level of disjointness is ∆ = 4 since there are

no shared components. In contrast, Pl. 2 allocates all VNFs to the

same DC, which is a shared component, i.e., ε = {1, n, 1, 1}, resulting

in ∆ = 3. The heterogeneity level is also reduced to Nr = 3 as VNFs

of the same type are placed in the same DC. Based on the basic

configurations from Pl.1 to Pl.4 we can distinguish two strategies.

In the case of ” VNF placement based on SFC”, whereby VNFs of

different types are placed together as shown by the placements Pl.

5, Pl. 7, Pl. 8, Pl. 11, Pl. 12 and Pl. 13. On the contrary, the

placements Pl. 6, Pl. 9, Pl. 10, Pl. 14, Pl. 15 and Pl. 16 are based

on the ”placement based on VNF type”, whereby VNFs of the same

type are placed together. The presented example can be extended

to any value of n and any number of VNF types inside SFC. In

contrast, in practice, the placement of active and backup sub-SFCs

is a combination of different placement strategies shown in Fig. 3.11

and requires further classification and modeling as presented next.

SFC Reliability Classes

Without loss of generality, each sub-SFC build a reliability class

ξ. There can be at most N = n = k + r reliability classes, i.e.,

1 ≤ ξ ≤ N . As a result, the component dependent reliability of each

component type c can be denoted as pcξ , where ξ shows the reliability

class of any component type c utilized to accommodate VNFs from

this reliability class. Fig. 3.12 illustrates an example of parallelized

SFC of three VNFs (VNF1-VNF2-VNF3) replicated into k = 3 ac-

tive sub-SFCs and one backup sub-SFC (VNF1b-VNF2b-VNF3b).

The active sub-SFCs are placed in DC7, two of them in Rack1. The

third active sub-SFC is distributed over three different racks in DC7

so that each VNF has its own rack, server and virtual machine. Each

backup VNF of the backup sub-SFC is placed in individual DC, i.e.,

DC1, DC2 and DC3. In this example, all n = 4 sub-SFCs belong

to different reliability classes ξ, i.e., N = 4, whereby each sub-SFC
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Figure 3.12: Hierarchical structure of complex service function chain-

ing for k = 3 and r = 1 and reliability classification based

on placement strategy [7].

will have certain reliability different from the reliability of any other

sub-SFC also when all component dependent reliabilities are equal.

That is due to different placement strategies utilized, i.e., a different

total number of components involved to place each sub-SFC.

To simplify the reliability analysis, we assume that all components

of type c utilized to host Ψ VNFs of a certain sub-SFC have an equal

component dependent reliability pc, i.e., p1
c = ... = pψc = ... = pΨ

c =

pc, where 1 ≤ c ≤ C and ψ, 1 ≤ ψ ≤ Ψ, shows the VNF type placed

in component c. Thereby, the component dependent reliability of

components from different hierarchy level does not need to be the

same, i.e., pc−1 6= pc 6= pc+1. Thus, all DCs, all racks, all servers and

all VMs utilized by, e.g., backup sub-SFC in Fig. 3.12, have equal

values of component reliability, respectively. In contrast, each sub-

SFC can have components with reliability different from component

reliability utilized by any other sub-SFCs, i.e., pcξ 6= pcξ+1 .

For a successful service completion, any k out of n available VNFs

of each type from any sub-SFCs are required to be available during

service run time, i.e., there is no need to differentiate between reli-

ability classes for service success. Generally, several sub-SFCs may

be combined into a certain reliability class, which further simpli-

fies reliability analysis. Multiple sub-SFCs can belong to the same

reliability class only when any components involved are character-
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ized by the same hierarchical interdependency determined through

placement strategy and component dependent reliability. As a re-

sult, if there are n′, 1 ≤ n′ ≤ n, sub-SFCs, which are hosted by

components with the same component reliability, i.e., pcξ = pcξ + 1,

pc+1ξ = pc+ 1ξ + 1, etc., and all n′ sub-SFCs are placed following

the same placement strategy, resulting in the same level of disjoint-

ness ∆ξ = ∆ξ+1 and heterogeneity degree Nrξ = Nrξ+1 , then all

n′ ≡ nξ SFCs belong to the same reliability class ξ. Since multiple

sub-SFC of a certain reliability class ξ can have ncξ components of

type c inside a component of type c− 1 to place VNFs of the same

type, the configuration set is noted now as εξ = {n1ξ , n2ξ , n3ξ , n4ξ}.
For instance, in Fig. 3.11, both sub-SFCs always belong to the same

reliability class, if the component reliability of DCs, racks, servers

and VMs has equal value, respectively. Considering Pl. 13 and

each sub-SFC separately, the configuration sets can be defined as

εξ = {1, 1, 2, 1}. Moreover, both sub-SFCs have same disjointness

level of ∆ξ = ∆ξ+1 = 1 and heterogeneity degree Nrξ = Nrξ+1 = 2.

In contrast, if all components of any type c used for placement

of all n sub-SFCs have the same component dependent reliability,

i.e., all utilized components from the same hierarchy level have the

same component dependent reliability, but each sub-SFC follows a

different placement strategy, the sub-SFCs still belong to N different

reliability classes, where 1 ≤ N ≤ n. That is because each sub-

SFC is placed in a different fashion involving a different number

of DCN components as well as has a level of disjointness ∆ξ and

a heterogeneity degree Nrξ , which is different from all others. As

shown in Fig. 3.12, all sub-SFCs are placed differently, i.e., their

levels of disjointness and heterogeneity degrees are different. Here,

the heterogeneity degree Nr can not be explicitly defined. Thus, the

sub-SFCs can not be combined into N < n reliability classes.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.12, some sub-SFCs from different reliabil-

ity classes utilize the same components, i.e., R1 and DC7. We refer to
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components of any hierarchy level jointly utilized by sub-SFCs from

different reliability classes as the common root components. For

instance, the sub-SFCs of reliability class ξ = 1, 2 have two com-

mon roots, i.e., R1 and DC7. Obviously, that any common root is

a special shared component, i.e., a failure of any common root re-

sults in the failure of multiple different reliability classes, i.e., whole

sub-SFCs. Moreover, DC7 is the common root for three reliability

classes, i.e., ξ = 1, 2, 3, while the sub-SFC of class ξ = 4 is placed

separately from other reliability classes and does not have any com-

mon root components with them.

To describe common root components of any type c and all related

reliability classes combined by the root component c, we introduce a

set Φ = {cw1 , cw2 , ..., cwρ , ...}, where any cwρ describes a component

type of common root, each wρ presents a set of reliability classes

combined by the root component cwρ , i.e., wρ = {ξ1, ..., ξρ, ...}, where

cξ1 ≡ ... ≡ cξρ ≡ ... ≡ cwρ . The variable ρ is an index which shows

the order of any element in a certain set. Since all components of

type C are always disjoint, i.e., use different VMs, they can not be

the common root components cwρ resulting in 1 ≤ cwρ ≤ C − 1,

i.e., DC, rack or server. Considering the example from Fig. 3.12,

the configuration set for the common roots can be determined as

Φ = {2w1 , 1w2} with w1 = {1, 2} and w2 = {1, 2, 3}.

Note that using the component type C−1, i.e., server, as a common

root component will result in the same placement strategies for all

sub-SFCs, which utilize this root. Thus, when all components of

type C have the same component dependent reliability, i.e., pC1 =

... = pCξ = pCξ+1 = ..., all sub-SFCs connected by the common root

C − 1 will be from the same reliability class and, thus, the common

root can be considered as a shared component only.
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3.4.6 Combinatorial Analysis of SFC Reliability

The analytical models for availability and reliability are generally

interchangeable and only defined through availability or reliability

of the individual components [26]. Thus, we define SFC reliability as

a probability that at least k ≥ 1 sub-flows can successfully traverse k

out of n = k+ r sub-SFCs to complete the requested service, where

r ≥ 0. Since each sub-SFC consists of Ψ different VNF types, at

least kΨ VNFs of each type have to be available during service run-

time. Our reliability analysis assumes that all components of type

c that host Ψ VNFs of a certain reliability class ξ have an equal

component dependent reliability as previously discussed.

When backup sub-SFCs are placed so that there are r backup

VNFs, any components from any hierarchy level c and any reliabil-

ity class ξ may fail as long as they result in failure of at most r VNFs

of each type. However, there is a need to take into account the VNF

placement strategy and the interrelation between involved compo-

nents of different and same hierarchy levels. To be able to control the

number of failed and available components of any type and from any

reliability class, which can fail without affecting the overall service

maintenance, we introduce a parameter Acceptable Component

Failures (ACF) Acξ . ACF shows the allowed amount of failed

hardware and software components that do not lead to interruption

of the service. It is obvious that when no backup or other protection

is applied, there is no ACF and all active components, i.e., DCs,

racks, servers and VNFs, must be available during service run-time

for a successful service. Without loss of generality, the ACF strongly

depends on the number of backup components and the placement

of VNFs of a certain reliability class inside DCs, racks and servers.

Additionally, we introduce a variable Λcξ , which describes the num-

ber of remaining available components of a type c, which were

not affected by occurred failures of any other components, but can

still fail during service run-time. Using these parameters, we next
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derive the placement independent and placement dependent end-to-

end service, i.e., SFC, reliability, which is generally the probability

that at least Λc −Ac out of Λc components of any type c are avail-

able and, thus, described by a well known Binomial formula deter-

mined as
∑Ac
fc=0 p(Λc, fc, pc) =

∑Ac
fc=0

(
Λc
fc

)
pΛc−fc
c (1 − pc)fc , where

p(Λc, fc, pc) is a probability mass function of binomial distribution.

Placement Independent SFC Reliability

In DCNs, where only components of the lowest hierarchy level c =

C = 4, i.e., VNFs, can fail and components of hierarchy levels from 1

to C−1 = 3, i.e., DCs, racks and servers, have the reliability of 100%,

i.e., p1 = p2 = p3 = 1 for any reliability class ξ, the SFC reliability

is independent of VNF placement strategy. Then, the end-to-end

service is successful if at least k out of n VNFs from any out of N

reliability classes are available. Without loss of generality, two sub-

SFCs belong to two different reliability classes ξ and ξ + 1, if they

utilize VNFs with a different component dependent reliability, i.e.,

p4ξ 6= p4ξ+1 . Each reliability class ξ, however, can include nξ ≤ n

sub-SFCs and, thus, nξ VNFs of any type, i.e.,
∑N
ξ=1 nξ = n.

Lemma 3.1 The placement independent SFC reliability is only a func-

tion of the number of reliability classes N , SFC length Ψ, ACF A4ξ

and the amount of available VNFs Λ4ξ of any type and any reliability

class ξ and can be determined as follows

R(N) =

 N∏
ξ=1

A4ξ∑
f4ξ=0

p(Λ4ξ , f4ξ , p4ξ )

Ψ

, (3.19)

where A4ξ = min{nξ, r −
∑ξ−1
ξ=1 f4ξ} and Λ4ξ = nξ.

The proof of Lemma 3.1 is presented in Appendix 7.5.
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Placement Dependent SFC Reliability

When any DCN component, i.e., DC, rack, server and VNF, can

fail, i.e., p1 < 1, p2 < 1, p3 < 1 and p4 < 1, the SFC reliability is

a function of the amount of available and failed active and backup

DCN components and their interdependency determined by selected

VNF placement strategy over Intra- and Inter-DCN. Let us further

simplify notation as P (Λc) = p(Λc, fc, pc) to reduce the size of some

formulas provided below, where 1 ≤ c ≤ C, c ∈ {4, 3, 2, 1}. Here, the

assumption that all components from a hierarchical level c, which

host the sub-SFCs of reliability class ξ, have the same component

dependent reliability pcξ is still valid. Since any reliability class ξ

utilizes n1ξ DCs, n2ξ , n3ξ servers inside any rack and n4ξ VNFs

inside any server, all n1ξ DCs, all (n1ξ · n2ξ ) racks, all (n1ξ · n2ξ ·
n3ξ ) servers and all Ψ VNFs have the same component dependent

reliability p1ξ , p2ξ , p3ξ and p4ξ , respectively.

First, a reliability analysis of SFC, which consists of n sub-SFCs

and belongs to a single reliability class, is presented. There can be

only one reliability class N = 1 when all n active and backup sub-

SFCs are placed in the same fashion, and all components of each

type c have the same component dependent reliability, i.e., pc. To

accommodate all n VNFs of a certain type, e.g., VNF1, there is a

need for 1 ≤ n11 ≤ n active and backup DCs, 1 ≤ n21 ≤ n active or

backup racks inside any DC, i.e., in total n11n21 active and backup

racks, and 1 ≤ n31 ≤ n active or backup servers inside any rack,

i.e., in total n11n21n31 active and backup servers, and (k+ r) VMs.

Here, any server can host 1 ≤ n41 ≤ n VNFs of the same type.

As there is only one reliability class considered, let us first simplify

notation ncξ and pcξ as nc and pc, respectively. Similarly, the same

number of DCs, racks and servers is utilized to place each other

VNF type from the same sub-SFC, i.e., VNF2, ..., VNFΨ. Thus,

the number of components from hierarchy level c used to place a

SFC can be determined as nc, if c = 1, and as n1

∏c
c′=2 nc′ , if
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c > 1. Some of utilized components, i.e., ∆ different component

types from the lower hierarchy level, can host a certain VNF type

only, other C −∆ component types are the shared components and

host VNFs of different types. Thus, there is a need to consider the

VNF placement strategy and the resulting level of disjointness ∆,

i.e., the components’ interdependency.

Lemma 3.2 When there is one reliability class only, N = 1, the place-

ment dependent SFC reliability is a function of the disjointness level

∆, SFC length Ψ, ACF Ac and the number of available components

Λc for any component type c, i.e.,

R∆ =

C−∆∏
c=1

Ac∑
fc=0

P (Λc)

 C∏
c=C−∆+1

Ac∑
fc=0

P (Λc)

Ψ

, (3.20)

where
∏C−∆
c=1

∑Ac
fc=0P (Λc) = 1, if ∆ = C.

The proof of Lemma 3.2 is presented in Appendix 7.6.

Now, we consider the parallelized SFC, whereby any out of n active

and backup sub-SFCs can belong to one out of N , where 1 ≤ N ≤ n,

reliability classes. An index ξ, 1 ≤ ξ ≤ N , shows a certain reliability

class ξ of any active or backup component utilized to place the sub-

SFCs belonging to this reliability class. Thus, any component type c

involved in placement of reliability class ξ and its component reliabil-

ity are noted as cξ and pcξ , respectively. Multiple sub-SFCs can be-

long to a certain reliability class ξ if these sub-SFCs are placed follow-

ing a certain placement strategy and all C component types involved

have a certain value of component reliability, i.e., pcξ . It is assumed

that all components of hierarchy level c which accommodate any Ψ

different VNFs of a certain SFC reliability class ξ have the same com-

ponent dependent reliability, i.e., pc1
ξ

= ... = p
c
ψ
ξ

= ... = pcΨ
ξ

= pcξ ,

where a variable ψ, 1 ≤ ψ ≤ Ψ, shows a VNF type. Generally, there

can be Ψ ≥ 1 VNFs per sub-SFC, any number of component types
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(C types) involved to place these VNFs and any number of reliabil-

ity classes (N), whereby each reliability class has its own level of

disjointness, 1 ≤ ∆ξ ≤ C. The level of disjointness ∆ξ takes into

account a certain placement strategy and describes the amount of

disjoint and shared components. Additionally, some sub-SFCs from

different reliability classes can have common root components, e.g.,

are allocated to the same DC or the same rack. The failure of these

common root components results in failures of multiple sub-SFCs

and all related component types of lower hierarchy levels, which be-

long to different reliability classes. All reliability classes combined

by the common root and the related root components are collected

in set Φ = {cw1 , cw2 , ..., cwρ , ...}, where any cwρ describes a compo-

nent type of common root, and each wρ is a set of indexes of the

reliability classes combined by the common root component of type

cwρ , i.e., wρ = {ξ1, ξ2, ...} and cξ1 ≡ cξ2 ≡ ... ≡ cwρ . Then, the re-

sulting formula for SFC reliability needs to take into account N ≥ 1

reliability classes, all Ψ ≥ 1 VNF types, the shared and common

root components utilized for placement of any reliability class ξ.

Lemma 3.3 When there are multiple reliability classes, N ≥ 1, the

placement dependent SFC reliability is a function of the disjointness

level ∆, SFC length Ψ, ACF Ac and the number of available compo-

nents Λc for any component type c. Here, the shared and common

root components utilized for placement of sub-SFCs of a reliability

class ξ need to be taken under consideration, i.e.,

R∆1,...,∆N (Φ) =

|Φ|∏
ρ=1

Acwρ∑
fcwρ=0

P (Λcwρ )·

·
N∏
ξ=1

Cξ−∆ξ∏
cξ=1

φ(cξ)=1

Acξ∑
fcξ=0

P (Λcξ )

[N∏
ξ=1

Cξ∏
cξ=Cξ−∆ξ+1

φ(cξ)=1

Acξ∑
fcξ=0

P (Λcξ )

]Ψ

,

(3.21)

where the function φ(cξ) ensures that the common root components
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for any reliability class ξ ∈ wρ are considered only once by the first

summation over fcwρ ≡ fcξ , i.e.,

φ(cξ) =

1, if ∀ρ : (ξ ∈ wρ ∩ cξ 6= cwρ) ∪ (ξ /∈ wρ),

0, else.
(3.22)

The proof of Lemma 3.3 is presented in Appendix 7.7.

For the reason of comparison between the backup protection and

the coding protection, next, a simplified SFC reliability analysis is

shown for a use case, where VNFs, servers and path segments can

fail, i.e., C = 3 hierarchy levels. DCs and racks are assumed as highly

reliable and never fail. For this special case, there are two reliability

classes N = 2, i.e., the all active and all backup components belong

to the first, i.e., ξ = 1, and the second, i.e., ξ = 2, reliability class,

respectively. Moreover, any m ≥ 1 servers host one sub-SFCs to

serve one sub-flow as illustrated in Fig. 3.9, where any active and

backup sub-SFC is distributed over m = 3 servers in a similar fash-

ion. For instance, the blue sub-SFC of sub-flow f2 is distributed over

S1 and S2 in Rack 1 and S9 in Rack 4, whereby all other sub-SFCs

follow the same placement. Then, any server s ∈ [1,m] utilized by

a certain sub-SFC contains 1 ≤ ψs ≤ Ψ,
∑m
s=1 ψs = Ψ, different

VNF types. In Fig. 3.9, ψ1 = 3 VNFs, ψ2 = ψ3 = 1, i.e., Ψ = 5.

Another assumption is that a connection, i.e., a path segment, to a

certain main or backup server out of all alternative connections to

the same server exists with a probability of connectivity p11 or p12 ,

respectively. The probabilities of connectivity are the same for all

main and all backup servers, respectively. As a result, for ψs > 1, all

m servers (c = 2) and m path segments (c = 1) are shared compo-

nents for each related sub-SFC resulting in disjointness level ∆ξ = 1.

Since any sub-SFC is distributed over m servers, at least (k + r)m

servers and k(m+1) main- and rm redundant path segments need to

be available, whereby k additional path segments provide a connec-

tion to the destination, which either decodes or serializes the traffic.
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Without any failure protection, all path segments, all servers and

VNFs have to be available. Thus, the SFC reliability is defined as

R0(k) =
[
pm+1

11
pm21

m∏
s=1

pψs31

]k
. (3.23)

To provide a certain level of SFC reliability, i.e., protection of

k active sub-SFCs, there are r backup sub-SFCs allocated to rm

backup servers. In case of failures, the backup VNFs can replace

failed active VNFs of the same type. Thus, all active and backup

servers in DCN need to be connected by at least one available path

segment. The path segments from the last server, i.e., s = m, to

the destination, i.e., end-host within DCN, have to be always avail-

able with probability pk11
and, thus, represent an unprotected shared

component. In contrast, a failure of any other path segment to ac-

tive or backup servers results in traffic redirection to a reachable

backup server. In this case, the path segment to a certain backup

server needs to be available. In other words, when a server can not

be reached due to connectivity failure, the reachable backup server

replaces this unreachable server. Considering the special placement

strategy with nm servers and path segments involved, the SFC reli-

ability with backup VNF protection can be derived with Eq. (3.21)

for R∆1=∆N=1(∅) as Rb = pk11

∏m
s=1 R∆1=∆N=1(∅) resulting in

Rb = pk11

m∏
s=1

N∏
ξ=1

Cξ−1∏
cξ=1

Acξ∑
fcξ=0

P (Λcξ )

[ N∏
ξ=1

Acξ∑
fcξ=0

P (Λcξ )

]ψs
. (3.24)

Acceptable Component Failure

The bound of summations Acwρ and Acξ in Eq. (3.21) is what

we refer to as acceptable component failure. ACF is a function of

pre-reserved components of type c from the same reliability class ξ

and the failures of any other components of higher hierarchy level

over all reliability classes or failures of components of the lowest
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hierarchy level of any reliability class ξ′, where ξ′ < ξ. Depending

on the placement strategy and, thus, the reliability class ξ, there

are n1ξ active and backup components of the highest hierarchy level

such as DCs and ncξ components of any type c > 1 placed inside

a component of type c − 1. Thus, there are in total n1ξ

∏c
c′=2 nc′ξ

components of type c utilized for placement of nξ active and backup

VNFs of certain type and any reliability class ξ.

Without loss of generality, each summation in Eq. (3.21) is a func-

tion of the prior summation, i.e., any Acξ and Λcξ are the functions of

already considered component failures Acξ ≡ Acξ (f11 , ..., fc1 , ..., fC1 ,

..., f1ξ , ..., fcξ , ..., fCξ , ...) and Λcξ ≡ Λcξ (f11 , ..., fc1 , ..., fC1 , ...,

f1ξ , ..., fcξ , ...), where the previously assumed failures reduce the

acceptable failures of component cξ and the amount of remaining

available components of type c from class ξ, respectively, where

1 ≤ ξ ≤ N . Next, we derive the amount of available components

Λcξ and ACF Acξ , where 1 ≤ ξ ≤ N and 1 ≤ c ≤ C.

Let us first derive ACF Acwρ of the common root components of

any reliability class ξ from set wρ, i.e., ∀ξ : ξ ∈ wρ. Since there is only

one common root component of |wρ| reliability classes, the number

of available roots Λwρ ≤ 1 and the ACF of the root component is

either 0 or 1. Both values, Λwρ and Acwρ , depend on the number

of failed VNFs of each type in the case of a certain root failure and

failed roots from a higher hierarchy level. Thus, the failure of a

certain common root cwρ is only possible, when the other roots from

the higher hierarchy do not fail leading to the failure of this root

cwρ , i.e., ∀ρ′, 1 ≤ ρ′ ≤ ρ − 1 : fcwρ ≤ 1, if fcw
ρ′

= 0 ∩ wρ ⊂ wρ′ .

In other words, the root component can only fail if it is available,

i.e., not failed due to failures of other components, ∀ρ′, 1 ≤ ρ′ ≤
ρ− 1 : Λcwρ = 1, if fcw

ρ′
= 0 ∩ wρ⊂wρ′ . As a result, the amount of
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available common root components can be determined as follows

Λcwρ =


1, if

ρ−1∑
ρ′=1

wρ⊂wρ′

fcw
ρ′

= 0,

0, else.

(3.25)

Generally, to maintain the service, the amount of failed VNFs may

not be larger than the number of backup VNFs, i.e., r. The amount

of VNFs of a certain type of reliability class ξ ∈ wρ can be calculated

as ncwρ
∏C
c=cwρ+1 ncξ =

∏C
c=cwρ+1 ncξ VNFs of class ξ, which will

fail with a failure of the root component cwρ . Since there are |wρ|
reliability classes affected by failure of root component cwρ , the total

number of failed VNFs of certain type from any reliability class ξ ∈
wρ is determined as

∑|wρ|
i=1

∏C
c=cwρ+1 ncξi , where ξi ∈ wρ and ξi ≡ ξ.

Since there can be other common roots from the higher hierarchy

level which affect the considered root and other roots as well, there

is a need to consider all other VNF failures due to failure of all related

ρ − 1 roots. Thus, the amount of failed VNFs of certain type over

ρ root components can be calculated as a function of any fcwρ , i.e.,∑ρ
ρ′=1 fcwρ′

∑|wρ′ |
i=1
σ=1

∏C
c=cw

ρ′
+1 ncξi , where σ = 1, iff ∀ρ′′, 1 ≤ ρ′′ ≤

ρ′−1 : ξi /∈ wρ′′ , and ensures that the failures of VNFs from the same

reliability class are considered only once. The formula above takes

into account placement strategies, where, for instance, DC and rack

inside this DC represent two common roots for the same reliability

classes, whereby DC can combine more reliability classes and lead

to failure of all racks and all reliability classes. Summarizing all

constraints above, the ACF of the common root components is

Acwρ =


1, if (r ≥

ρ∑
ρ′=1

fcw
ρ′

|wρ′ |∑
i=1
σ=1

C∏
c=cw

ρ′
+1

ncξi ) ∩ Λcwρ = 1,

0, else,

(3.26)

where σ = 1, iff ∀ρ′′, 1 ≤ ρ′′ ≤ ρ′ − 1 : ξi /∈ wρ′′ .
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The amount of available active and backup components Λcξ of any

component type cξ for any reliability class ξ, after the failure of any

component of higher hierarchy level, i.e., of type 1 to c− 1, is

Λcξ=


Λcwρ , if ∀ρ : (ξ ∈ wρ) ∩ (cξ = cwρ),

nCξ , if ∀ρ : (ξ /∈ wρ) ∩ (c = 1),

(Λ(c−1)ξ − f(c−1)ξ )ncξ , if ∀ρ : (ξ /∈ wρ) ∩ (1 < c ≤ C),

(3.27)

where the first case determined as n1ξ = ncξ = ncwρ = Λcwρ , de-

scribes a number of the common root components of a certain type

c and is the same for any reliability class ξ from set wρ. However,

when there is one reliability class only, N = 1, there are no common

root components and the first case in Eq. (3.27) will be never true.

The derivation of Eq. (3.27) is presented in Appendix 7.8.

Generally, the number of any failed components fcξ of type cξ can

vary as 0 ≤ fcξ ≤ Acξ for shared components and 0 ≤ fcξ ≤ A′cξ
for disjoint components from any certain reliability class ξ, whereby

any fcξ out of Λcξ components of type cξ of reliability class ξ can

fail without interrupting the end-to-end service. Without loss of

generality, ACF, i.e., Acξ for components shared by Ψ different VNF

types of class ξ and A′cξ for disjoint components of the same class,

is a function of available components Λcξ of type c and a reliability

class ξ, the amount of provided backup VNFs r, and the number of

VNFs considered as already failed Fcξ after fcξ components of any

type c, 1 ≤ c ≤ C, and any class ξ, 1 ≤ ξ ≤ C failed. The amount of

failed components Fcξ of the lowest hierarchy level C and a certain

type, e.g., VNFs1, due to failures (fc′
ξ
) of any component types c′,

i.e., c′ ≤ c belonging to a certain reliability class ξ can be defined as

Fcξ =


F(c−1)ξ + fcξ

C∏
c′=c+1

nc′
ξ

, if 1 ≤ c ≤ C,

0 , else,

(3.28)

where the failure of any component from the higher hierarchy level,

from 1 to c, is taken into account. These Fcξ failed components of
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type C due to failures of fcξ components of the type from 1 to c

reduce the number of available backup components, which are al-

lowed to fail, i.e., reduces ACF. A failure of any common root cwρ is

determined by Eq. (3.28) as ∀ρ : fcwρ ≡ fcξ , if cwρ = cξ and ξ ∈ wρ.

Then, ACF Acξ of any shared component, i.e., placed outside the

brackets in Eq. (3.21), is a minimum between the total number of

available VNFs provided by a reliability class ξ and placed inside

component c, i.e., Λcξ
∏C
c′=cξ+1 nc′ξ and the total number of avail-

able backup VNFs r reduced by any failures of any component type

and from any reliability class. The result will show how many VNFs

of a reliability class ξ may fail without any effect of service main-

tenance. The amount of backup VNFs is generally reduced by the

VNF failures of class ξ due to failures of the components from the

higher hierarchy level, i.e., from 1 to c− 1, and from the same reli-

ability class ξ, which can be calculated with Eq. (3.28) as F(c−1)ξ .

Additionally, the number of backup VNFs is reduced through VNF

failures due to the failure of any shared component from other reli-

ability classes with an index which is less than ξ. That failures can

be also determined with Eq. (3.28) as
∑ξ−1
l=1 F(C−∆l)l , where C −∆l

defines the lowest hierarchy of a shared component related to the

reliability class l. Thus, defining ACF for component cξ, we need

to take into account that there are r −
∑ξ−1
l=1 F(C−∆l)l − F(c−1)ξ re-

maining backup VNFs, which can fail without service interruption.

Thus, the amount of VNFs from class ξ, which may fail are defined

as min{Λcξ
∏C
c′=cξ+1 nc′ξ ; r−

∑ξ−1
l=1 F(C−∆l)l−F(c−1)ξ}. Since we are

interested in ACF of component cξ, which can be from any hierar-

chy level, i.e., 1 ≤ c ≤ C, there is a need for the normalization by

the amount of VNFs hosted by component cξ, i.e., by
∏C
c′=c+1 nc′ξ .

That is also the number of VNFs, which will fail if one component

cξ fails. As a result, ACF for a component type cξ shared by Ψ
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different VNFs of a reliability class ξ can be derived as

Acξ =

min
{

Λcξ

C∏
c′=c+1

nc′
ξ

;r−
ξ−1∑
l=1

F(C−∆l)l
−F(c−1)ξ

}
C∏

c′=c+1

nc′
ξ

 , (3.29)

where the sum of all F(C−∆l)l identifies all summations in Eq. (3.21)

located before sum with a bound Acξ and, finally, all prior failures

of shared components. Obviously, that if any prior reliability class

l < ξ have a disjointness level of ∆l = C, all Ψ VNFs as well as all

related component types of this class l are disjoint and there are no

shared components and, thus summations outside the brackets for

this reliability class in Eq. (3.21), i.e., F (∆l) = 0. When ∆l < C,
a failure of C − ∆l components types of a certain class l needs to

be considered for calculation of ACF Acξ , where l < ξ. Thus, the

function F(∆ξ−1)ξ provides a total number of the failed components

of the lowest hierarchy level due to the failure of any component

types from up to ∆ξ − 1 hierarchy level.

Similar, ACF for any disjoint, i.e., unshared, component type cξ

and any reliability class ξ, i.e., A′cξ for summations inside the brack-

ets in Eq. (3.21), is a function of the remaining available components

Λcξ of type c from a reliability class ξ, the amount of provided backup

VNFs r and the number of VNFs considered as failed.

Thus, there is a need to define the amount of VNFs, which may

still fail without interrupting the service. Without loss of generality,

that is the minimum between the total number of available VNFs

provided by the reliability class ξ and placed inside component cξ

(Λcξ
∏c−1
c′=1 nc′ξ ), and the amount of remaining backup VNFs after the

failure of any other components from any other reliability classes.

Defining ACF of any disjoint component type cξ, the number of

backup VNFs r is already reduced by possible failures of components

from hierarchy level 1 to C of all reliability classes l, 1 ≤ l ≤ ξ − 1.

These failures can be calculated with Eq. (3.28) as
∑ξ−1
l=1 FCl failed

VNFs from ξ − 1 different reliability classes. Some VNFs from
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reliability class ξ could fail due to a failure of components from

higher hierarchy level belonging to the same class ξ. The number of

failed VNFs from reliability class ξ is calculated with Eq. (3.28) as

F(c−1)ξ , which additionally reduce the number of available backup

VNFs. Moreover, the shared components of any reliability class l,

ξ < l ≤ N , i.e., these reliability classes are not yet considered in-

side the brackets in Eq. (3.21), can fail resulting in
∑N
l=ξ+1 F(C−∆l)l

additional VNF failures. Thus, the amount of backup VNFs of a cer-

tain type is determined as r−
∑ξ−1
l=1 FCl−F(c−1)ξ −

∑N
l=ξ+1 F(C−∆l)l

and defines the maximal number of VNFs from the reliability class

ξ which may fail due to failures of component cξ, which can be

reduced through value Λcξ
∏c−1
c′=1 nc′ξ . To calculate the amount of

components cξ, which may fail resulting in allowed VNFs failures

calculated above, the required normalization is performed similar to

Eq. (3.29) as
∏C
c′=c+1 nc′ξ to determine the number of VNFs placed

inside component cξ. As a result, ACF for a component type cξ

utilized for a disjoint placement of Ψ different VNFs of a reliability

class ξ can be calculated as follows

A′cξ =

min
{

Λcξ

c−1∏
c′=1

nc′
ξ

;r−
ξ−1∑
l=1

FCl−F(c−1)ξ
−

N∑
l=ξ+1

F(C−∆l)l

}
C∏

c′=c+1

nc′
ξ

 . (3.30)

Reliability Analysis of Coded SFC

To compare coding protection with backup protection, we only con-

sider three types of failures, i.e., failures of servers, VNFs and con-

nections between servers (path segments). Thus, DCs and racks are

assumed as highly reliable and never fail. That results in C = 3

hierarchy levels. For this use case, we define two reliability classes

N = 2, i.e., the active and redundant components belong to the class

ξ = 1 and ξ = 2, respectively. Here, any m ≥ 1 servers host one

sub-SFCs to serve one sub-flow as illustrated in Fig. 3.9, whereby

all other sub-SFCs follow the same placement. Then, any server
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s ∈ [1,m] can contain 1 ≤ ψs ≤ Ψ different VNF types. Any path

segment to the certain main or redundant server is available with

a probability of connectivity p11 or p12 , whereby these probabilities

are the same for all main and all redundant servers, respectively.

Moreover, there is a need for k additional path segments to provide

a connection to the decoder. To protect k main sub-SFCs, there

are r redundant sub-SFCs placed in rm redundant servers. The re-

dundant sub-SFCs are processing the coded redundant sub-flows. In

contrast to backup protection, the connectivity to destination within

DCN (decoder) can fail with probability (1− p11) or (1− p12) with-

out degrading service success. Any component failure will result in

acceptable traffic loss, whereby any coded redundant sub-flow can

replace any other lost sub-flow, which is then recovered by decoding.

To analyze the reliability of a parallelized SFC protected by cod-

ing, there is a need to take into account two different types of VNFs,

i.e., h-VNF and p-VNF. The coding protection can be applied in the

case of header processing only, i.e., SFC consists of h-VNFs. Then,

the SFC reliability Rh or R
′
h of any main or redundant sub-flow is

generally independent of other parallel coded sub-flows and is only

the function of connectivity, server and VNF reliability, i.e.,

Rh = pm21
pΨ

31
pm+1

11
or R

′
h = pm22

pΨ
32
pm+1

12
. (3.31)

Without coding and VNF redundancy, the SFC reliability can be

determined by Eq. (3.23). When r redundant sub-flows are gener-

ated by encoding and sent over r parallel redundant paths through

r parallel redundant sub-SFCs, the SFC reliability can be calculated

with Eq. (3.32) as a probability that at least k sub-flows out of

(k + r) parallel coded sub-flows can reach the decoder:

Rc=

r∑
i=0

(
k

i

)
Rk−ih (1−Rh)i

r−i∑
j=0

(
r

j

)
R
′
h

r−j
(1−R

′
h)j , (3.32)

where the first sum considers a possible loss of main sub-flows and

the second sum describes the possible acceptable loss of the remain-
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ing redundant sub-flows. Both losses, however, are the result of

server or VNF failure or connectivity loss regarding Eq. (3.31).

In the case of payload processing, the decoding is only possible

if k out of k + r sub-flows are not interrupted and reach the de-

coder. Thus, the probability of service success depends on both Rc

and Rb. Let us assume that any SFC can be split into multiple

parts, i.e., Mh chained parts, where Ψh,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ Mh, h-VNFs

can process coded packets (GCH), and Mp chained parts with Ψp,j ,

1 ≤ j ≤Mp p-VNFs, which require prior decoding and backup pro-

tection. Then, the total number of different VNFs in any SFC is

Ψ =
∑Mh
i=1 Ψh,i +

∑Mp

j=1 Ψp,j . The probability of service success in

case of hybrid protection can be derived with Eqs. (3.24) and (3.32)

based on the serial reliability model as R = R
Mp

b ·RMh
c .

Overhead Analysis

For the method of backup protection, the overhead can be consid-

ered as a probability of a need to migrate VNFs and to redirect

traffic. The overhead of coding protection, however, is defined as

the probability of a need for decoding at the destination.

With backup protection, each failed VNF of a certain type can be

replaced by any out of r backup VNFs of the same type through redi-

rection of individual sub-flows. Thus, traffic redirection is required

if at least one active VNF is not available. Let us derive the proba-

bility that all k active sub-SFCs are available as
∏m
s=1(p11p21p

ψs
31

)k,

then the probability of traffic redirection is determined as follows

PR = 1−
m∏
s=1

(p11p21p
ψs
31

)k. (3.33)

Since we apply systematic coding, where k sub-flows are unchanged

after encoding, and r sub-flows present a linear combination of the

k original sub-flows, the decoding is only required if at least one

out of k unchanged sub-flows is lost. There is no need for decoding
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when f ≤ r redundant sub-flows are lost. Thus, the probability of a

decoding need can be derived as follows

Pdec=

r∑
f=1

r−f∑
i=0

(
k

f

)
Rk−fh (1−Rh)f

(
r

i

)
R
′
h

r−i
(1−R

′
h)i. (3.34)

To decrease the probability of decoding need Pdec, the k unchanged

sub-flows and r redundant modified sub-flows can be sent over more

and less reliable routes, respectively.

3.4.7 Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, first, the impact of VNF placement strategies,

SFC parallelization, amount of redundant components and the SFC

length on the service success is investigated. Then, we compare

backup protection and coding protection.

Performance of Backup Protection

First, the placement dependent SFC reliability for a single reliabil-

ity class (N = 1) is evaluated following examples from Fig. 3.11.

We investigated all 16 possible placement strategies to symmetri-

cally distribute active and backup VNFs of any type over Inter- and

Intra-DCNs. For that reason, failures of DCs, racks, servers and

VNFs are considered in two scenarios: 1) Use Case 1 relates to prac-

tice, where p1 = 0.99999, p2 = 0.9999, p3 = 0.999, p4 = 0.99; and 2)

Use Case 2 is idealized scenario, where p1 = p2 = p3 = p4 = 0.99999.

To investigate impact of placement strategies on the SFC reliability,

the number of active sub-SFCs was set to k = 1, the length of SFC to

Ψ = 4, 8 VNFs and a number of backup sub-SFCs to r = 0, 1, 100.

The analytical results calculated with Eq. (3.20) are verified by

Monte-Carlo simulations. As the simulation results overlapped with

analytical results (with 95% confidence interval), only analytical re-

sults are presented in a tabular form for clarity, where Nr and, in

most cases, SFC reliability values are sorted in the descending order.
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Tab. 3.3 shows the SFC reliability for Use Case 1 and Use Case

2 as a function of the amount of backup sub-SFCs r, SFC length Ψ

and different VNF placement strategies defined in Fig. 3.11. With-

out backup protection (r = 0), the SFC reliability is independent of

heterogeneity degree Nr. However, as expected, for a fixed Nr, the

service success decreases with increasing level of disjointness ∆ and

increasing SFC length Ψ (for fixed ∆ but different Nr = 1, .., 4 the

reliabilities are identical). As expected, Use Case 2 provides higher

SFC reliability due to higher component reliability defined but re-

flects the same functional dependency. Without any protection, a

disjointness of ∆ = 1 will provide the highest SFC reliability. This

disjointness can be reached with different VNF placement strategies

as given by Pl. 11, Pl. 12, Pl. 13 and Pl. 4.

Now, the usual 1+1 backup protection, i.e., r = 1, is evaluated

in Tab. 3.3. At first glance, the service success decreases with a

decreasing amount of backup component types Nr, and an increasing

level of disjointness ∆, e.g., for Use Case 1 with Ψ = 4. Intuitive,

that seems to be a practical rule of thumb. However, some placement

strategies with low Nr provide higher service success (marked bold)

than some placements with a higher Nr. In Use Case 1 with a SFC

length of Ψ = 8, Pl. 12 with Nr = 3 outperforms Pl. 7, Pl. 5 and

Pl. 1 with Nr = 4. That is because the SFC in these placement

strategies will most likely be interrupted due to VNF failures caused

by the longer VNF chain. Then, if we consider the VNF components

of a SFC only, its reliability relates to (pv)Ψ, i.e., the lower reliability

of the longer SFC chain, i.e., (pv)8 ≈ 0.92274 < (pv)4 ≈ 0.9606, can

not be compensated by the backup DC, R and S. Thus, the amount

of other backup (hardware) components, i.e., Nr, can be reduced.

Now, Use Case 2 is considered, where the placement strategies based

on VNF type are marked bold. As we can observe in Tab. 3.3, a
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placement based on SFC with a lower Nr outperforms the placement

strategy based on VNF type, e.g., Pl. 13 outperforms Pl. 6. More-

over, also other placement strategies based on VNF type (marked

bold) provide the lowest SFC reliability for any value of r and Ψ.

Thus, it is preferable to use a placement strategy based on SFC.

The impact of an increasing number of backup sub-SFCs on service

success in both studied use cases is investigated, whereby r = 100 can

be considered as a good approximation for a reliability upper bound.

Tab. 3.3 presents a more detailed performance of SFC reliability

for both use cases, which also reflects the case without protection

as follows: For a given value of Nr, the reliability decreases with

increasing level of disjointness ∆, and, for a fixed value of ∆, the

reliability increases with increasing Nr. For instance, for a ∆ = 1,

Pl. 11, Pl. 12, Pl. 13 and Pl. 4 correspond to descending Nr =

4...1, and the higher Nr results in the higher SFC reliability for any

r > 0 and Ψ. Furthermore, the reliability increase with increasing

redundancy, i.e., 0.9, 0.999, 1 with r = 0, 1, 100, respectively, for

Pl.11 in Use Case 1. In contrast, Pl. 13 and Pl.4 with Nr = 2

and Nr = 1 provide SFC reliability of “3-” and “2-”nines almost

independently of value r 6= 0, respectively. As discussed above and

verified by the results in Tab. 3.3, the highest SFC reliability can be

reached by Pl. 11 in any configurations. Here, each SFC is allocated

to the same server, i.e., ∆ = 1 but VNFs of the same type are placed

in different DCs, rack, server and VNFs, i.e., Nr = 4. However, for

Use Case 1 and Pl. 11, the VNF reliability of pv = 0.99 is too low

to guarantee a “5-”nines level, which will only be reached at the

impractical bound (r = 100). Most important, the placements Pl.

12, Pl. 13 and Pl. 4 can not guaranty the SFC reliability of “5-”nines

in both Use Cases, not even as the upper bound with r = 100.

Next, the placement strategy Pl.11 with Nr = 4 and ∆ = 1 is

considered only as it provides the highest SFC reliability in setting

with k ≥ 1 active sub-SFCs and Use Case 1 (Tab. 3.3). Tab. 3.4
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k = 1 k = 4 k = 8
r
k

Ψ = 4

0 0.959529855054096 0.847683965207723 0.718568104870289

0.125 - - 0.983696719311009

0.25 - 0.995273874413365 0.999384198321856

0.375 - - 0.999981195954079

0.5 - 0.999893621626573 0.999999500094456

0.625 - - 0.999999987999969

0.75 - 0.999997932451063 0.999999999734000

0.875 - - 0.999999999994470

1 0.999512344397461 0.999999963313851 0.999999999999890

1.125 - - 0.999999999999997

1.25 - 0.999999999389706 0.999999999999999

1.375 - - 0.999999999999999

r
k

Ψ = 8

0 0.921720550240843 0.721767099608634 0.520947746077460

0.125 - - 0.968371471691151

0.25 - 0.990697185787667 0.998774974539633

0.375 - - 0.999962424513603

0.5 - 0.999787784003278 0.999999000321022

0.625 - - 0.999999976000402

0.75 - 0.999995866449611 0.999999999468002

0.875 - - 0.999999999988942

1 0.999029523012867 0.999999926631523 0.999999999999781

1.125 - - 0.999999999999995

1.25 - 0.999999998779421 0.999999999999998

1.375 - - 0.999999999999999

Table 3.4: SFC reliability provided by Placement 11 [7].

shows the SFC reliability as a function of k, r and Ψ. The first

column contains the amount of utilized backup sub-SFCs r normal-

ized by the number of active sub-SFCs k. The increasing number

of VNFs in SFC, i.e., Ψ, decreases the SFC reliability. In contrast,

the increasing number of active sub-SFC k significantly increases the

SFC reliability with backup protection, r > 0. The reliability of “six

nines” can be reached with a configuration k = 4 and r = 4 or k = 8

and r = 4 for both Ψ = 4 and Ψ = 8, while serial SFC (k = 1) re-

quires r = 3 backup sub-SFCs for the same level of SFC reliability,

which means 300% redundancy (not shown in Tab. 3.4).
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3.4 Reliable Network Function Chaining as a Service

Figure 3.13: SFC reliability and Overhead (Coding or Backup) [6].

Performance of Coding Protection

Now, the performance of coding and backup protections is compared

regarding SFC reliability and overhead due to decoding and traffic

redirection, respectively. The analytical results were calculated with

Eqs. (3.24), (3.32), (3.33) and (3.34). For all results, there are two

reliability classes N = 2 and Ψ = 4 VNFs in any SFC.

Fig. 3.13 shows the SFC reliability and the overhead probability,

as a function of the number of main and redundant parallel sub-

SFCs, i.e., k and r. In contrast to backup protection, which provides

high SFC reliability with a few redundant sub-SFCs, the coding

protection outperforms backup protection only if there are ≥ 60%

redundant sub-SFCs. Generally, service success can be increased by

increasing k and r for both protection methods. The overhead of

backup protection, which relates to the need for traffic redirection,

is independent of the number of backup sub-SFCs and increases with

increasing k. The overhead of coding protection, i.e., the probability

of decoding need, is less than the probability of traffic redirection and

increases with increasing k and r.
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Figure 3.14: SFC reliability and Overhead (Coding with Backup) [6].

Fig. 3.14 shows the SFC reliability and the probability of over-

head for the use case presented in Fig. 3.9, where SFC includes

both h-VNFs and p-VNFs and requires hybrid backup-coding fail-

ure protection. Thus, the amount of redundant and backup VNFs

were varied to compare the backup protection with hybrid protec-

tion, i.e., coding protection of VNFs1-VNFs3 and VNFs5 and backup

protection of VNFs4. The hybrid protection outperforms the pure

backup protection for any k providing higher service success and

lower probability of decoding need when the amount of redundancy

is larger than 25%. When the amount of redundancy is less than

≈ 0.4, the highest SFC reliability can be reached with a high level

of flow parallelization k = 8. In contrast, the lower level of flow

parallelization, i.e., k = 4, results in higher SFC reliability when

the amount of redundancy is ≥ 0.4. As can be seen in Fig. 3.14,

the minimal overhead and the SFC reliability of five nines can be

reached with k = 4 and hybrid backup-coding protection.
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3.4.8 List of Symbols

k
number of original parallel sub-flows and, thus, active

sub-SFCs;

r number of backup sub-SFCs;

n total number of pre-reserved sub-SFCs, i.e., n = k+ r;

Ψ number of VNFs in a SFC and, thus, sub-SFC;

C
number of hierarchy levels, i.e., different component

types;

c certain component type, 1 ≤ c ≤ C;

N total number of reliability classes, i.e., 1 ≤ N ≤ n;

ξ certain reliability class, 1 ≤ ξ ≤ N ;

nξ number of SFCs of reliability class ξ, 1 ≤ ξ ≤ N

n̄1ξ

number of components from the highest hierarchy of

reliability class ξ;

ncξ
number of components of type c inside components of

type c− 1;

n1

number of DC, if C = 4, or a number of path segments,

if C = 3;
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n2

number of racks inside a DC, if C = 4, or a number of

servers, if C = 3;

n3

number of servers inside a rack, if C = 4, or a number

of VNFs, if C = 3;

n4

number of VNFs of certain type inside a server, if C =

4;

m
number of servers used to place one sub-SFC, where

m ≥ 1;

ψs number of VNFs allocated to server s ∈ [1,m];

pcξ
component reliability of any component of type c uti-

lized to host class ξ;

p4 reliability of VNF for C = 4;

p3 reliability of server for C = 4;

p2 reliability of rack for C = 4;

p1 reliability of DC for C = 4;

Nr
number of component types to disjointly place VNFs

of the same type;

∆
number of component types to disjointly place VNFs

of different type;
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3.5 Summary

This chapter provided a new analytical framework for system engi-

neering and evaluation of the service reliability of advanced network

systems with applied diversity, i.e., path and traffic parallelism, cod-

ing, and over-provisioning, i.e., component and coding redundancy.

First, a reliable parallel FSO transmission system with adaptive cod-

ing was designed and analyzed regarding the code rate and its upper

bound. The results showed that a reliable parallel FSO transmission

is possible even for a high traffic loss when adaptive coding is uti-

lized. Depending on the system requirements, both hybrid RF/FSO

parallel transmission and parallel transmission over multiple FSO

channels can be designed for highly reliable data transmission, with

a trade-off between information rate, complexity, and cost.

Finally, SFC reliability was studied as the reliability of parallelized

SFC protected by backup SFCs, systematic erasure coding, or their

combination. For backup failure protection, we provided a novel gen-

eralized reliability analysis that considers the failure of DCs, racks,

servers, and VNFs as well as the component sharing, heterogene-

ity, and their interdependency. We defined all possible placement

strategies over Inter- and Intra-DCNs. We then analytically investi-

gated a placement independent and a placement dependent service

reliability as a function of complex failure propagation. The relia-

bility models and analysis presented are based on combinatorics and

probability theory. Surprisingly, this simple mathematical approach

can be utilized to analyze rather complex and generic SFC config-

urations. The analytical results confirmed by simulation showed

some trade-offs between component heterogeneity and disjointness

for SFC placement, whereby the increasing disjointness level does

not automatically lead to the highest SFC reliability.
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4
Security Analysis of Advanced Network Systems

4.1 Introduction

Security threats such as eavesdropping and jamming can be per-

formed on the physical or IP layer affecting anonymity, privacy, in-

tegrity and reliability of transmission. To hamper eavesdropping and

jamming, all security tools are required, i.e., randomness, diversity,

coding, and over-provisioning. The advanced network systems with

the inherent parallel transmission, coding and random routing engi-

neered in Chapter 2 are generally designed to minimize the success

of any security attack. However, there is a need to verify the effec-

tiveness of these new network concepts to prevent security attacks

and compare their security level with that of the standard systems.

Since optical networks are highly suitable for parallel transmission

and can provide randomness and intrinsic diversity of parallel paths,

as it was shown in Chapter 2, attention should be paid to the optical

layer security. Eavesdropping attacks can be launched by directly

accessing the optical channel via fiber tapping [89, 90, 91]. The

inter-channel jamming can be launched from a legitimately acquired

optical channel [90], whereby the attacker injects a high-power jam-

ming signal into the acquired lightpath inducing severe interference

effects and, thus, degrading the signal quality.

In the Internet networks, an adversary can reside in IP routers or
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access physical (optical) connections disturbing communication or

revealing personal data about users and content of sent messages.

Therefore, anonymity networks such as The Onion Routing (Tor)

have been developed to provide practical mechanisms assuring user

anonymity, privacy, i.e., confidentiality, and mitigating censorship.

Today’s Tor is built as an overlay network among volunteer systems,

where any message exchanged between a pair of Tor onion routers

(OR) is encrypted in layers. Anonymous communication is possible

through traffic tunneling over a chain of selected ORs (entry, mid-

dle, exit). The encryption layers in Tor ensure privacy and client-

server unlinkability, which means that an adversary can neither link

the communicating parties nor decrypt their secret information ex-

changed [28, 29, 30]. Thus, hiding users’ identities and the content

communicated, the Tor network also prevents censorship.

However, compromising the Tor is an easy task, as the path se-

lection algorithm in Tor prefers ORs with high bandwidth, i.e., lack

randomness. Tor uses serial transmission and the same IP tunnel

for multiple sessions, i.e., lack diversity. Moreover, the main goal

of today’s censorship is to prevent users from connecting to Tor by

blocking the public ORs or jamming Tor traffic, i.e., affecting reli-

ability and integrity. Typically, censorship can be done with a few

major points in the network that filter, block, and jam IP traffic. As

a countermeasure, Tor has introduced bridges, in the form of non-

public ORs that are known to censored users only, and provide them

with an entry into the Tor [32]. However, a censoring entity can col-

lect and block these bridges as well. Thus, in fact, Tor does not

protect against censoring entities themselves, which not only block

and jam Tor traffic interrupting communication but also degrade the

Tor performance. That indicates a need for additional randomness,

diversity, coding and over-provisioning to defy modern censors.

To improve Tor performance and to randomize the tunnel (circuit)

distribution, Tor multipathing has already been proposed, whereby
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the bandwidth from different Tor circuits is aggregated to provide

a high throughput [33, 34, 35, 36]. However, the studies on Tor

focus on its performance by assuming loss-free networks and, thus,

censorship by traffic jamming or circuit blocking remains an issue

in real networks. The parallel transmission with coding and redun-

dancy can protect from both jamming and eavesdropping. When

the source data is combined with random information and sent over

diverse paths, only the receivers are able to decode. Adversaries

can only decode packets if they have received a sufficient number of

data from multiple paths, which an eavesdropper might not be able

to do. In the case of jamming, e.g., censorship, coding and path

redundancy can protect the source data from errors and losses.

In this chapter, we investigate the security level of advanced net-

work systems and the impact of parallel transmission, erasure cod-

ing, e.g., Linear Network Coding (LNC), random routing and over-

provisioning on security. The data forwarding, here, is based on cir-

cuit switching or packet switching concept following either optimal

or random routing presented in Chapter 2. A novel combinatorial

approach enables the evaluation of security and reliability in case

of eavesdropping and jamming attacks. In addition, we introduce

security degree as a probability that an attacker can not recover sent

data at the first try or disturb the communication. First, the physi-

cal layer attacks are studied. Here, the effectiveness of erasure coding

is evaluated against balancing the demands of reliable transmission

in the case of jamming and privacy in the case of eavesdropping.

Finally, the censorship in the Tor network is considered as a type

of jamming attacks. Here, we derive the probabilities of censorship

success and deanonymization, and privacy degree. For that reason,

a standard Tor network is extended to random routing, path and

traffic parallelism, coding and over-provisioning concepts. All pro-

posed analytical models take into account diverse security threats,

which can occur simultaneously and in different combinations.
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4.2 Supporting Publications
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Circuit Tor and Linear Network Coding,” 2019 12th CMI Con-

ference on Cybersecurity and Privacy (CMI), Copenhagen, Den-

mark, 2019, pp. 1-6. doi: 10.1109/CMI48017.2019.8962147

4.3 Security Analysis of Parallel Transmission with

Random Routing

The reference network architecture based on an optical network is

shown in Fig. 4.1. The traffic is modeled as a binary sequence,

decomposed into data blocks of the same length. The serial data

flow of 16 data blocks is parallelized into multiple sub-flows through

Block Distribution. We consider the circuit and packet switching,

which differ in the way how packets are forwarded and routed in

the network. In the case of circuit switching, the parallel routes are

pre-reserved and constant during a certain transmission, while the

data block distribution follows Round Robin. In the case of random

packet switching, the data blocks are also parallelized but distributed

randomly over as many parallel lanes as there are outgoing links
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Figure 4.1: Wiretapping in optical networks with parallel transmis-

sion and random routing [8].

on the node, whereby the same forwarding operation is performed

at every node in the network. Thus, each data block is forwarded

randomly over any available output link towards the next hop and

can utilize any out of all existing end-to-end paths.

Let us now assume that an eavesdropper (wiretapper) has access

to multiple links in the network. In optical networks, the wiretapper

can access all wavelength links inside any wiretap fiber link. In Fig.

4.1, there are two wiretap fiber links, whereby two out of four circuits

(lightpaths) are compromised. The wiretapper, however, can only

eavesdrop a half of the data sent. In contrast, in the case of random

packet switching, the wiretapper would only receive a few packets,

as they are randomly dispersed over the network.

For modeling and analysis, we use the models of network, switch-

ing and routing as presented in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The no-

tation used is shown in Sec. 2.7. The traffic is a binary sequence

decomposed into M data blocks, which are then distributed over

k = n lanes to be sent over n pre-reserved circuits or any out of
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|Eout(v)| output links in any network node v. In the case of circuit

switching, the number of parallel sub-flows n corresponds to the

number of required circuits in the network, i.e., each path carries

M/n data blocks. In the case of packet switching, (optical) packets

are sent over a randomly selected sequence of outgoing links, while

any existing path can carry from 0 to M data blocks. Thus, to

send data following the packet switching principle, at most M out

of Ψ partly disjoint paths can be utilized, whereby each path carries

at least one data block. Generally, each intermediate node v can

forward incoming data blocks over a pre-configured set of |Eout(v)|
outgoing links. Here, we do not consider wavelength conversion or

buffering issues in optical networks and assume a loss-free network.

4.3.1 Threat Model

Let us assume that there is a collection W of sets W of wiretap

edges in the network G(V,E), which are a subset of the edge set E,

W ∈ W and W ⊂ E. The wiretapper can access only one κth set

of collection W, i.e., Wκ , i.e., at most w = |Wκ | edges in G at the

same time. For an optical network with multiple wavelength links

inside a fiber link (edge), we assume that all parallel wavelength

links, which belong to a wiretap edge, can be compromised. Thus,

there is a set W′κ of all wiretap links, i.e., at most |W′κ | links can be

wiretapped simultaneously.

4.3.2 Analysis of Security Degree

Here, the set M contains all possible path subsets MN(α) utilized

in a circuit or packet-switched network, where 1 ≤ α ≤ aM. We

analyze next the security degree of any path combination Mk(α)

or MΨ(α) in the circuit- or packet-switched networks, respectively.

As, in the random packet-switched networks, all Ψ existing paths are

utilized for transmission with a certain probability, the cardinality
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of M is 1, i.e., |M| = aM = 1. The security degree is defined as a

probability that the secret data composed by M data blocks can not

be recovered by a wiretapper when L(α) out of M data blocks were

eavesdropped from w wiretap edges. Then, the security degree is

D(L(α)) = 1−
(

1

2hb − 1

)M−L(α)

· 1

(M − L(α))!
, (4.1)

where the first multiplier describes the probability of successful guess-

ing of M − L(α) ≥ 0 missing data blocks at the first try. This

probability generally depends on the number and size of the missing

data blocks. The assumption is that each data block is split into h

symbols of b bits. Thus, the wiretapper needs to guess the missing

blocks out of all (2hb − 1) possible bit patterns. The second multi-

plier describes the probability to find a correct order of all guessed

M − L(α) data blocks at the first try.

Without loss of generality, the amount of eavesdropped data blocks

is a function of wiretap paths. Any (wavelength) path Pl utilized for

parallel transmission, i.e., ∀l,m : Plm(α) ∈ MN(α), is wiretapped,

when at least one link ρlh out of all yl links which compose this

path is a wiretap link, i.e., ρlh ∈W′κ . Any path can be wiretapped

only once also if it consists of multiple wiretap links. That is be-

cause the wiretapping on different links of the same path will not

increase the amount of eavesdropped data. When at most w edges

are wiretapped, the number of compromised parallel paths over any

N available utilized paths is determined as follows

Z(N, α) =

N∑
m=1

Y(Plm(α)), (4.2)

where the logical function Y(Plm(α)) determines whether the certain

path Plm collected in setMN(α) contains at least one wiretap link:

Y(Plm(α)) =

1, if
∑yl
h=1 z(ρlh) ≥ 1,

0, else ,
(4.3)
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where function z(ρlh) verifies if the link ρlh of the path Pl is wire-

tapped; and given as follows

z(ρlh) =

1, if ρlh ∈W′κ ,

0, else.
(4.4)

Next, we derive the number of the data blocks L(α) eavesdropped

over w wiretap edges and Z(N, α) wiretap paths.

Random Circuit Switching

The circuit-switched network utilizes n = k parallel pre-reserved

paths collected in a certain setMk(α) to transmit all M data blocks

of the same source data. Thus, the number of wiretap parallel paths

is given by Eq. (4.2) as Z(k, α), i.e., Z(k, α) blocks can be collected

by wiretapper every time unit, while M/n = M/k blocks can be

eavesdropped on any wiretap path Plm(α), when ρlh ∈ W′κ and

ρlh ∈ Pl. Thus, the total number of eavesdropped data blocks is

L(α) =
M · Z(k, α)

k
. (4.5)

Obviously, that the data transmission over one circuit n = 1 can re-

sult in eavesdropping of all M data blocks if the circuit is established

using at least one wiretap link.

Random Packet Switching

In case of random packet switching over optical network, there are

Z(Ψ, α) (Eq. (4.2)) wiretap paths over all Ψ available paths, which

contain at least one wiretap link ρlh ∈ Pl, 1 ≤ h ≤ yl, i.e., ρlh ∈W′κ .

Here, all Ψ existing paths are collected inMΨ(α) and can be utilized

simultaneously. When an eavesdropper simultaneously accesses w

wiretap edges and Z(Ψ, α) wiretap paths, at most Z(Ψ, α) data

blocks can be eavesdropped on each time unit. That is possible
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due to different end-to-end delays of randomly utilized paths and a

random path selection for each data block.

Generally, each path Pl is described by the probability Pl as de-

termined by Eqs. (2.8) and (2.13). Since, using random packet

switching, a path is randomly selected for each out of M data block,

the probability that at least one wiretap paths is randomly chosen

and utilized any time unit during the transmission is determined as

PL(α) =

Ψ∑
l=1

Y(Plm(α))Pl, (4.6)

where Y(Plm(α)) defined by Eq. (4.3) verifies if a certain path

Plm(α) is a compromised path. Thus, the amount of eavesdropped

data blocks L(α) sent over at most Z(Ψ, α) wiretap paths is

L(α) = PL(α) ·M. (4.7)

4.4 Security Analysis of Parallel Transmission with

Coding

This section uses the model of the circuit switching with optimal

and random routing presented in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, the coding

model from Sec. 2.4.1 and some notations from in Sec. 2.7.

Fig. 4.2 illustrates the reference network model, where traffic is

modeled as a binary sequence, whereby any original data can be de-

composed into M data blocks of the same length. Every data block

is then distributed in a round robin fashion into k sub-flows at the

source nodes. Moreover, Fig. 4.2 illustrates how LNC is performed

at the end-system, i.e., at source and destination. The assumption

that there is no coding in the middle of the network is valid here,

as additional coding inside the network can only increase the secu-

rity and reliability of the transmission system [92, 93]. The coding

process is performed over a finite field F2b . Thus, each data block is

decomposed into h symbols, and each symbol has the same length of
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Figure 4.2: Security attacks in optical networks with the parallel

transmission, coding and random routing [9].

b bits, i.e., the block length is hb. Any k original symbols are encoded

together into n ≥ k encoded symbols belonging to a certain gener-

ation. After encoding, the n coded parallel symbols correspond to

the number of required lightpaths over the optical circuit-switched

network. In other words, the source sends the encoded data over n

out of all N available paths. When the number of encoded sub-flows

n is larger than number of incoming sub-flows k, n ≥ k, r = n − k
additional redundant symbols are sent over additional redundant

paths. With redundancy, reliable transmission of one generation is

straightforward when any k out of n = k+ r encoded symbols/data

blocks from the same generation from any out of n paths are re-

ceived, which implies that fully successful decoding at the receiver

is possible. This feature provides protection against jamming at-

tacks as well as any physical impairments when an attacker corrupt

less than r data blocks from each generation. Also, eavesdropping

attacks can be successfully defeated by coded parallel transmission

because a wiretapper needs at least k encoded data blocks from the

same coded generation distributed over a network as well as the

knowledge about coding coefficients to recover the secret data.
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4.4.1 Network Model

Here, the network provides F possible paths between source and

destination, while at most N optical paths are available (i.e., non-

blocked) for a circuit setup. For a successful data transfer, the choice

of n, n ≤ N , paths can be either optimal or random. We study both

methods and evaluate the benefits of coding and path selection for

security and reliability purposes. In contrast to the model in Sec.

2.3.1, we assume here that all F existing paths can be available with

a certain probability Psetup ≡ P s
l , where 1 ≤ l ≤ F and P s

1 ≤ ... ≤
P s
l ≤ ... ≤ P s

F . For parallel transmission, the source first selects n

either optimal or random path out of F known paths to the certain

destination and then tries to setup (reserve) these paths. Then,

the set M of all possible path subsets MN(α) has a cardinality of

|M| = aM = CF,N, where 1 ≤ α ≤ aM and variable N defines a

number of available paths and can take any value, i.e., 0 ≤ N. Thus,

the probability that the n certain paths, i.e., a certain set Mn(α),

is chosen and available for setup, can be derived from Eq. (2.4) as

PF (α,N) =

N∏
m=1

P s
lm(α)

F∏
l=1,

Pl /∈Mn(α)

(1− P s
l ). (4.8)

The probability that there is at least one set of N available parallel

paths in the network can be defined as follows

P̂ (N,M) =

aM∑
α=1

PF (α,N), (4.9)

where the αth set from the collection M contains all aM path com-

binations of N available paths with related setup probabilities P s
l .

Thus, the probability to randomly select and setup a certain path

combination Mn(α) over all aM possible path combinations can be

derived from Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) as follows

Prnd(α, n) =
PF (α, n)

P̂ (n,M)
. (4.10)
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In the case of N < n available paths, parallel transmission is not

possible, i.e., a transmission request will be blocked with probability:

PB(n) =

n−1∑
N=0

P̂ (N,M). (4.11)

As a result, the probability to setup n optimal paths over N avail-

able paths is a probability that a set MN(α) contains at least n

available paths over N considered paths, i.e., transmission request is

not blocked. Thus, the probability of n optimal paths available for

transmission is defined as follows

Popt(α,N) =
PF (α,N)

1− PB(n)
, (4.12)

where N can vary as n ≤ N ≤ F .

4.4.2 Threat Model

Let us now extend the threat model from Sec. 4.3.1 assuming that

there are two collections of the edges, i.e., WE and WJ . These

two collections contain sets WE
κ and WJ

κ of wiretap edges in the

network G(V,E), on which an attacker can perform eavesdropping

or jamming attacks, respectively. Moreover, we assume that the

wiretap edges are static and do not change in the course of our

analysis, i.e., they were selected by a wiretapper only once. The

attacker can access only one κth set from collection WE or WJ ,

i.e., WE
κ or WJ

κ . However, both types of attacks can be performed

simultaneously on different or the same edges. Thus, an attacker

can attack at most ŵ = wE + wJ − wEJ edges in G(V,E) at the

same time, where wE = |WE
κE |, wJ = |WJ

κJ | and wEJ is a number

of eavesdropped and jammed edges, which simultaneously appear

in WJ
κJ and WE

κE . Moreover, we consider the worst-case scenario,

where an attacker is able to access all wavelengths of a certain fiber

link, which significantly increases the number of compromised links

and wavelength paths in optical networks.
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4.4.3 Analysis of Security Degree

To protect against jamming attacks, we propose to send over r addi-

tional paths r additional redundant sub-flows of coded data blocks.

Thus, an attacker can recover or corrupt the secret data when the

number of attacked parallel paths in a certain path set MN(α) is

Z(n, α) ≥ k or Z(n, α) > r, respectively. For the eavesdropping at-

tacks, moreover, the security degree can be analyzed with Eq. (4.1)

which is a function of the eavesdropped data blocks L(α) and their

size (h · b). To transmit all M data blocks of the secret data, the

source utilizes n ≥ k parallel pre-reserved paths, while each path

carries at most M/k data blocks. Thus, L(α) data blocks can be

collected or corrupted by a wiretapper on Z(n, α) wiretap paths.

As a result, the total number of eavesdropped data blocks is deter-

mined by Eq. (4.5). Since the number of wiretap paths can vary as

0 ≤ Z(n, α) ≤ n, i.e., L(α) ≥M , Eq. (4.1) needs to be modified as

D(L(α)) = 1−
(

1
2h·b−1

)min{M−L(α),0}
· 1

(min{M − L(α), 0})! . (4.13)

The number of wiretap paths Z(n, α) utilized for transmission and

collected in a path set Mn(α) can be calculated with Eq. (4.2).

For dynamic scenarios, however, the number of wiretap paths in any

path set Mn(α) depends on the path selection method, as different

paths can be available for random paths selection or optimization

with a certain setup probability only. Thus, there is a need to derive

a mean value of compromised paths over all possible path combi-

nations Mn(α) utilized for random or optimal routing out of all F

existing paths between a certain source-destination pair.

Optimized Parallel Transmission

The mean number of wiretap paths utilized for the optimized coded

parallel transmission can be derived considering the number of wire-

tap paths in any possible path combination Mn(α), i.e., Z(n, α)
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(Eq. (4.2)), and the probability that optimized parallel transmis-

sion is possible if any N paths out of F paths are available, i.e.,

Popt(α,N) (Eq. (4.12)). Thus, the mean number of wiretap paths

utilized for optimized parallel transmission is defined as follows

Z̄opt =

F∑
N=n

CF,N∑
α=1

Popt(α,N) · Z(n, α), (4.14)

where CF,N defines the number of all possible combinations of N

available paths over all F existing paths.

Random Circuit Switching

In case of random path selection, any n available paths out of F

existing paths collected in a certain setMn(α) can be selected with

equal probability and utilized for transmission as described by prob-

ability Prnd(α, n). However, the mean value of wiretap paths over all

possible path combinations collected in M can be derived consider-

ing any path combination Mn(α) and the number of wiretap paths

in it Z(n, α). Thus, the mean number of utilized wiretap paths is

Z̄rnd =

CF,n∑
α=1

Prnd(α, n) · Z(n, α), (4.15)

where the probability of n certain parallel paths selected randomly

Prnd(α, n) and the number of wiretap paths out of n selected Z(n, α)

are determined by Eqs. (4.9), and (4.2), respectively.

4.4.4 Catastrophic Security Threat

To analyze the impact of path selection on security, let us consider

the worst-case scenario, where there is only one wiretap edge in the

network, and several paths are allocated to go over it. That leads

to what we refer to as catastrophic security threat, which results in

security degree D(L(α)) = 0 or in jamming success. As a measure
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of catastrophic security threat, we define two probabilities related

to eavesdropping and jamming attacks. For eavesdropping, we eval-

uate the probability that a wiretapper can receive from one wiretap

edge at least ν = k LNC encoded data blocks from each generation

and encode the whole secret data. In the case of jamming attacks,

the wiretapper is able to corrupt at least ν = r + 1 data blocks

from each generation transmitted and, thus, to prevent successful

decoding at the destination. In other words, the secret data can

experience a catastrophic security threat when ν utilized parallel

paths are established over the same wiretap edge. The probability

of catastrophic security threat Γopt(ν, n) in case of optimized coded

parallel transmission over n parallel paths is determined as follows

Γopt(ν, n) =

F∑
N=n

CF,N∑
α=1

Popt(α,N) · X (α, ν, n), (4.16)

where function X(α, ν, n) is a logical function, which verifies valid

path combinations Mn(α) with at least ν wiretap paths:

X (α, ν, n) =

1, if Z(n, α) ≥ ν,

0, else.
(4.17)

Finally, the probability of catastrophic security threat Γrnd(ν, n) in

the case of random routed coded parallel transmission over n ran-

domly selected paths can be derived as follows

Γrnd(ν, n) =

CF,n∑
α=1

Prnd(α, n) · X (α, ν, n). (4.18)
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4.5 Analysis of Anonymity, Privacy and Censorship

Success

4.5.1 Threat Model

In this section, we introduce different types of attacks on the Tor

network and, thus, different types of adversaries, their approaches

and goals. Section 4.5.5 shows utilized notations.

Deanonymization Attack

The goal of a deanonymization attack is to reveal the identity of

either client (initiator of anonymous communication) or server (re-

ceiver of requests for anonymous communication) or both. For that

reason, an adversary usually compromises Onion Routers (OR) or

configures its own ORs to be selected by a client as an entry or

exit node. The adversaries, who access an entry OR, can observe

the connection between the client and their entry, i.e., deanonymize

the client. The adversaries, who access the exit OR, on the other

hand, can observe traffic between the exit OR and the server, i.e.,

deanonymize the server. If both the entry OR and exit OR are

compromised and cooperate, they can use traffic analysis to link the

client to the server, which we refer to as a total deanonymization.

Censorship Attack

The fundamental tools of censorship are filtering and blocking of

websites, IP addresses, etc., network disconnection or jamming. Thus,

all these interventions result in connection or traffic loss. Tor net-

work of today can not prevent that the onion traffic, the onion

routers and the directory authorities are blocked, for example by

the so-called “Great Firewall of China” [32]. To enable entry to

the anonymous network despite such blocking, the Tor network has

introduced bridges, i.e., unlisted onion routers used as entry nodes.
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These bridges are distributed to censored users via out-of-band mech-

anisms. However, a censor can recognize, collect and finally block

the bridges. Some censors, moreover, can reside in ORs or access

nodes and links of the underlying network to perform jamming of Tor

traffic. Any circuit blocking and traffic loss will require complex re-

covery mechanisms at the destination and traffic retransmission. We

propose to address the latter with Linear Network Coding (LNC).

Privacy Attack

Tor is a fundamentally privacy assuring network. Privacy, however,

can still be compromised by eavesdropping and traffic analysis. The

assumption, here, is that any single or cooperative eavesdropper can

reside in ORs or the underlying physical networks, compromising

network links and nodes. The privacy attack has two steps. First,

an adversary needs access to Tor circuits, and then, in the second

step, tries to decrypt the eavesdropped data. For parallel transmis-

sion, the adversary needs to collect traffic distributed over multiple

circuits, which potentially increases the privacy of the Tor network

implemented based on principles of the advanced network systems.

4.5.2 Design and Modeling of Multi-Circuit Anonymous Network

with Coding

To counter the threats described above, we make use of the diver-

sity of circuits and onion routers traversed while deploying random

circuit switching and coding. Three Tor architectures are studied:

Traditional Tor Architecture

The basic Tor network is shown in Fig. 4.3 and involves Onion

Proxies (OP) and OR. OP presents a client (Alice), who is an ini-

tiator of the anonymous communication and uses information about

existing ORs to set up a circuit to a server (Bob). Some ORs in
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Figure 4.3: Tor with serial transmission [10].

the Tor network are compromised, or there is a censor, who filters

traffic and blocks connections to some entry ORs, i.e., blocking cen-

sor. Alice randomly chooses three ORs (entry, middle and exit)

and constructs a circuit. In this example, the selected entry OR is

unknown to the blocking censor, while all selected ORs are never-

theless compromised: entry deanonymizes Alice identity, the middle

OR is accessed by jamming censor, who disturbs Tor traffic, and the

exit deanonymizes Bob identity. When the same adversary compro-

mises entry and exit nodes, both Alice and Bob can be recognized

as communication endpoints. That results in the mentioned total

deanonymization. In general, the traffic m is split into fixed-sized

(512-byte) units called cells. The cells are encrypted in layers as

K3(m) with three different keys Ki of three selected ORs, which

can remove only one encryption layer applying the same key Ki as

Alice. Thus, ORs decrypt and forward the cells to the next OR or

Bob, outside of the Tor network. When the middle node jams cells

and the exit node does not detect erroneous cells, the exit decrypts

the jammed cells and forwards them to Bob, who can not recover

the data and requests cell retransmission.
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Figure 4.4: Tor with multiple parallel circuits [10].

Multiple-Circuit Tor (mTor) Architecture

Since the selection algorithm of ORs in Tor favors routers that have

higher bandwidths, it leads to poor randomness during circuit setup

increasing the circuit predictability. In contrast, the traffic split-

ting over multiple circuits improves load balancing and throughput,

whereby ORs and circuits can be selected randomly and indepen-

dently of other performance parameters. Fig. 4.4 shows Tor im-

plementation with multiple circuits. Alice splits incoming traffic

m into cells of fixed size and builds n = 4 traffic sub-flows, i.e.,

m1,m2,m3,m4. Alice randomly selects 2n+ 1 = 9 ORs and setups

n = 4 disjoint circuits, which only share an exit router. Any parallel

traffic sub-flow mi is then encrypted in layers with keys of ORs from

related circuit i and sent over this circuit toward the exit node. The

exit node collects all sub-flows, decrypts and serializes them into

original data m before sending it to Bob. In Fig. 4.4, the first and

second circuits, which transport encrypted sub-flows m1 and m2,

respectively, are honest. The third circuit, however, can not deliver

sub-flow m3 since the entry node is blocked by a blocking censor,
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Figure 4.5: Tor with multiple parallel circuits and erasure coding [10].

which prevents Alice from entry into the Tor network. The m3 will

not be delivered also when the entry node was not blocked by block-

ing censor, because of compromised middle node, where a jamming

censor disturbs Tor cells. As a result, the exit node is unable to re-

cover original data m due to missing sub-flow m3 and has to request

a retransmission of m3. Moreover, Alice selected a compromised

entry OR for the fourth circuit and, thus, will be deanonymized.

Multiple-Circuit Tor with Coding (cTor)

Here, LNC can be used as an erasure code to protect traffic against

losses. Fig. 4.5 illustrates a possible application of LNC in the Tor

network, whereby Tor is implemented with multiple circuits and par-

allelized traffic. Similar to mTor from Fig. 4.4, the ORs are selected

randomly and independently of other performance parameters. Alice

randomly selects 2n+ 1 = 9 ORs and setups n = 4 parallel disjoint

circuits, which only share an exit router. Also, here, one entry OR

will deanonymize Alice, and the third circuit will be blocked by the

blocking censor or disturbed by jamming censor, due to the known

to the censor entry node or compromised middle node, respectively.

Generally, any (n, k) erasure code encodes k units of original data
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into n units of coded data and tolerate a loss of up to r = n−k data

units from the same generation, whereby the original and encoded

data units have the same predefined size. Thus, Alice splits incom-

ing traffic m into cells of fixed size and parallelizes them to build

k = 3 cell flows, e.g., m1,m2,m3. The LNC encoder takes one cell

from each cell flow and encodes these k = 3 cells together to generate

r = 1 redundant cell, i.e., call flow m′. After encoding, n = k + r

coded cells leave the encoder building n = 4 parallel cell flows, i.e.,

m1,m2,m3,m
′. Each coded cell flow is finally encrypted in layers to

be sent over a certain circuit to exit OR. Due to censorship, the third

circuit with a cell flow m3 is interrupted resulting in a loss of m3.

Circuit failures and cell losses, however, do not affect the through-

put of cTor as long as at least k = 3 circuits can deliver k coded

cells from each generation to the exit node. In Fig. 4.5, the third

circuit fails to deliver cells, whereby other circuits (at least k = 3)

provide cells for generation recovery. During the decoding process,

any k = 3, e.g., m1,m2,m
′, out of n = 4 cells from each generation

can recover the original data, whereby any out of r = 1 redundant

cells m′ from a certain generation can replace any lost cells. Finally,

the recovered cells can be serialized into the original traffic flow m

and sent to Bob. To reduce latency and required buffer to compen-

sate out-of-order effect, we propose to start the decoding process as

soon as k coded cells from the same generation are decrypted and

reached the decoder. The remaining cells from the slower circuits

can be ignored without any processing and buffering.
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4.5.3 Routing model

We assume that there are M honest and M ′ compromised low-

bandwidth ORs, Mb secret bridges and M ′b bridges known to the

blocking censor, andMe honest andM ′e compromised high-bandwidth

exit ORs. Any uncensored user randomly selects 2n ORs out of ex-

isting M +M ′ ORs and one exit OR out of Me+M ′e, while any cen-

sored user randomly selects n entry nodes out of Mb + M ′b bridges,

n middle ORs out of M + M ′ existing ORs and one exit OR. We

assume that M ′′ out of M ′ low-bandwidth ORs and M ′′e out of M ′e

high-bandwidth exit ORs are controlled by the same adversary to

perform the total deanonymization.

After selecting 2n+ 1 ORs, n disjoint circuits are established be-

tween the client and the exit node and one circuit between the exit

node and the server. Generally, the circuits are setup randomly

over a randomly selected set of ORs. We assume that the network

provides Nα honest and N ′α compromised available parallel circuits

between client and server over any set α of the randomly selected

entry, middle and exit ORs, where 1 ≤ α ≤ n. Moreover, any set

of ORs α provides the same number of honest and compromised

circuits N1 = ... = Nn = N and N ′1 = ... = N ′n = N ′, respec-

tively. Then, one circuit among N + N ′ circuits is randomly se-

lected for circuit setup over certain ORs. Thus, there are in total

N =
∑n
α=1(Nα + N ′α) = n(N + N ′) available parallel circuits to

establish anonymous communication over n circuits. Moreover, N ′′

out of N ′ compromised circuits can cooperate with each other and

M ′′ +M ′′e compromised cooperative ORs.
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4.5.4 Security Analysis

Next, we analyze the probability of successful deanonymization, suc-

cessful censorship by blocking or jamming censor, as well as the pri-

vacy degree of Tor, mTor, and cTor.

Deanonymization Success

We can distinguish between three deanonymization attacks: 1) Client

deanonymization, whereby a compromised entry OR reveals client

identity to an adversary; 2) Server deanonymization, whereby a com-

promised exit OR reveals the server identity, its services, and the

content exchanged; 3) Total deanonymization when both the entry

and the exit nodes are compromised and cooperate to link the client

to the server doing traffic analysis.

The probability of a successful client deanonymization can be de-

termined as the probability that at least one randomly selected entry

OR is compromised. Since all entry ORs are chosen randomly with

the same probability out of all M+M ′ available ORs, the probability

of client deanonymization is given as follows

Pc = 1

(M+M′
n )

min{n,M′}∑
i=1

(
M

n− i

)(
M ′

i

)
, (4.19)

whereby we consider all
(
M+M′

n

)
possible combinations of ORs as

entry nodes against combinations with at least one compromised

entry OR, i.e., i compromised ORs, where 1 ≤ i ≤ min{n,M ′}.
Since the client randomly selects only one exit OR out of Me +M ′e

ORs, the probability of successful server deanonymization is

Ps =
M′e

Me+M′e
, (4.20)

where one out of M ′e compromised ORs is selected against all Me +

M ′e candidates ORs. Finally, the probability that both client and

server can be linked is a probability that the client randomly selects
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at least one compromised entry OR out of M ′′ ORs and one com-

promised exit OR out of M ′′e ORs. Based on Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20),

the probability of total deanonymization is determined as follows

Pc−s =
M′′e

(Me+M′e)(M+M′
n )

min{n,M′′}∑
i=1

(
M +M ′ −M ′′

n− i

)(
M ′′

i

)
, (4.21)

where M ′′ and M ′′e is a number of compromised cooperative ORs.

Censorship Success

Censorship is successful if anonymous communication is successfully

disrupted. Thus, we classify censorship as 1) blocking of entry ORs

(bridges), i.e., circuit blocking, and 2) jamming of Tor traffic at

network nodes and links or by compromised ORs, i.e., the receiver

is not able to recover the information sent.

Blocking of entry ORs, i.e., bridges, results in the blocking of

the whole Tor circuit and the loss of the entire cell flow sent over

the circuit. In the case of anonymous communication over Tor and

mTor, the communication between client and server is disturbed if

at least one bridge utilized is known to a censor and blocked. The

client randomly selects n bridges, where n ≥ 1, out of Mb + M ′b

available bridges, whereby the probability of choosing a bridge that is

known to the censor and blocked, i.e., the probability of a censorship

success, can be calculated similarly to Eq. (4.19) and derived as

Pbb = 1

(Mb+M
′
b

n )

min{n,M′b}∑
i=1

(
Mb

n− i

)(
M ′b
i

)
, (4.22)

where i, 1 ≤ i ≤ min{n,M ′b}, out of n bridges are blocked.

When LNC is applied, i.e., cTor, the censorship is only successful

if i > r, r + 1 ≤ i ≤ min{n,M ′b} and M ′b > r, out of n used bridges

are known to the censor and blocked. Then, the destination receives

less than k, i.e., n − i < k, cells from each generation and can not
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recover the original information by decoding. Here, n− i out of Mb

unknown bridges and i out of M ′b known bridges are selected as n

out of Mb + M ′b entry nodes. In contrast, cTor communication can

not be disrupted by bridge blocking, if M ′b ≤ r. Similar to Eqs.

(4.19) and (4.22), the probability of successful censorship is given as

PLNC
bb =

∑min{n,M′b}
i=r+1

(
Mb
n−i

)(
M′b
i

)(
Mb+M

′
b

n

) , M ′b > r. (4.23)

When censorship is performed as jamming of cell flow on a certain

circuit to reduce throughput or to interrupt anonymous communi-

cation, we consider an adversary, who can reside in M ′ ORs and

network nodes and links compromising in total n ·N ′ circuits. Thus,

the anonymous communication over Tor and mTor will be disrupted

if the client selected at least one compromised OR or one compro-

mised circuit. Considering the probability that all (2n+1) randomly

selected ORs and all n circuits are honest, the probability of success-

ful censorship with jamming is determined as follows

Pjam = 1−
(
M
2n

)(
M+M′

2n

) · Me

Me +M ′e
·
[

N

N +N ′

]n
. (4.24)

Applying LNC, the anonymous communication over cTor can not be

damaged as long as at least k out of n circuits and their ORs are

honest and deliver cells to the decoder. To determine the probability

of successful censorship by jamming, we first define the probability

POR(f, n,M,M ′) that f out of n established circuits from client to

exit node are compromised. The exit OR has to be honest. Oth-

erwise, the censorship success, i.e., probability of communication

disruption, will be defined by Eq. (4.20). Any circuit will be com-

promised when at least one OR on it is compromised. Thus, the

probability of f compromised circuits can be determined as follows

POR(f, n,M,M ′)=

(
n

f

)
min{2f,M′}∑

s=f

δψ(f,s,n)M !M′!(M+M′−2n)!
(M−2n+s)!(M′−s)!(M+M′)! , (4.25)
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where the binomial coefficient defines all possible combinations of

the compromised and honest circuits, and the sum considers a prob-

ability to have s, f ≤ s ≤ min{2f,M ′} compromised ORs on f

compromised circuits. For s = f , each out of f compromised cir-

cuits contains one compromised OR. Thereby, δ = 1 if 2n − s ≤ M

and δ = 0 else, to ensure, that s compromised ORs can exist on f

compromised circuits. The function ψ(f, s, n) defines a number of

all possible allocations of the compromised and honest ORs over n

circuits and is calculated as follows

ψ(f, s, n) =



1, if s = 2f or f = 0,

2f , if s = f,

f · 2(2f−s), if (f <s<2f)&(s 6= 3f
2

),

or (s = 3f
2

)&(f < n),

s · 2(2f−s), if (s = 3f
2

)&(f = n).

(4.26)

The circuits established through a selected set of the compromised

and honest ORs can also be compromised by a censor, who resides

in the underlying network. The probability PCH(f, n,N,N ′) that f

out of n established circuits are censored due to some compromised

nodes and links in the network is determined as follows

PCH(f, n,N,N ′) =

(
n

f

)[
N

N+N′

]n−f [
N′

N+N′

]f
. (4.27)

Thus, the probability of successful censorship by jamming of more

than r circuits of cTor can be calculated as follows

PLNC
jam =1− Me

Me+M′e

r∑
f=0

min{f,M′}∑
i=0

POR(i, n,M,M ′)·

·
f∑

j=f−i

PCH(j, n,N,N ′)γ(f, i, j, n),

(4.28)

where γ(f, i, j, n) defines the probability that i compromised circuits

due to compromised ORs and j compromised circuits due to network
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adversary are selected by a client resulting in f compromised circuits.

Thereby, some circuits can be compromised by both adversaries, who

reside in ORs, and other nodes and links of the underlying network.

γ(f, i, j, n) =


(n−jf−j)(

j
i−(f−j))

(ni)
, if j ≥ i,

(n−if−i)(
i

j−(f−i))
(nj)

, if j < i,
(4.29)

where the first case (j ≥ i) is for the scenario where there are more

compromised circuits due to network adversaries and, in the second

case (j < i), there are more compromised circuits due to compro-

mised ORs. Here, condition f ≤ j + i is valid.

Privacy Degree

We consider privacy degree as a probability that any single or coop-

erative adversaries who reside in onion routers or the underlying net-

work can not recover secret information transmitted in cells despite

all secret keys and coding coefficients are known. To compromise se-

cret information of Tor and mTor transported over n, n ≥ 1, circuits

without LNC, the adversary needs an access to all n circuits with

probability PCH(n, n,N + N ′ − N ′′, N ′′) or their ORs with prob-

ability POR(n, n,M + M ′ − M ′′,M ′′) defined by Eqs. (4.27) and

(4.25), respectively, to collect cells distributed over these n circuits.

After collecting any f < n cell flows from f compromised circuits,

an adversary needs to guess (n − f)L cells of 512 · 8 bits out of all

2512·8(n−f)L possible bit sequences to recover the anonymously sent

information, where L is a number of cells sent over one circuit. We

assume that there is no privacy if the exit OR is compromised since

the adversary can access all n cell flows. Based on a probability of

successful collection of f cell flows and guessing all missing cells at
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the first try, the privacy degree of Tor and mTor is determined as

∆P =1−
min{n,M′′+N′′}∑

f=0

∆p(f)

min{f,M′′}∑
i=0

POR(f, n,M ′′′,M ′′)·

· Me
Me+M′e

min{f,N′′}∑
j=f−i

PCH(n, n,N ′′′, N ′′)γ(f, i, j, n),

(4.30)

where M ′′′ = M+M ′−M ′′, N ′′′ = N+N ′−N ′′ and ∆p(f) = 1

2512·8(n−f)L

is a probability of successful guessing of (n− f)L missing cells. Us-

ing cTor, the cooperative adversary needs to access only k = n − r
out of n circuits to reveal entire secret information. If the adversary

accesses f < k circuits, the (k − f)L cells need to be guessed. The

privacy degree of cTor is based on a probability of successful collec-

tion of f cell flows and guessing all (k−f)L missing cells at the first

try, and can be calculated as follows

∆PLNC = 1−
min{n,M′′+N′′}∑

f=0

∆pLNC(f)

min{f,M′′}∑
i=0

POR(f, n,M ′′′,M ′′)·

· Me
Me+M′e

min{f,N′′}∑
j=f−i

PCH(n, n,N ′′′, N ′′)γ(f, i, j, n),

(4.31)

where ∆pLNC(f) = 1

2512·8·max{(k−f),0}L is a probability of successful

guessing of missing cells and γ(f, i, j, n) is determined by Eq. (4.29).
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4.5.5 List of Symbols

m secret message of Alica;

k
number of uncensored circuits required to recover a

secret message;

r number of redundant Tor circuits;

n total number of Tor circuits required, i.e., n = k + r;

M number of honest ORs with a low bandwidth;

M ′ number of compromised ORs with a low bandwidth;

M ′′
number of compromised ORs out of M ′ ORs controlled

by the same adversary;

Mb number of bridges unknown to blocking censor;

M ′b number of compromised bridges known to censor;

Me number of honest exit ORs with a high bandwidth;

M ′e number of compromised exit ORs of a high bandwidth;

M ′′e
number of compromised exit ORs out of M ′e ORs con-

trolled by the same adversary;

N number of possible honest Tor circuits;

N ′ number of possible compromised Tor circuits;
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4.6 Performance Evaluation

This section numerically evaluates the overall security degree pro-

vided by parallel transmission, coding and random routing; and

studies their impact on anonymity, privacy and censorship success.

4.6.1 Overall Security Degree

First, the physical layer threats are assumed according to Sections

4.3 and 4.4. All data blocks have the same size of 8 bits, and the

secret data is composed of M = 100 data blocks. The transmission

rate of each optical link is defined as 10 Gbps. Thus, the resulting

time unit (tu) amounts 0.8ns. The network is assumed to be lossless,

i.e., the data always reach the destination. The theoretical results

presented were validated by event-driven simulations. The normal-

ized confidence intervals show 95% confidence and small values, and

thus could not be presented with error bars. For the simulations and

analysis, we used the NSFnet network presented in Fig. 2.7. The link

directions were defined as follows {0− 1, 0− 2, 0− 7, 1− 2, 1− 3, 2−
5, 3−10, 3−4, 4−5, 4−6, 5−9, 5−13, 6−7, 7−8, 8−11, 8−12, 9−
8, 10 − 11, 10 − 12, 11 − 13, 12 − 13}, where nodes 0 and 13 are the

source and destination nodes, respectively.

Here, we refer to circuit switching as PAR-EXP and to packet

switching as PAR-RND. To maximally increase the security degree,

n = 4 or n = 8 maximally edge-disjoint paths are selected for PAR-

EXP. We assumed that four edges, W = {3−10, 5−13, 8−12, 4−6},
can be wiretapped simultaneously, or at different time points, and

in different combinations. Thus, we consider a scenario where only

one, two, three or all four edges are wiretapped at the same time.

That results in w ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 and collection W, which consists of 4,

6, 4 and 1 elements, respectively. Based on these assumptions, we
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Figure 4.6: Amount of eavesdropped data and security degree [8].

evaluate the amount of eavesdropped data blocks and the security

degree, in cases of PAR-EXP and PAR-RND transmission calculated

with Eqs. (4.5), (4.7) and (4.1), where L(α) ≡ L.

The results in Fig. 4.6 present the mean number of eavesdropped

data blocks and the security degree, which were calculated over all

possible edge combinations from W. Here, the number of eaves-

dropped frames L increases with an increasing number of wiretap

edges w and reach 100% in case of PAR-EXP transmission and 4

wiretap edges. Generally, the mean number of eavesdropped data in

the case of PAR-RND was always less than in the case of PAR-EXP

and showed values of around 20% and 73% for w = 1 and w = 4,

respectively. Fig. 4.6 shows the probability of successful recovery

of secret data at the first try, i.e., (1 − D(L)), based on the results

for L. The probability of successful recovery of the secret data in-

creases with an increasing number of wiretap edges, e.g., from 10−25

to 10−7 for PAR-RND and from 10−23 to 1 for PAR-EXP if the

number of wiretap edges was w = 1 and w = 4, respectively. In the

case of PAR-EXP, the security degree can be improved for a small

number of wiretap edges by increasing the number of parallel edge-
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disjoint paths, i.e., n. However, a wiretapper can eavesdrop all M

data blocks regardless of n, i.e., n = 8 and n = 4, if there are w = 4

wiretap edges at the same time.

Next, we numerically investigate the impact of erasure coding

(LNC) on resulting security in optical circuit-switched networks (PAR-

EXP) with optimal and random routing, i.e., PAR-EXP-OPT and

P-EXP-RND simplified as OPT and RND, respectively. The LNC

process was implemented over a finite field F28 with a symbol size of 8

bits and a block size of 10 symbols. For the simulations and analysis,

we use the NSFnet topology with links directed as shown in Fig. 2.7.

The total number of parallel wavelength paths was set to F = 18,

whereby the number of wavelength paths inside each fiber paths de-

fined in Tab. 2.1 can be summarized as {4, 2, 6, 2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0}.
All wavelength paths have the end-to-end delay of the related fiber

paths, i.e., determined by the number of hops. The parallel paths

have different probabilities of being available at the moment of trans-

mission request. For the sake of the analysis, we assumed that these

probabilities decrease with increasing path length, i.e.,
#»
P setup =

{0.8, 0.79, 0.78, 0.77, 0.70, 0.69, 0.60, 0.59, 0.58, 0.57, 0.56, 0.55, 0.54,

0.53, 0.50, 0.45, 0.40, 0.35}. In the case of RND, n out of N ≤ F

available parallel paths are selected randomly. In the case of OPT,

the data flows are sent in parallel over n optimized (shortest) par-

allel paths. To evaluate the probability of a catastrophic security

threat, we assume that the wiretap edge is the edge with the largest

capacity utilized to establish the shortest (optimal) paths between

source and destination, i.e., the edge between node 2 and node 5.

Fig. 4.7 shows the probability that an attacker can recover or

corrupt the whole secret data by accessing those edge, where both

y-axes on the left and right sides show the results for a success-

ful jamming and eavesdropping attack, respectively. The eaves-

dropping attack is successful when the generation size k was small,

i.e., k = 4. For OPT, the probability of catastrophic eavesdrop-
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Figure 4.7: Probability of catastrophic security threat [9].

ping slightly increased with increasing redundancy r from 84%

to 92% for r = 0 and r = 6, respectively. For RND, the prob-

ability of catastrophic eavesdropping increased from 5% to 83%

with an increasing r. In contrast, the attacker gained no knowledge

about secret data regardless of path selection method and amount

of redundancy, when the generation size was set to k = 8, i.e.,

Γopt(8, 8 + r) = Γrnd(8, 8 + r) = 0. On the other hand, jamming

is successful if an attacker corrupted more than r data blocks from

the same generation, and the receiver is not able to decode. Thus,

an attacker prevents data recovery at the destination if no or only

one redundant data block is generated to protect each generation of

k = 8 data blocks. The increase in redundant data blocks and a de-

crease in generation size k decreases the probability of catastrophic

jamming. RND with k = 4 shows the best performance against jam-

ming attacks. With r = 6 redundant data blocks, the probability

of catastrophic jamming can be reduced up to 0% for all transmis-

sion methods and all values of k. In contrast to the probability of

catastrophic jamming, the probability of catastrophic eavesdropping
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increases with an increasing amount of redundancy. However, there

is a trade-off for both methods, RND and OPT, when an attacker

simultaneously performs eavesdropping and jamming on the same

edge. Generally, the risk of the catastrophic security threat can be

balanced out for both attacks and each transmission method. For

instance, when an initial generation size and redundancy were set to

k = 4 and r = 3 data blocks, respectively, the probabilities of catas-

trophic jamming and eavesdropping threat showed equal values of

46% and 84% for P-RND and P-OPT, respectively. For k = 8, r = 6

redundant data blocks are required to eliminate the risk of successful

eavesdropping and jamming attacks.

4.6.2 Anonymity, Privacy and Censorship Success

Now, we show the analytical results validated by Monte-Carlo sim-

ulations for the Tor network extended to parallel transmission, ran-

dom routing, coding, and path and coding redundancy. We analyze

a generic network topology, whereby any client can select between

M +M ′ ≥ 25 ORs, Me +M ′e ≥ 12 exit ORs, Mb +M ′b ≥ 25 bridges

and N + N ′ ≥ 12 possible paths over any selected set of ORs to

setup one circuit. Additionally, there exist 175 low bandwidth ORs,

which can be utilized only in the case of parallel transmission.

Fig. 4.8 shows the probability of client deanonymization as a func-

tion of the amount of compromised ORs M ′, whereby the number

of honest ORs M was set to 25 ORs. Here, mTor and cTor can

additionally utilize the low bandwidth ORs. The deanonymization

probability increases with an increasing number of compromised ORs

and parallel paths n. Generally, mTor and cTor implementation can

provide the highest client anonymity, while Tor outperforms mTor

and cTor implemented with n = 6 and n = 9 circuits.
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Figure 4.8: Probability of client deanonymization.

Figure 4.9: Probability of server deanonymization Ps (gray) and total

deanonymization Pc−s (black) [10].
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In contrast, the probability of server deanonymization Ps depends

on the number of compromised exit nodes M ′e only as shown in

Fig. 4.9 with gray color and reaches 50% when Me = M ′e = 10.

Fig. 4.9 also illustrates the probability of total deanonymization

Pc−s, i.e., both client and server are linked to each other by compro-

mised cooperative ORs. Here, we assumed Me = M ′e = M ′′e = 5 exit

ORs andM+M ′ = 20+10 other ORs and considered communication

over different number of parallel circuits n. The probability of to-

tal deanonymization slightly increases with increasing M ′′ and rises

with a number of parallel circuits n, while it does not exceed 33%.

Thus, Tor provides the highest overall anonymity as the probability

of selecting one compromised circuit is lower than the probability of

selecting at least one out of n > 1 compromised circuits.

Next, we consider both censorship attacks by blocking censor and

jamming censor. Fig. 4.10 shows the probability of successful com-

munication interruption due to blocking of entry bridges, whereby

we assumed that Mb = 25 bridges are unknown to the censor. The

probability of circuit blocking increases with the increasing number

of utilized circuits n for Tor and mTor. The mTor over n = 8, 10 cir-

cuits will be blocked with probability 100% when the censor knows

more than 15 bridges. In contrast, cTor shows much better perfor-

mance, which depends on the amount of utilized coding redundancy

r, e.g., cTor always outperforms mTor and Tor if M ′b ≤ 25. The

communication over n = 10 and n = 5 circuits incl. r = 4 and r = 2

redundant circuits (40% redundancy) shows the lowest probability of

communication interruption as long as M ′b < 15 and 15 ≤M ′b < 25,

respectively. In case of a jamming censor, cTor and mTor can use

175 low bandwidth ORs. Here, cTor outperforms both Tor and mTor

as presented in Fig. 4.11, where transmission over n = 10 and n = 5

circuits incl. r = 4 and r = 2 redundant circuits, respectively, shows

the best results. However, Pjam and PLNC
jam increases upto100% and

up to 82%, respectively, with increasing M ′ and n. In cTor,
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Figure 4.10: Probability of successful communication interruption

due to blocking of bridges [10].

Figure 4.11: Probability of successful communication interruption

due to jamming of Tor traffic.
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Figure 4.12: Privacy Degree [10].

increasing r reduces the probability of communication interruption.

The standard Tor outperforms mTor only.

Finally, Fig. 4.12 shows a privacy degree for anonymous com-

munication with Tor, mTor, and cTor as a function of cooperative

eavesdroppers M ′′, who reside in ORs or the network and access

N ′′ = 3 circuits over any selected set of ORs. The privacy degree

∆P of Tor and mTor increases with an increasing number of the

utilized circuits n. As the redundant circuits in case of cTor enclose

additional cells to the eavesdropper, privacy degree ∆PLNC of cTor

is slightly reduced as compared to mTor, but still outperforms Tor.
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4.7 Summary

In this section, the impact of parallel transmission with random

routing and coding on anonymity, privacy, integrity and censorship

was investigated in the presence of eavesdropping and jamming ad-

versary. First, the effect of random routing on privacy in packet-

switched and circuit-switched networks was analyzed and compared.

The results showed that random packet switching can provide a high

security degree when also multiple physical links are compromised.

On the other hand, the random circuit switching showed better se-

curity performance in the networks with a single wiretap edge and

a large number of available edge-disjoint paths.

Then, the impact of random routing and erasure coding on privacy

and reliability was studied in circuit-switched networks. Here, we an-

alyzed the coding capability to balance reliability and privacy of par-

allel transmission when eavesdropping and jamming are performed

simultaneously on different physical links. The results confirmed

that coding and parallel transmission over randomly selected paths

significantly increases security level against both eavesdropping and

jamming as compared to standard multipath routing. Moreover, the

conventional multipathing can lead to a catastrophic security threat,

whereby an attacker can eavesdrop or corrupt a whole secret data

by accessing only one edge in a network.

Finally, novel Tor implementations, i.e., (multi-circuit) mTor, and

(coded) cTor, were introduced, modeled and analyzed regarding

anonymity, privacy, integrity and reliability, whereby adversaries

could reside in ORs and the underlying physical network and eaves-

drop, jam or block Tor traffic. The analytical and simulation results

proved that cTor with the parallel transmission, eraser coding, re-

dundancy and a full-random selection of ORs and circuits provides

sufficient anonymity and significantly increases privacy, integrity and

reliability in the case of censorship as compared to traditional Tor.
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5
Engineering and Benchmarking Anonymous

Communication Systems

5.1 Introduction

The anonymity of communication is defined by unlinkability and un-

observability of communicating end-points and ensured through lay-

ered encryption. In the most known anonymous network, i.e., The

Onion Routing (Tor) [31], the layered encryption is implemented

with the well-known Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) based

on the Rijndael algorithm [94]. It presents a practically secure sym-

metric key encryption [95] in combination with the Diffie-Hellman

key exchange algorithm [96]. Today’s Tor networks are evolving at

a fast pace to address the vulnerabilities caused by network perfor-

mance bottlenecks, including throughput and latency. However, the

path selection in Tor is particularly critical, as it favors computa-

tionally powerful onion routers sending Tor traffic over one circuit

only. Thus, randomness and diversity of the Tor network are limited

by design resulting in poor anonymity, integrity, and reliability.

This thesis postulates that optical networks can help anonymous

networks to further evolve and improve upon performance. To im-

prove randomness and diversity, optical networks can choose among

hundreds of wavelengths over a single fiber. Akin to multipath
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routing, optical networks also provide communication channel par-

allelism intrinsically [2, 97, 98]. Since Tor is based on a concept

of a connection-oriented communication channel, a circuit, Wave-

length Division Multiplexing (WDM) or elastic optical channels can

be used. The only feature that the optical network could not per-

form today is layered encryption all-optically. Even though today’s

encryption standards can operate at optical line rates [99] and can

be efficiently used on point-to-point links, i.e., without encryption

in the middle of the network, optical data in an anonymous optical

network would have to be converted into the electronic domain and

processed electronically. Such electronic processing in optical nodes

is typically characterized by significant data storage, processing la-

tency as well as energy dissipation. Hence, for the entire concept

of all-optical encryption to work in the middle of the network, en-

/decryption with an optical stream cipher is a necessary feature.

The open question is how feasible is an implementation of the opti-

cal stream cipher. Implementing today’s AES in optics would require

an extensive number of logic gates, high complexity of synchroniza-

tion of optical components to ensure requirements on the algorithm’s

complexity and timing. A new approach to all-optical encryption

similar to symmetric key cryptography in electronics [95, 100] is es-

sential. Current approaches in optical cryptography are not suitable

to this end, as they randomize parameters of the optical laser, such

as phase and amplitude of signal or to insert a pseudorandom noise

into the optical signal [101, 102, 103, 104] which cannot be used for

layered encryption. Even if AES implemented in FPGA were able to

solve issues of scale, memory, latency, and energy, AES hardware im-

plementations are known to be vulnerable against differential power

analysis and fault injection attacks [105].

In this chapter, we investigate the feasibility of a novel method

for all-optical layered encryption with an all-optical stream cipher

(oSC) based on the optical XOR (oXOR) and optical LFSR (oLFSR)
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components. Our main idea is to generate a long optical keystream

at an optical line rate based on the shorter electronic secret at com-

parably lower bit rates. We design a cascaded cryptosystem based

on the proposal in [37], i.e., a cryptographically secure subsystem

is cascaded with a cryptographically insecure subsystem. As any

cascade provides the overall security of its cryptographically most

strong subsystem, we propose to use a standard cryptographically

secure, but low-rate pseudo-random number generator as defined by

ENISA [106], NIST [107] and ISO/IEC 18031 [108] with insecure

oLFSR operating at line rate. It was shown that an optical cas-

caded cryptosystem requires new security evaluation techniques due

to the required bit rate adaptation. For that reason, novel security

benchmarks suitable for optical cascaded cryptosystems were devel-

oped based on the information theory and allow us the engineering

of an anonymous optical network with a configurable security level.

5.2 Supporting Publications

1. A. Engelmann and A. Jukan, ”Toward All-Optical Layered En-
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5.3 Background

Let us motivate the idea of all-optical encryption with an example of

a traditional Tor-over-IP-over-optical network and its development

towards all-optical layered encryption. In Fig. 5.1a, three onion

routers (A1, A2 and A3) are chosen. Here, the path between Alice

and Bob consists of three concatenated IP tunnels (circuits), i.e.,

between Alice and onion router A1, A1 and A2 and A2 and A3.

During the path setup, three different session keys are distributed

to all onion routers selected, and three onion encryption layers are

wrapped around the secret message m using AES. The onion routers

A1, A2 and A3 disguise IP addresses of source and destination by re-

placing them, thus ensure unlinkability. Each onion router removes

one encryption layer by applying the same key as Alice. As it is com-

monly the case, the transmission between routers is implemented as

point-to-point fiber connections while all data processing, including

layered encryption, is performed electronically, via IP packet header

processing and AES encryption.

When the layered encryption is implemented all-optically, the elec-

tronic data processing is only required at edge routers A1 and A2

(Fig. 5.1b). Here, A1 and A2 disguise IP addresses of source and

destination, while all-optical layered encryption is performed in op-

tical anonymization nodes (oA1, oA2, oA3, and oA4). In contrast to

traditional Tor, a number of optical anonymization nodes can be in-

creased without a significant impact on latency or network through-

put. Furthermore, wavelength routing on optical fibers can be highly

randomized, which is today possible and straightforward, by using

a private, confidential control plane and network management infor-

mation [109]. The control plane of optical networks can be separated

from the data plane in the form of known Software Defined Networks

(SDN) [110, 111], making a circuit set up a standard procedure.
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Figure 5.1: Onion Routing in IP-over-optical networks [11]: a) elec-

tronic IP packet routing and AES encryption b) optical

circuit switching and all-optical layered encryption.

In cryptography, the encryption key defines the power of an en-

cryption algorithm [112]. The perfect encryption key for a stream

cipher is a ”one-time pad” [113, 114] presented by a stream of ran-

dom bits with a high grade of entropy, whereby this keystream needs

to be as long as the secret message and utilized only once for encryp-

tion. That perfectly secure encryption (with a key at least as long

as message) defined by Shannon in [113] was relaxed in [115]; the

perfect security was considered in a computationally-bounded world.

In [115], semantic security was introduced, for the case that, using

a known ciphertext, an adversary can reveal a secret message out

of all known secret messages with probability only negligibly higher

than without knowing a ciphertext. The semantically secure encryp-
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tion does not require an encryption key as long as a secret message

if there is an algorithm to securely expand any short key. The en-

tropic security used for analyses in this thesis was introduced in [116]

and extended in [117] representing a weakened version of semantic

security by the assumption that any secret message has enough un-

certainty (high entropy) from the adversary’s point of view.

Modern symmetric key cryptography, i.e., block ciphers such as

AES and stream ciphers, utilizes a short secret bitstream, that can

be divided into a secret key and an initialization vector, to perform

two operations: 1) generation of long keystream based on that secret

input stream, and 2) bit-by-bit encryption (XOR concatenation) of a

stream of plaintext with a keystream generated. Stream ciphers uti-

lize the secret key and initialization vector with a fixed length for the

state initialization of the keystream generator. In general, a secure

and efficient keystream generator designed in electronics presents a

combination of Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs), Feedback

with Carry Shift Registers (FCSRs), Non-Linear Feedback Shift Reg-

isters (NLFSRs), T-functions, lookup tables and different logic gates

as shown in ECRYPT Stream Cipher Project (eSTREAM) [118] and,

thus, is designed akin to cryptographically secure electronic pseudo-

random number generator (pRNG) as defined by [107, 108]. In late

2004, eSTREAM selected and announced seven efficient and secure

stream ciphers, which are either software-oriented such as C-128,

Rabbit, Salsa 20/12 and SOSEMANUK or hardware-oriented such

as Grain v1, MICKEY, and Trivium [119].

Whereas the bit-by-bit encryption from these stream ciphers can

be easily transferred to optical stream cipher using an oXOR gate,

implementation of an optical key generator (oKG) is rather challeng-

ing for two reasons: technological immaturity of optical components

and system complexity due to many optical gates required.
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To design a key generator similar to AES or eSTREAM, we need

to either have optical components that are technologically imma-

ture today, e.g., large optical buffers, or a large number of optical

logic gates, making the all-optical implementation rather imprac-

tical. For instance, AES, HC-128, and SOSEMANUK are imple-

mented with S-boxes, which would require optical buffer [120, 121].

The Rabbit would require multiple optical adders, i.e., numerous

XOR, AND and OR optical gates [122, 123], thus significantly in-

crease implementation complexity; Salsa 20/12 requires both optical

storage and optical adders [124]. Grain, Trivium and MICKEY are

based on NLFSRs, which are not available in photonics today, etc.

[125, 126, 127, 128]. For these reasons, we need a new design of

an optical key generator with as few state-of-the-art optical logical

gates as possible while being able to generate long optical keys.

A possible practical solution to generate a long optical key from a

short secret bitstream is to deploy the previously mentioned optical

LFSR (oLFSR) at line rate [129, 130, 131]. Indeed, there are imple-

mentations of oLFSR with a register length of up to 32 bits at rates

of up to 250 Gbit/s. Clocking signal in an oLFSR is implemented

by an RZ laser that generates an optical signal at a line rate. This

technique allows oLFSRs not only to extend a short input stream

(the so-called seed of n bits) into a particular output sequence with

a maximal length of 2n−1 bits, endlessly repeated, but also to adapt

a bit rate of an optical key to the operating optical speed of oLFSR.

Since LFSRs are well-known as cryptographically insecure due to

intrinsic linearity, the generation of a cryptographically strong and

long key requires some sort of de-linearization. In electronics, for

instance, outputs of multiple LFSRs are combined through different

nonlinear functions, i.e., logic circuits based on AND, OR, and XOR

gates or look-up tables presenting de-facto a pseudo RNG (pRNG)

[112]. However, an all-optical implementation of pRNG at a line rate

is a challenge for current optical technology, as discussed above.
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To address the issues of linearity, key length and high bit rate,

an approach known as a cascade of random systems can be used

akin to a proposal in [37], which has proven security such that: any

cascade is at least as difficult to cryptographically break as its most-

difficult-to-break component. A cascade was first defined in [132] as

a chain of block or stream ciphers. The plaintext of any cascade is

the plaintext of the first cipher, and the ciphertext of any ith cipher

is the plaintext of the (i + 1)th cipher in the cascade. As a result,

the ciphertext of the cascade is the ciphertext of the last cipher. In

contrast to [132], which proved the security of cascade based on the

block ciphers only assuming that an attacker cannot exploit infor-

mation about the plaintext statistics, [37] generalized a cascade as

a chain of any random systems and proved its security considering

known-plaintext, chosen-plaintext, chosen-ciphertext attacks when

an attacker knows the plaintext statistics. It was shown that cas-

cade based on stream ciphers is at least as difficult to break as the

most-difficult-to-break component cipher. As a result, a keystream

sequence that is generated by cascaded ciphers with independent

keys (seeds) is at least as difficult to predict as the most-difficult-to-

predict keystream sequence. Moreover, [37] considered cascading of

a small set of keystream generators, each relying on a different de-

sign principle, rather than to employ one large keystream generator.

The cascaded key generator can then only fail if all applied design

principles fail simultaneously. The design of some practical ciphers,

e.g., Grain and Trivium [119] which use cascade connections of NLF-

SRs as their main building blocks, has been motivated by the idea

that if one of the subsystems in a cascade is strong then the whole

cascade is strong. Thus, we design, next, an oKG as a cascade based

on a cryptographically secure subsystem, and for that we choose a

low bit rate cryptographically secure electronic pRNG, granting the

cryptographic security; and high bit rate cryptographically insecure

oLFSRs, granting the operation at optical line speed.
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Figure 5.2: Encryption with optical stream cipher (oSC) [11].

5.4 Engineering an Optical Stream Cipher

To realize an optical stream cipher (oSC), the function of encryp-

tion and decryption can be performed by a simple oXOR function

between optical data m, and the optical key K as illustrated in Fig.

5.2. We use the term optical data to refer to digital electronic data

modulated by Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) or on-off keying. ASK

encodes electronic data by turning on or off the amplitude of light.

Each binary symbol (“1” or “0”) is represented by the presence or

the absence of light. It includes non-return to zero (NRZ), return to

zero (RZ), duo-binary formats and other variations of the RZ.

The stream cipher encrypts optical data m of length Lm by an

encryption key of the same size LK = Lm. The decryption of re-

ceived encrypted data is then implemented with the same key K and

oXOR operation. Since the length of optical data transmitted is in

the range of hundreds of Gb/s and the optical encryption key K

needs to be at least of the same length, it is necessary to generate a

long optical key at optical line rate just before en-/decryption in any

anonymization node along the optical circuit. In this way, there is

no need to buffer the keys in optical storage or its additional trans-

mission. Therefore, an oKG must operate at optical line rates to be

able to generate a long optical key from a short, secure sequence k.

5.4.1 Optical Key Generation

For optical key generation, we assume state-of-the-art optical com-

ponents: oXOR and oLFSR operating at the optical line rate C. Be-

sides, we assume a cryptographically secure electronic pRNG usually
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at a much lower bit rate CR << C. pRNG can be based on any key

generation algorithm of any stream cipher proposed by eSTREAM

and generates a nonlinear bit sequence with a high grade of entropy.

Without loss of generality, any LFSR of length n which is based

on a primitive irreducible polynomial of degree n can extend the

so-called seed of n bits (a short input start sequence generated by

pRNG) into an infinite long output sequence with an entropy of this

seed. That is possible as an LFSR of length n can generate a unique

bit sequence of maximal length 2n − 1 bits based on a certain seed

and endlessly repeat these 2n − 1 bits. In our cascaded oKG, a

secure subsystem, i.e., pRNG, can expand secure control sequence k

of length Lk into a longer secure sequence M of length LM at low

transmission rate CR; and the insecure subsystem based on oLFSR

can expand a sequence M from pRNG into a very long optical key

K simultaneously adapting its bit rate to the line rate C.

It is well-known that due to linear properties of LFSRs, an attacker

is able to break any LFSR initialized by n bits with time complex-

ity O(n2) and memory complexity O(2n) applying the Berlekamp-

Massey algorithm on 2n output bits generated by the LFSR. Con-

sidering this weakness, one could increase cryptographic security by

bounding the length of output sequence from any oLFSR by 2n− 1

bits. This solution, however, is challenging because of the large

size of optical data and the long key required, i.e., 2n − 1 << LK ;

here, LK →∞ requires either an infinitely long oLFSR register, i.e.,

n→∞, or an infinite number of parallel oLFSRs, P →∞, of short

length, n << ∞. On the other hand, we assume that an attacker

already knows oLFSR length n and its generator polynomial. That

makes the reduction of oLFSR output to 2n − 1 bits obsolete be-

cause an attacker needs to guess the input sequence, i.e., seed, to

reproduce the output sequence. Instead of this reduction, we need

to make sure that oLFSR does not generate the same bit sequences

α of length Lα = 2n − 1 successively as it will significantly reduce
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the quality of optical keystream as well as the level of diffusion and

confusion. Let us denote a bit pattern of optical stream m, which

consists of N finite optical sub-streams si, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , of length

Ls, as m = [s1, s2, ..., sN ], where si and si+1 can have the same or

different bit patterns. The length of optical stream m can be then

determined as Lm = N · Ls. We refer to a key as poor, if, for in-

stance, K = [k1, k2, ..., kj , ...] ≡ [k1, k1, ..., k1, ...] = [α, α, ..., α]. To

this end, the length Lα of key sequence α generated by a certain

oLFSR must be Lα << 2n − 1 << Lm. To generate a long optical

key with a high level of entropy and without sequence repeat, we

hence need new methods for all-optical oLFSR de-linearization. All

notations utilized in this chapter are summarized in Sec. 5.8.

Basic oKG (oKG-A)

Fig. 5.3a presents an oKG which consists of only one pRNG and one

oLFSR. The secret parameter k initializes pRNG-a, which generates

nonlinear bits M = [z̃, ñ] at low bit rate CRa , where bit pattern

z̃ and ñ have length z and n, respectively. The first n out of LM

bits are used as a seed to initialize oLFSR, while further z bits are

utilized for nonlinear shifting of oLFSR, i.e., LM = n + z. Some

of the bits from the optical shift register are XOR concatenated, as

it is typically the case in LFSR. The resulting bits b are forwarded

to an additional oXOR gate for concatenation with nonlinear z̃-bits

from pRNG-a. Then, nonlinear bits b̃ = z̃ ⊕ b are inserted back to

the shift register at the last position. As a result, bits in the register

are shifted so that the bit on the first position leaves the register as

a key bit of the optical encryption key K.

For an effective oLFSR de-linearization, pRNG-a needs to gener-

ate at least one bit before oLFSR generates αa, Lαa<<2n−1 optical

key bits, i.e., Lαa
C
≥ 1
CRa

. Thus, the required bit rate of pRNG-a is

CRa ≥ C
Lαa

. (5.1)
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That results in z additional cryptographically strong bits from pRNG-

a, and z nonlinear oLFSR shifting operations during the entire key

generation process. The number of z̃-bits can be determined as

z = Lm
Lαa

, (5.2)

which increase the entropy of the generated optical key K.

The oKG-A has to be implemented considering two requirements,

i.e., CRa << C and Lαa << 2n − 1. However, since the same

oLFSR output sequence of length 2n − 1 is randomly shifted by z-

bits with probability 50%, resulting in a change of bit 1 or 0 to 0 or

1, respectively, the quality of optical keystream and, thus, high level

of security can be only reached, if Lαa → 1, i.e., CRa → C.

That contradicts the defined design requirements on oKG.

oKG with parallel LFSRs (oKG-B)

To avoid the repetition of the same bit sequence, such as in the case

of oKG-A, while reducing the bit rate of pRNG, multiple oLFSRs

can be used to generate an optical key. That would allow us a choice

of different generator polynomials and different special sequences of

maximal length 2n − 1 bits for the key generation. Fig. 5.3b shows

such oKG implementation with P parallel oLFSRs and 1 : P opti-

cal switch. The resulting optical key K is generated with different

oLFSRs that are randomly selected by the optical switch during the

key generation process. Here, we propose to switch between parallel

oLFSRs I times, i.e., perform oLFSR reset, and to reinitialize the

switched oLFSRs with a new seed, i.e., perform oLFSR reseed. We

refer to the time between two resets/reseeds as reset cycle tc.

The pRNG-b initialized by control sequence k generates electronic

bit sequence M = [ñ1, p̃1, ..., ñj , p̃j , ..., ñI , p̃I ] of length LM at low bit

rate CRb to define one out of P oLFSRs and to seed the same in any

reset cycle. For any jth reset cycle, p = dlog2(P )e bits correspond to

the index of the next oLFSR to be used, and sequence ñj of length
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Figure 5.3: Engineering an optical key generator (oKG) [11]: a) Basic

design, b) Parallel oLFSRs, c) Combination of a) and b).

n bits are used as oLFSR seed. Thus, the bit sequence p̃j configures

optical switch to forward n bits into randomly selected oLFSR p̃j .

The seed-bits are converted by E/O converter bit by bit into optical

impulses, just like in oKG-A. The generation of key K starts when

the shift register of selected oLFSR p is filled by n initial bits, i.e.,

seeded. When the same oLFSR is randomly reselected by pRNG-b

for the next reset cycle j+1, the generated seed ñj+1 can be used as

a de-linearization stream to additionally shift the register of oLFSR

without switching and interruptions of the key generation process.

Any oLFSR randomly selected by the switch generates only a

part kj ≡ αb of an optical key K, where Lkj ≡ Lαb << 2n − 1,

whereby I reset cycles are required to generate a whole key K, i.e.,
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K = [k1, k2, ..., kj , ..., kI ] and LK = Lm = I ·Lαb . Thus, the number

of reset cycles required for generation of a whole optical key K is

I =
Lm
Lαb

. (5.3)

During any reset cycle tc, pRNG-b with a bit rate CRb has to

generate n + p bits and the optical switch has to switch from the

previous oLFSR to the newly selected one during time tsw. During

the same time tc, an active oLFSR generates at rate C the key part

αb of length Lαb . Thus, the duration of the reset cycle is

tc =
Lαb
C

=
p+ n

CRb
+ tsw, (5.4)

the required bit rate CRb of pRNG-b is then derived as

CRb =
(p+ n)C

Lαb − tswC
. (5.5)

The implementation of oKG-B can be realized by considering CRb <<

C and Lαb << 2n − 1. Nevertheless, the probability that the

same shifted bit pattern sequentially occurs within an optical key

sequence K is now ( 1
P

)I , i.e., each time the same oLFSR is rese-

lected. Let us consider the required bit rate of pRNG-b CRb , as

defined by Eq. (5.5). The condition CRb << C is only valid, when

(Lαb − tswC)→∞, i.e., tsw → 0 and Lαb →∞, and, thus, n→∞,

while the switching time tsw needs to decrease with increasing optical

line rate C. Although some optical switches are able to switch opti-

cal signals between output ports in nanoseconds, a faster switching

time remains a challenge for the line rates beyond 100 Gbit/s. Thus,

there can be a need for an oLFSR de-linearization technique, which

can relax the requirement of the short switching time tsw → 0. That

is only possible, when the length Lαb of any αb can be increased

without any increase in the oLFSR length n, i.e., Lαb >> 2n − 1.

However, that will result in a repetition of the same bit patterns

within a key sequence, such as in the case of oKG-A, degrading a

key quality as well as overall security.
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Combination of oKG-A and oKG-B (oKG-C)

This method combines the previous two approaches to relax the

requirement on the short switching time tsw without repetition of the

same bit pattern within an optical key K. Here, oKG-B is extended

by pRNG-a with an adapted bit rate CRa << C. The resulting

oKG-C (Fig. 5.3c) consists of two pRNGs, an optical switch and

P parallel oLFSRs. Both pRNG-a and pRNG-b are initialized with

secure sequences, ka and kb, respectively. The pRNG-b generates a

sequence Mb = [ñ1, p̃1, ..., ñI , p̃I ] at rate CRb << C, which contains

p bits for random oLFSR selection and n bits of a new seed for any

out of I reset cycles. The pRNG-a generates a sequence Ma = [z̃]

at rate CRa << C, i.e., z nonlinear bits, for nonlinear shifting of a

randomly selected oLFSR p̃j . The E/O converts the nonlinear bits

of Ma and Mb into optical bits, which are forwarded towards the

active oLFSR p̃j . Thus, pRNG-a needs to generate at least one bit

before selected oLFSR generated Lαa ≤ 2n − 1 bits requiring the

bit rate CRa as defined by Eq. (5.1). Then, during the whole key

generation process, pRNG-a generates z nonlinear bits as defined by

Eq. (5.2). The combination of pRNG-a and pRNG-b assures that

there is no repetition or shifting of the same bit patterns, which was

the main weakness of oKG-A and oKG-B.

Due to oLFSR de-linearization with pRNG-a, the duration of reset

cycle tc and, thus, the number of bits Lαb generated by a selected

oLFSR before the next reset can be increased by a factor δ as follows

Lαb = δ(2n − 1), (5.6)

where δ ∈ Q, δ > 0. The bit rate of pRNG-b, which is used for

oLFSR selection and seeding, and the number of required reset cycles

are defined by Eqs. (5.5) and (5.3), respectively.

Let us now analyze the switching time tsw of an optical switch.

Based on the assumption CRb << C, Eq. (5.5) is only valid, if

0 < p+n
Lαb−tswC

<< 1 and Lαb − tswC > 0. From the first constraint,
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the switching time tsw can be calculated as follows

tsw <<
Lαb − p− n

C
. (5.7)

From the second constraint, we can derive tsw <
Lαb
C

, which is not

as strong as in Eq. (5.7), i.e.,
Lαb−p−n

C
<

Lαb
C

. Thus, using Eq.

(5.6), Eq. (5.7) can be modified as follows

tsw <
δ(2n − 1)− p− n

C
. (5.8)

As a result, the possible minimum value of δ as per system design

can be derived from Eg. (5.8) as δ > tswC+p+n
(2n−1)

.

Further De-linearization (oKG-D)

To additionally increase the entropy of the optical key, we need to

increase the level of diffusion and confusion. To this end, oKG-C

requires to provide variable system engineering parameters. Some

components of proposed oKG-C, such as maximal bit rate of pRNGs

and minimal switching time of optical 1 : P switch, are determined

by current technology and cannot be altered. Other parameters such

as a number of parallel oLFSRs P , its length n and minimal admissi-

ble bit rate of pRNGs are fixed by system design. On the other hand,

the bit rate of pRNGs can be varied between the minimum admis-

sible and maximum possible without impacting other fixed system

parameters. Let us refer to these bit rate variations as operational

bit rate. Then, the control plane can randomly define and periodi-

cally change the operational bit rates of pRNG-a and pRNG-b and,

thus, the number of reset cycles I and the length of the sequence z,

for a certain key generation session.

Let us assume that oKG-D has exactly the same architecture as

oKG-C presented in Fig. 5.3c, but the pRNG-a and pRNG-b can

provide Ea and Eb different bit rates, respectively. That can be re-

alized, for instance, with an electronic traffic shaper and results in
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Ea different possible lengths of Ma and in Eb possible lengths of Mb.

Generally, there can be Ea = Cmaxa −Cmina and Eb = Cmaxb −Cminb

different bit rates of pRNG-a and pRNG-b, respectively. Then, the

maximal bit rate Cmaxa and Cmaxb are defined by current technology

and the minimal admissible bit rates Cmina and Cminb are defined

by the oKG design, i.e., by Eqs. (5.1) and (5.5), respectively. Thus,

the minimum admissible bit rate of pRNG-a is derived as

Cmina ≥
C

Lαa
=

C

2n − 1
, (5.9)

with Eq. (5.5) and Eq. (5.6), the minimal admissible bit rate of

pRNG-b can be determined as follows

Cminb ≥
(p+ n)C

Lαb − tswC
=

(p+ n)C

δ(2n − 1)− tswC
. (5.10)

Generally, the bit rate of pRNGs can be selected once for a whole

key generation session or periodically varied during, e.g., for any

reset cycle. The level of diffusion and confusion increases with the

increasing frequency of bit rate variation. The bit rate variation of

pRNG-b for any reset cycle is only reasonable when the duration of

the reset cycle can be changed. That would be, however, challeng-

ing because the optical switch would need to be reconfigured, which

requires complex synchronization and control mechanisms. Conse-

quently, the bit rate of pRNG-b should be randomly selected once,

i.e., one out of all Eb possible, for the whole key generation session.

In contrast, the variation of the bit rate of pRNG-a will only impact

the length of the generated nonlinear sequence Ma and can be eas-

ily implemented in electronics without affecting optical components.

Thus, we propose to randomly change the bit rate of pRNG-a for

any reset cycle tc. That process can be controlled, for instance, by

an additional (third) pRNG initialized by the control plane.

We assume that the traffic shaper can vary the bit rate of pRNGs

with tier of 1bit/s, while the control plane sends control parameters
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ea and eb, where ea,b = 1, 2, ..., Ea,b to define the bit rates of the

pRNGs. Then, the session bit rate of pRNG-(a,b) is determined as

CRa,b(ea,b) = (ea,b − 1) + Cmina,b . (5.11)

The oKG-D receives three control parameters from the control plane,

i.e., ka, kb and eb, used for seeding of pRNG-a, pRNG-b and bit rate

adaption of pRNG-b, respectively. The bit rate of pRNG-a is, on

the other hand, periodically varied with a control parameter ea.

5.5 An Information-Theoretical Approach for Security

Analysis

This section presents an information-theoretical approach for anal-

ysis of a security level provided by previously designed oKGs.

5.5.1 Threat Model

Let us consider eavesdropping attacks on anonymous communica-

tion, whereby an attacker can access any optical link and encrypted

data to reveal the secret message and to deanonymize source and

destination. The assumption is that the attacker knows the length

of secret data, the length of keys utilized, the structure (algorithm)

and parameters of the cascaded oSC. Since standard pRNG in the

cascaded oKG is the most cryptographically strong subsystem, it is

assumed that the attacker can not break secure pRNG and can only

try to guess its input and output sequences, i.e., parameters k, ka,

kb, eb and ñ, p̃, z̃, respectively. Thereby, the parameters k, ka, kb,

eb are from the control plane and assumed as strongly secure.

The optical key expansion based on oLFSRs is, in contrast, funda-

mentally insecure. Thus, an attacker can generally reveal the output

sequence of pRNGs, i.e., parameters used for oLFSR initialization

ñ, p̃ and z̃, by breaking the optical key expansion system. However,

even if a set of initialization parameters can be broken at a time, the
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attacker will not be able to derive the output sequence of a pRNG

for any subsequent en-/decryption. Since the system is configured to

use a certain optical key for en-/decryption only once, the attacker

is forced to do the guessing work to break a key sequence. Thus,

for any new en/decryption step, the attacker has to guess either the

input or output bits of pRNGs. Moreover, we assume that the opti-

cal source data can only be revealed if the entire eavesdropped data

is decrypted. The latter is a valid assumption because several steps

of standard signal processing, e.g., source coding, interleaving, For-

ward Error Correction (FEC), scrambling, etc., are required before

optical layered encryption. That makes it impossible for an attacker

to detect the secret content or its parts without knowing the entire

key and inverse steps of standard signal processing.

Classification of Guessing Attacks

Due to the assumptions of the threat model defined above, we use

three definitions of guessing attacks based on information theory,

i.e., Shannon’s theory of secrecy and entropic security. We refer to

the first type of attack as

(I) Direct Guessing (DG) Attack, whereby an attacker tries to de-

crypt the secret data with all possible key sequences without using

the knowledge about cascade. In this case (Shannon’s security), an

attacker can only break encryption by guessing a secret message or

a key, which is as long as the secret message. In the case of entropic

security, the encryption key does not need to be as long as the secret

message, and an attacker tries to guess a short secret key (further

extended in any cipher). We refer to this type of attack as

(II) Black Box (BB) Attack, whereby an attacker utilizes the cascade

as a black box and tries to guess its input parameters, i.e., generates

bit sequences which are interpreted by oKG and pRNGs as valid

input parameters. Additionally, the third category of guessing at-

tacks is needed due to the insecure oLFSR-based subsystem of the
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cascade, i.e., oSC. We define this new type of guessing attack as

(III) White Box (WB) Attack1, whereby the attacker uses knowledge

about the cascaded system and tries to guess all input parameters

of the insecure subsystem, i.e., oLFSR.

5.5.2 Security Analysis of optical Stream Cipher

Since the proposed oKG designed as a cascade adapts the length

and a bit rate of the keystream, whereby the oLFSR generates mul-

tiple optical poor-entropy bits based on few high entropy bits from

a pRNG, new security evaluation techniques are required. The se-

curity analysis should prove that (i) the insecure oLFSR-based sub-

system does not degrade the security of the overall cascade, and (ii)

the long optical keystream generated by oLFSRs provides enough

uncertainty. Thus, our security analysis presents an information-

theoretical evaluation of the computational complexity of a success-

ful guessing attack, i.e., analysis of uncertainty (entropy and equiv-

ocation) of optical encryption key generated by cascaded oKG.

Definition 5.1 A cascade-based encryption system that is unbreakable

with any guessing attack within any reasonable time is referred to as

computationally secure.

Following principles of entropic security, a secret messagem of length

Lm bits is an arbitrary bit sequence out of all 2Lm possible sequences

with the highest entropy defined as H(m) = Lm. When m was en-

crypted with a key K into message K(m) of the same length Lm,

an eavesdropper who accessed the encrypted message K(m) tries to

decrypt it applying guessing work, i.e., attempts to gain message m

by guessing of encryption key K. To evaluate computational secu-

rity, the computational complexity of a guessing attack is analyzed

1Note that the white-box adversary was introduced in 2003 by Chow et al.

[133, 134] in the context of attacks on cryptographic software. Here, this

term is redefined and used in the context of guessing attacks on oKG.
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in a number of bits, which have to be guessed by an attacker. That

number of bits can be defined by equivocation H(m|K(m)).

Disclosed Optical Bits

Without loss of generality, an encrypted optical data K(m) can leak

some information of ` bits about message m reducing equivocation

H(m|K(m)) and, thus, the computational complexity of guessing.

However, due to standard signal processing steps before E/O conver-

sion, the optical data m is not readable for an attacker already before

optical en-/decryption and, thus, the optical key K can generally be

a sequence of only ones or only zeros. Consequently, there can be

2Lm different possible keys. On the other hand, XOR encryption

with the optical key, which contains ` consecutive ones or zeros, will

result in ` inversed bits or ` unchanged bits within m, where ` ≥ 0.

These ` inverted or unchanged bits can disclose the secret content

of m or its parts particularly in the last optical anonymization node

and, thus, reduce the computational complexity of guessing attacks.

Following principles of entropic security [117, 116], let us first an-

alyze the amount of disclosed optical bits ` of secret message. With-

out loss of generality, we consider oKG as a binary Markov source

presented by two states and four transitions between these states.

Then, the probability of i consecutive ones or zeros generated by

oKG can be evaluated as follows

p(i) = (1− p
00/11

)pi−1

00/11
, (5.12)

where p
00/11

< 1 is the one-step transition probability to return in

the same state, i.e., to generate “1” or “0” after generated “1” or

“0”, respectively. Thus, the expected length of disclosed consecu-

tive bits is defined as ¯̀≈ 1
1−p00/11

bits, if Lm → ∞. On the other

hand, an attacker can interpret the secret message based on s sym-

bols represented by multiple consecutive bits, e.g., s = 1 symbol is

represented by Ls = 16 bits in usual hexadecimal computer systems.
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Thus, the attacker needs whole symbols to interpret a part of the

secret message, whereby `s/Ls consecutive symbols can be leaked

to the attacker. Then, the expected length of disclosed consecutive

bits, which represent a sequence of symbols, is determined as follows

`s=

Lm∑
i=0

⌊
i

Ls

⌋
Lsp(i)=

Lm∑
i=0

⌊
i

Ls

⌋
Ls(1− p00/11

)pi−1

00/11

<
1

1− p
00/11

,

(5.13)

where
⌊
i
Ls

⌋
determines the maximum number of disclosed symbols.

As a result, the oKG needs to be adjusted to provide p
00/11

≤ 0.5

to leak `s < Ls. Generally, if an attacker interprets s symbols

of message m, these symbols do not need to be consecutive. For

instance, if s = 3, three symbols can be distributed within se-

cret data sequence m in the following fashion: 3 consecutive sym-

bols or 2 consecutive symbols and one separate symbol or 3 sep-

arate symbols and, thus, result in different occurrence probabili-

ties. Then, the probability of 3 disclosed symbols, i.e., `s = 3Ls, is

p̃(3) = p(3Ls)+p(2Ls)p(Ls)+p(Ls)
3. Using Eq. (5.12), let us define

a probability p′(y) = p(yLs) = (1−p
00/11

)pyLs−1
00/11

that y symbols out

of s disclosed symbols can occur consecutively. Thus, we can repre-

sent the probability of 3 disclosed symbols from the example above

as p̃(3) = p′(3) + p′(2)p′(1) + p′(1)3. Based on this simple example,

the occurrence probability p̃(s) of s disclosed symbols is given by

p̃(s)=p′(1)sk0+

s∑
i=2,

if s≥2

G0∑
j0=0

p′(i)χ0
−j0

G1∑
j1=0,

if χ′
1
≥i−1

p′(i− 1)χ1
−j1 ...

...

G
s−1∑

js−1=0,

if χ′
s−1
≥i−s+1

p′(i− s+ 1)χs−1−js−1 · k1,

(5.14)

where the variables k0 and k1 are logical variables to prove if a certain
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combination of consecutive and separated symbols can be arranged

within secret message m of length Lm. For the above-mentioned

example, the allocation of three separate symbols out of s = 3 dis-

closed symbols within data of 4 symbols would not be possible. That

is because each out of 3 disclosed symbols needs to be separated by

at least one undisclosed symbol, i.e., at least 2 additional symbols.

Thus, the message length needs to have at least 5 symbols. Thus,

k0=1 if and only if s+(s−1)≤ Lm
Ls

; and k1=1 if and only if a cer-

tain symbol combination can be arranged within data resulting in∑s−1
ε=0(i−ε)(χε−jε)+(χε−1) + k3(ε) ≤ Lm

Ls
, where the third logical

variable k3(ε)=1 if and only if all s symbols are not separated, i.e.,

k0 = 0, and the certain combination of (i − ε) consecutive symbols

exists, i.e., (i−ε)(χε−jε)> 0. Moreover, the certain allocation of s

symbols is possible, but not all s symbols are located considering a

certain ε, i.e.,
∑ε
ν=0(i − ν)(χν − jν)< s. The first addend in Eq.

(5.14) determines the probability that all s symbols are separated

from each other. The variable i defines any other possible position

of s disclosed symbols within secret optical data, whereby at most

i, 2 ≤ i ≤ s, consecutive symbols can be differently allocated within

the optical data. Any ε, where 0 ≤ ε ≤ s− 1, determined through jε

affects the probability p̃(s) if there are at least i− ε remaining sym-

bols out of all s disclosed symbols, which were not considered by the

previous sums. The amount of unconsidered symbols is determined

as function χ′
ε

and is calculated for any sum ε as follows

χ′ε ≡ χ′ε(j0, j1, ..., jε−1) = s−
ε−1∑
δ=0

(χδ − jδ)(i− δ), (5.15)

where χδ ≡ χε is the maximum number of symbol combinations,

which consist of (i − ε) consecutive symbols, positioned separately

from each other and is determined as follows

χε = χε(j0, j1, ..., jε−1) =


⌊
s
i

⌋
, if ε = 0,⌊ χ′ε

i−ε

⌋
, else,

(5.16)
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where s is the total number of disclosed symbols and i is the max-

imum number of consecutive symbols in a certain symbol combina-

tion as defined by a certain state, i.e., j0, j1, ..., jε−1, in Eq. (5.14).

However, the minimum number of combinations of i− ε consecutive

symbols located separately within secret data sequence can be cal-

culated as χε − Gε ≥ 0, whereby Gε is a function of unconsidered

symbols χ′
ε

and separates symbol combinations of (i−ε) consecutive

symbols, i.e., χε, and is determined as follows

Gε=



χ0 − 1, if ε=0,

min

{
χε;max

{⌊ χ′ε
i−ε−1

⌋
−1; 0

}}
, if ε>0 and

(i−ε−1)≥1,

0, else.

(5.17)

Thus, the mean number of disclosed bits, which can be interpreted

by an attacker symbol-by-symbol is given as follows

` =

Lm∑
i=0

⌊
i

Ls

⌋
p̃

(⌊
i

Ls

⌋)
. (5.18)

Security Analysis in the Case of Guessing Attacks

Next, we evaluate three different guessing attacks on oSC: DG, BB

and WB, which are characterized by different equivocation, i.e.,

HDG(m|K(m)), HBB(m|K(m)), HWB(m|K(m)), respectively. Since

the attacker knows the required input of secure subsystem (pRNG),

encryption algorithm and internal parameters of oKG, the attacker

can select those attack, which has the minimal computational com-

plexity, i.e., which requires a minimal number of bits to be guessed,

min{HDG(m|K(m)), HBB(m|K(m)), HWB(m|K(m))}.
Let us assume that an attacker collected encrypted data mi on

the input interface of an anonymization node Ai and tries to remove
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one encryption layer, i.e., to gain datami+1. Generally, the proba-

bility that the attacker can compromisemi+1, i.e., Pr(mi+1|mi), is

a probability to find a related optical key Ki, i.e., Pr(mi+1|mi) =

Pr(Ki|mi), i.e., H(mi+1|mi) ≡ H(Ki|mi). As previously defined,

the input parameters, i.e, k, ka, kb, eb, of oKG are securely gener-

ated and distributed, i.e., have a high level of entropy, and can only

be revealed by random guessing. We refer to these parameters as

strongly secure parameters. Thus, an attacker has to (I) guess an

optical key K, i.e., DG; (II) perform BB attack by guessing strongly

secure parameters; or (III) WB attack by guessing the input param-

eters of the oLFSR based subsystem, i.e., the output of pRNGs.

Direct Guessing (DG) Attack

The key equivocation observed by an attacker, who tries to guess

the optical key Ki used by anonymization node Ai, is independent

of oKG design or its control parameters and is determined as

HDG(Ki|mi) = log2(2Lm−`) = Lm − `, (5.19)

whereby the attacker can directly guess message mi+1 with similar

computational complexity, i.e., HDG(mi+1|mi) = Lm − `.
Black Box (BB) Attack

The oKG-A consists only of one pRNG-a that is seeded by a strongly

secure control parameter k of length Lk. Thus, only k needs to be

guessed by the attacker resulting in equivocation determined as

HA
BB(Ki|mi) = log2

(
2Lk
)

= Lk. (5.20)

The oKG-B contains one pRNG-b that is seeded by strongly secure

control parameter k of length Lk bits arrived from the control plane.

Thus, the attacker has to guess only this parameter k out of 2Lk

possible, resulting in the same equivocation as defined by Eq. (5.20).

The oKG-C is a combination of oKG-A and oKG-B and contains

pRNG-a and pRNG-b, which are separately seeded by strongly se-

cure control parameters ka and kb from the control plane, respec-
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tively. In case of BB attack, the attacker has to guess both parame-

ters, i.e., ka and kb of length Lka and Lkb bits and, thus, Lka +Lkb
bits totally. Thus, the attacker has to guess ka and kb out of all

2Lka+Lkb bit sequences, resulting in the equivocation defined as

HC
BB(Ki|mi) = log2

(
2Lka+Lkb

)
= Lka + Lkb . (5.21)

The oKG-D is an extension of oKG-C and consists of the same

system components. The main difference, however, is that pRNGs-a

and pRNG-b have variable bit rates. Here, an attacker has to guess

strongly secure parameters ka, kb and eb, i.e, Lka + Lkb + Leb bits

out of 2Lka+Lkb
+Leb , where Leb = log2(Eb) resulting in

HD
BB(Ki|mi) = log2

(
2Lka+Lkb

+Leb
)

= Lka + Lkb + Leb .

(5.22)

White Box (WB) Attack

The oKG-A consists of pRNG-a and one oLFSR of length n. Thus,

the attacker tries to guess the internal parameters of oKG-A, i.e.,

output bit sequence M from pRNG-a, which consists of n seed bits

and z bits for oLFSR shifting. Thus, the equivocation is defined as

HA
WB(Ki|mi) = log2

(
2LM

)
= log2

(
2n+z`

)
= n+ z`, (5.23)

where z` = Lm−`
Lαa

according to Eq. (5.2).

The oKG-B consists of an optical switch, pRNG-b and P parallel

oLFSRs of length n. The switch uses sequence M from pRNG-b

to randomly define one oLFSR for key generation in the next reset

cycle. The pRNG-b generates nonlinear bits M = [ñ1, p̃1, ..., ñI , p̃I ],

where p̃j of length p = log2(P ) is the index of oLFSR for the next

reset cycle j and ñj of length n is a seed. The attacker uses the

knowledge about oKG-B, i.e., the number of resets I, bit rate of

pRNG-b CRb , the switching time tsw, the number of oLFSRs P and

its length n as well as the line rate C, which are constant for any

encryption. To generate a correct decryption key Ki, the attacker
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needs to guess the internal parameters of oKG-B, i.e., nonlinear bit

sequences M` of length LM` generated by pRNG-b, respectively.

Here, LM` = I`(n + p) and, from Eq.(5.3), I` = Lm−`
Lαb

. Another

option, however, is to guess oLFSR-seed combination for each out of

I` reset cycles. Then, the key equivocation can be calculated as

HB
WB(Ki|mi)= log2(2nP )I`=I`(n+p)=log22LM` =LM` .

(5.24)

The oKG-C consists of pRNG-a and pRNG-b, P oLFSRs of length

n and optical switch. The pRNG-b generates sequence Mb = [ñ1, p̃1,

..., ñI , p̃I ], i.e., defines oLFSR for the next reset cycle with p bits and

its n bit seed. The pRNG-a generates a sequence Ma of length z

for oLFSR de-linearization. Using the knowledge about the oLFSR-

based subsystem, i.e., the number of resets I`, bit rates CRa and

CRb , switching time tsw, number of oLFSRs P and its length n as

well as line rate C, an attacker needs to guess the internal param-

eters of oKG-C generated by pRNGs. Thus, the attacker tries to

guess nonlinear bit sequences Ma` and Mb` of length LMa` = z` and

LMb` = I`(n+ p), respectively, resulting in key equivocation:

HC
WB(Ki|mi) = log2

(
2
LMa`

+LMb`

)
= I`(n+ p) + z`.

(5.25)

In case of WB attack on oKG-D, an attacker has to guess values

of internal parameters generated by pRNG-a and pRNG-b as well

as the session bit rates of pRNGs, i.e., CRa(ea) and CRb(eb) out of

Ea and Eb possible, respectively. Now, the amount of reset cycles

is variable and depends on the session bit rate CRb(eb) of pRNG-b.

Thus, an attacker has to consider all Eb possible numbers of resets

for all Eb possible bit rates and all possible seed-oLFSR combina-

tions for any reset cycle. Then, the attacker has to guess a bit rate

of pRNG-a CRa(ea) out of Ea possible for any reset cycle and corre-

sponding sequence Ma` out of all 2z`(Ea,eb) possible. Then, the key
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equivocation of the key generated by oKG-D is determined as

HD
WB(Ki|mi) =

Eb∑
eb=1

log2

((
2z`(Ea,eb)2nP

)I`(eb)) =

=

Eb∑
eb=1

I`(eb)(n+ p+ z`(Ea, eb)),

(5.26)

where the number of resets I`(eb) can be derived from Eqs. (5.3)

and (5.4) considering ` as follows

I`(eb) =
(Lm−`)CRb (eb)(

p+n+tswCRb
(eb)
)
C
. (5.27)

Since the pRNG-a generates bits with the same bit rate as long as

selected oLFSR p̃j generates Lαb bits of optical key Ki, an attacker

needs to consider all possible bit rates Ea of pRNG-a and to test

z`(Ea, eb) bits generated by pRNG-a for any reset cycle. In general,

to break a key Ki, it is not enough to generate all possible sequences

Ma` = [z̃`(Ea, eb)] and to test them. An attacker has to test all

possible bit rates of pRNG-a for each reset cycle because the bit

rate with that bits of the sequence Ma` are injected into the oLSFR

at least as important as the value of the sequence Ma` . With Eqs.

(5.1), (5.2) and (5.11), z`(Ea, eb) can be determined as follows

z`(Ea, eb) =

Ea∑
ea=1

Lαb(eb)CRa(ea)

C

=
Ea
C

(
Ea − 1

2
+ Cmina

)
Lαb(eb),

(5.28)

where Lαb(eb) depends on the session bit rate of pRNG-b CRb(eb)

and can be derived from Eq. (5.4) as follows

Lαb(eb) =
C
(
p+ n+ tswCRb(eb)

)
CRb(eb)

. (5.29)
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5.5.3 A Comparative Security Analysis of AES

AES provides an iterative approach, which is a sequence of simpler

cryptographic primitives (rounds) to the input data and symmetric

key k′. None of these primitives alone would be able to provide cryp-

tographic security, but a combination and repetition of them achieve

the level of diffusion and confusion required in today’s cryptosys-

tems, i.e., strong computational security [31, 95, 135]. For easier

understanding, we denote in this section the parameters from Sec.

5.8 with an apostrophe but use the same meaning of the symbols.

Before AES encryption begins, any 16 bytes of source data are

logically arranged in a 4x4 matrix and bytes of encryption key build

a matrix with 4 rows and 4, 6 or 8 columns, when key length Lk′

is set to 128, 192 or 256 bits, respectively. Since the source data is

usually larger than 16 bytes, the encryption of it requires multiple

encryption cycles. At the beginning of any encryption cycle, the 16

bytes of the original key k′ or key from the previous cycle is byte

by byte XOR concatenated with the data matrix. The result of this

concatenation and the key itself are then iteratively transformed

during multiple encryption rounds. To this end, we can consider

a chain of encryption rounds and encryption cycles as a cascade.

Each AES round is composed of a set of four basic byte operation

steps on data matrix: 1) byte substitution using substitution table;

2) shifting rows based on a fixed permutation; 3) mixing columns

based on modulo multiplications with constants and 4) adding a

round key to data with XOR operation.

To complete step 4) of any round i (adding a round key), the round

key k′i needs to be generated from the original key k′ or the round key

k′i−1 of the previous round requiring key expansion. Any key K′j in

any encryption cycle j can be presented as a sequence of round keys,

k′0, k′1, ..., k′i, ..., k′Rk′ , and noted as K′ = [k′0, k
′
1, ..., k

′
i, ..., k

′
Rk′

],

where Rk′ is a number of encryption rounds required to encrypt

data matrix of 16 bytes, i.e., LK′j = 128Rk′ bits. The resulting
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encryption key K′ is presented as [K′1, ...,K
′
j , ...,K

′
c] and has length

LK′ = cLK′j , where c =
Lm′
128

is a number of encryption cycles.

The AES decryption consists of inverse steps. Although the order

in which the four operation steps are executed is different for en-

and decryption, the number of byte operations required is the same

resulting in the same computational complexity.

A secret message m′ of length Lm′ bits is an arbitrary bit sequence

with the entropy defined as H ′(m′) = Lm′ . An attacker, who ac-

cessed encrypted message m′i on input interface of anonymization

node Ai, tries to remove one encryption layer by performing guess-

ing work, i.e., tries to gain a message m′i+1. We consider the prob-

ability that the attacker can compromise m′i+1, i.e., Pr(m′i+1|m′i),
as a probability to find a related key K′i for AES algorithm, i.e.,

Pr(m′i+1|m′i) = Pr(K′i|m′i) and, thus, H ′(m′i+1|m′i) ≡ H(K′i|m′i).
The AES key k′ can generally consist of only ones or only zeros

resulting in 2Lk′ possible key sequences. These two specific key

sequences do not significantly degrade AES security level because

they are transformed into a sequence of ones and zeros already after

the first key expansion round, i.e., ` = 0.

An attacker can not access the strongly secure AES key k′ and,

thus, has to (I) guess the message m′i+1 out of all 2Lm′ possible, i.e.,

DG attack; (II) perform BB attack by guessing key k′; or (III) WB

attack by guessing the internal parameters of the AES system, i.e.,

any round key in any encryption cycle.

Direct Guessing (DG) Attack

When AES algorithm is used, the attacker can try to directly guess

the message m′i+1. With AES algorithm, there is no generally valid

key of length Lm′ , which can decrypt m′i by one transformation, e.g.,

with XOR operation, i.e., the equivocation in case of DG attack is

H ′DG(m′i+1|m′i) = log2(2Lm′ ) = Lm′ . (5.30)

Considering Eqs. (5.30) and (5.19), ifm ≡ m′ and Lm−` = Lm′ then

HDG(Ki+1|mi) = H ′DG(m′i+1|m′i). Thus, an attacker, who performs
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DG attack to compromise a secret message, has to guess the same

number of bits independent of the encryption method, oSC or AES.

Black Box (BB) Attack

In the case of BB attack, an attacker has to guess a strongly secure

AES key k′ with entropy H ′(k′) = H ′BB(k′i|m′i) and, then, utilize

them for AES decryption. When AES were compromised, an at-

tacker would try every encryption key k′ out of 2Lk′ possible to de-

crypt an eavesdropped message with a well-known algorithm. Thus,

the equivocation of the AES key can be determined as follows

H ′BB(k′i|m′i) = log2

(
2Lk′

)
= Lk′ . (5.31)

Corollary 5.1 To reach the same universally accepted level of security,

such as provided by AES, the control sequence utilized by any oSC,

i.e., pRNGs, needs to be at least as long as the AES key k′.

White Box (WB) Attack

In case of WB attack, an attacker will use the knowledge about

the subsystems of a cascade, i.e., AES algorithm for any encryp-

tion round, to compromise the secret message m′i+1. The attacker

knows the length of the secret message and the key, i.e., Lm′ and

Lk′ , respectively. Thus, he knows the number of decryption cy-

cles c required to decrypt the whole message m′i and the number of

decryption rounds per decryption cycle Rk′ . The number of AES

encryption rounds Rk′ performed on any 16 data bytes (4x4 matrix)

depends on the key length Lk′ and is defined as Rk′ = 6 +
Lk′
32

. For

a fair comparison, we assume, such as for the oSC, that the attacker

has to decrypt a whole message m′i, i.e., all Lm′ bits, to be able to

decide if the guessed key is the correct one. As a result, the attacker

attempts to guess any 128 bits of any possible original key and any

round key used in each decryption round and each decryption cycle.
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That results in the following equivocation

H ′WB(K′i|m′i) = log2

((
2128(Rk′+1)

)Lm′
128

)
= (Rk′ + 1)Lm′ .

(5.32)

5.5.4 Creating Security Benchmark

Ideally, any encryption system follows the general condition for a per-

fect secrecy defined as H(m|K(m)) = H(m) = Lm and ` = 0, while

that system needs to satisfy the condition min{HDG(m|K(m)),

HBB(m|K(m)), HWB(m|K(m))} ≥ Lm. However, standard ciphers

(e.g., AES) as well as the proposed oSC, e.g., based on oKG-D, can-

not provide perfect secrecy. That is due to the fact that the length

of the source message is generally much larger than the input pa-

rameters of the cryptosystem, e.g., Lka + Lkb + Leb << Lm for

oKG-D. Based on this fact, we analyze next the capability of oSC to

be computationally secure and define two types of cascaded systems:

Definition 5.2 A cascade with a minimal computational complexity

of guessing defined by the computational complexity of BB attacks

is considered as computationally secure cascade (CSC), i.e.,

HWB(m|K(m)) ≥ HBB(m|K(m))∩HDG(m|K(m)) ≥ HBB(m|K(m)).

Definition 5.3 A computationally secure cascade with a maximal com-

putational complexity of guessing defined by the computational com-

plexity of WB attack, is referred to as perfectly balanced cascade

(PBC), i.e., HWB(m|K(m)) ≥ HDG(m|K(m)) ≥ HBB(m|K(m)).

Thus, an attacker uses the BB attack for CSC due to the small-

est computational complexity of guessing, whereby he guesses the

strongly secure input parameters of the secure subsystem, i.e., pRNGs

in oKG. In the case of PBC, an attacker would guess the entire key
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or the strongly secure input parameters of cascade with less compu-

tational complexity than in the case of guessing of internal system

parameters, e.g., of insecure oLFSR based subsystem in oKG.

In regard to oKG-A, using following Def. 5.2 and Eqs. (5.19),

(5.20) and (5.23), the conditions for computationally secure oKG-A,

i.e., Lm − ` ≥ Lk and n + z` ≥ Lk or, n + Lm−`
Lαa

≥ Lk, are valid,

if Lm − ` → ∞ and Lαa << Lm − `, Lk << Lm − `. That is

always the case for optical networks and oKG-A, if ` << Lm. In

contrast, oKG-A can not be implemented as a PBC as per Def. 5.3,

as a condition for that would be n + z` ≥ Lm − ` ≥ Lk and is only

valid if pRNG-a generates at least as many nonlinear bits (n + z`)

as many key bits were generated by oLFSR (Lm − `). That will,

however, requires pRNG-a operates at optical line rate and result

in no need for oLFSR, i.e., contradicts our assumptions CRa << C

and LM << Lm. A pRNG implemented on the electronic layer

(hardware or software) can currently operate at bit rates up to 1.3

Gb/s [136]. In contrast, the optical line rate is much larger, up to 400

Gb/s. Thus, to generate a long key sequence at a line rate, there is a

need for a large number of pRNGs, which is an impractical solution.

With Def. 5.2, the condition for computationally secure oKG-B

can be derived with Eqs. (5.19), (5.20) and (5.24) as Lm − ` ≥
Lk and I`(n + p) ≥ Lk, if Lm − ` → ∞ and Lαa << Lm − `,

Lk << Lm − `, which are valid. Thus, oKG-B is CSC by design.

However, the condition for perfectly balanced oKG-B from Def. 5.3

is I`(n + p) ≥ Lm − ` ≥ Lk. That condition can be modified as
(Lm−`)(n+p)

Lαb
≥ Lm − ` and, thus, (n + p) ≥ Lαb . Since (n + p) bits

are generated by pRNG-b and Lαb bits are generated by oLFSR

any reset cycle, oKG-B is only PBC, if pRNG-b generates at least

as many nonlinear bits (n+ p) as many key bits were generated by

oLFSR p̃j , i.e., Lαb bits. That will, however, require that pRNG-

b operates at optical line rate and result in no need for oLFSRs,

i.e., contradicts our assumptions CRb << C and n + p << Lαb
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(LM << Lm). Thus, oKG-B can not be designed as PBC.

The condition for computationally secure oKG-C from Def. 5.2

is valid, i.e., I`(n + p) + z` ≥ Lka + Lkb . With Eqs. (5.3) and

(5.2), (Lm−`)(n+p)
Lαb

+ Lm−`
Lαa

≥ Lka + Lkb , if Lm − ` → ∞, Lαa <<

Lm − `, Lαb << Lm − ` and Lka + Lkb << Lm − `, that is always

valid in optical networks with oSC based on oKG-C, if ` << Lm.

Based on Def. 5.3, the proposed oKG-C is PBC, if HC
WB(Ki|mi) ≥

HC
DG(Ki|mi) ≥ HC

BB(Ki|mi), I`(n+ p) + z` ≥ Lm − ` ≥ Lka +Lkb ,

if pRNG-a and pRNG-b generate at least as many bits, i.e., Ma and

Mb, as many bits oLFSR generates, i.e., I(n + p) + z ≥ Lm, ` = 0.

That contradicts the requirements on oLFSRs to 1) expand the bits

from pRNGs into longer sequences and 2) adapt key’s bit rate to

optical line rate, i.e., oKG-C can not be designed as PBC.

Lemma 5.1 The oKG-D with variable bit rates of pRNGs is a per-

fectly balanced cascade if the number of different bit rates of pRNG-a

is determined as follows

Ea ≥

√√√√
(2Cmina−1)2

4
−

2(n+p)
Eb∑
eb=1

CRb
(eb)(

p+n+tswCRb
(eb)
)−2C

Eb
−

− (2Cmina − 1)

2
.

(5.33)

The proof of Lemma 5.1 is presented in Appendix 7.9.

With Eqs. (5.30), (5.31) and (5.32), the condition for AES as com-

putationally complex and perfectly balanced cascadeH ′WB(K′i|m′i) ≥
H ′DG(m′i+1|m′i) ≥ H ′BB(k′i|m′i) is valid, i.e., (Rk′ + 1)Lm′ ≥ Lm′ ≥
Lk′ . Thus, the AES encryption system is PBC for any standardized

size of key k′ and any length of secret message m′.

Table 5.1 summarizes the resulting key equivocation related to

guessing attacks considered, each proposed oKG design and, for com-

parison, of AES. Here, we would like to note that oKG-A, oKG-B,

and oKG-C can provide high computational security despite their
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DG attack

HDG(Ki|mi)

BB attack

HBB(Ki|mi)

WB attack

HWB(Ki|mi)
Security Evaluation

AES Lm′ LK′ (RK′ + 1)Lm′ PBC

oKG-A Lm − ` Lk n+ z` CSC

oKG-B Lm − ` Lk I`(n+ p) CSC

oKG-C Lm − ` Lka + Lkb I`(n+ p) + z` CSC

oKG-D Lm − ` Lka + Lkb + Leb
∑Eb
eb=1 I`(eb)(n+ p+ z`(Ea, eb)) PBC

Table 5.1: Security Evaluation of AES and oKGs [11].

Figure 5.4: A minimal admissible bit rate of pRNG-a (Cmina) [11].

lower design complexity as compared to oKG-D. Thus, they can be

utilized for applications, which support a limited system complexity

only and accept the provided level of security, i.e., CSC.

5.6 Performance Evaluation

Let us now investigate the system parameters required for the design

of perfectly balanced oKG-D within oSC, when ` = 0.

Fig. 5.4 numerically shows the minimal admissible bit rate of

pRNG-a for oLFSR de-linearization as a function of oLFSR length

n and the line rate C. The results were obtained from Eq. (5.10).

As expected, the minimal rate for pRNG-a, Cmina , decreases with

increasing oLFSR length n from hundreds of Kbits per second up
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Figure 5.5: A maximal admissible switching time (tsw) [11].

to few bits per second, e.g., for line rate C = 100 Gb/s from ≈ 400

Mb/s to ≈ 1 b/s for n = 8 and n = 27, respectively.

Let us now illustrate some basic insights of switching time tsw

numerically obtained from Eq. (5.8) and shown in Fig. 5.5. Here,

required tsw of optical switch is presented for some typical values of n

and C. Since the number of parallel oLFSRs P does not significantly

impact tsw, i.e., tsw(P = 3) ≈ tsw(P = 15), we set P = 3. A careful

examination of Fig. 5.5 exposes that for fixed C, tsw increases with

increasing n and δ. However, the increasing line rate C requires

shorter switching time, e.g., if n = 16 and δ = 1 then tsw ≈ 655ns

and tsw ≈ 164ns for C = 100 Gb/s and C = 400 Gb/s, respectively.

With numerical results in Fig. 5.5, the required bit rate of pRNG-

b CRb defined by Eq. (5.5) can be presented as a function of a

maximal switching time tsw; as shown in Fig. 5.6. The switching

time tsw was fixed for n = 16 using Fig. 5.5, whereby CRb = C,

if tsw is maximal possible for a certain value of n. Generally, CRb
decreases with decreasing tsw, C and increasing δ. In contrast, CRb
is almost constant if tsw < 50 ns, i.e., ≈ 14 Mb/s and ≈ 55 Mb/s for
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Figure 5.6: A minimal admissible bit rate of pRNG-b (CRb) [11].

Figure 5.7: The normalized equivocation of AES and oSC [11].

C = 100 Gb/s and C = 400 Gb/s, respectively, for δ = 2.

The numerical scale of physical parameters that describe the com-

ponents of oKG-D is presented in Figs. 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and shows the

suitability of proposed oSC for the realization as PBC. For instance,

if C = 100 Gb/s and P = 3 oLFSRs of length n = 16 utilized then

Cmina = 1.5 Mb/s, Cminb = 53.8 Mb/s for δ = 1, tsw = 321 ns,
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Ea = 50 and Eb = 1000. Thus, next, the computational complexity

of a guessing attack on oKG-D is evaluated numerically.

Fig. 5.7 compare the key equivocation of oSC based on oKG-D

and AES when an attacker uses the knowledge about system design

and encryption algorithm, i.e., performs WB attack. As shown, the

oSC can provide much higher equivocation than the AES algorithm

independent of line rate C, if, for instance, Ea = 50 and Eb ≥ 15000

resulting in Cmaxa ≈ 1.5 Mb/s and Cmaxb ≈ 53.815 Mb/s. Moreover,

the guessing attack on oSC has computational complexity, which is

1 to ∼ 180 times larger, in case of WB attack as compared to DG at-

tack (only maximal 15 times larger for AES-256, i.e., Lk′ = 256 bits).

Generally, the computational complexity
H D
WB(Ki|mi)

HD
DG

(Ki|mi)
increases with

increasing Eb, Ea and independent of C, if switching time tsw and

related bit rate of pRNG-b are set based on Fig.5.6, i.e., Eq. (5.5).

5.7 Summary

This chapter studied the feasibility of all-optical layered encryption

and, thus, the practicality of an anonymous optical network. As a

result, some designs of optical stream cipher based on a cascade of

standard low bit rate electronic pRNGs and oLFSR were proposed

and analyzed. To increase the entropy of a generated optical key,

several methods for oLFSRs de-linearization were investigated. A

novel information-theoretical approach for security evaluation and

benchmarking allowed a security assessment of the proposed optical

stream cipher and its comparison with the state of the art cipher,

i.e., AES. A computationally secure cascade and a perfectly balanced

cascade were analytically defined as a condition for high compu-

tational security required in today’s cascaded cryptosystems. The

numerical evaluation of the security level provided by optical stream

cipher showed that it is comparable to today’s standards, such as

AES while operating all-optically at high optical line-rates.
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5.8 List of Symbols

Parameters unknown to attacker

m input secret message of length Lm

k, ka, kb
control parameters of length Lk, Lka , Lkb utilized for

(re-)initialization of oKG, pRNG-a, pRNG-b, respectively.

K optical key generated of length LK = Lm

M
nonlinear bit sequence of length LM generated by

pRNG-a,b in oKG-A or oKG-B.

Ma, Mb

nonlinear bit sequence of length LMa , LMb generated by

pRNG-a, pRNG-b in oKG-C,D, respectively.

ñ nonlinear bit sequence of length n for oLFSR seeding

z̃
nonlinear bit sequence of length z for oLFSR

de-linearization

α
bit sequence generated by oLFSR between two nonlinear

shifts by bits from pRNG.

αa, αb
bit sequence generated by oLFSR between two nonlinear

shifts by bits from pRNG-a and pRNG-b, respectively.

p̃
binary index of oLFSR randomly selected for optical key

generation in oKG-B,C,D and generated by pRNG-b.
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ea, eb
random bit sequence for definition of session bit rate

of pRNG-a, pRNG-b in oKG-D, respectively.

CRa(ea),

CRb(eb)

randomly selected session bit rate of pRNG-a, pRNG-b

in oKG-D out of Ea, Eb, respectively.

Parameters known to attacker

` number of bits from secret message m known to attacker

C optical line rate

Lm length of secret message m, m′ encrypted

Lk, Lka , Lkb
length of control parameters k, ka, kb utilized for

initialization of oKG, pRNG-a, pRNG-b, respectively.

LK length of optical encryption key K.

LM
length of nonlinear bit sequence M generated by

pRNG-a,b in oKG-A or oKG-B.

LMa , LMb
length of nonlinear bit sequence Ma, Mb generated

by pRNG-a, pRNG-b in oKG-C,D, respectively.

Lα
length of bit sequence α generated by oLFSR

between two nonlinear shifts by M bits from pRNG.

Lαa , Lαb
length of bit sequence αa, αb generated by oLFSR

between two nonlinear shifts, respectively.

P number of parallel oLFSRs in oKG-B,C,D.
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n oLFSR length.

CRa , CRb bit rate of pRNG-a, pRNG-b in oKG-A,B,C, respectively.

tc duration of one reset cycle.

tsw
time, during which optical switch within oKG-B,C,D is

able to switch between oLFSRs.

n
number of nonlinear bits generated

by pRNG for oLFSR seeding

z
number of nonlinear bits generated by pRNG-a

for oLFSR de-linearization.

I
number of reset cycles required to generate an encryption

key K of length Lm.

Ea, Eb
number of different bit rates provided by pRNG-a,

pRNG-b in oKG-D, respectively.

Cmina , Cminb

minimum required session bit rate of pRNG-a, pRNG-b

in oKG-D, respectively.

Cmaxa ,

Cmaxb

maximal possible bit rate of pRNG-a, pRNG-b defined

by current technology, respectively.

Leb
length of random bit sequence eb from control plane to

define session bit rate CRb(eb) of pRNG-b in oKG-D.
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6
Conclusion

This thesis studied advanced network systems and showed a great

promise of parallel transmission combined with coding, random rout-

ing and redundant configurations, which is indeed the system with

the maximum randomness, diversity and over-provisioning required

to ensure privacy, anonymity, integrity and reliability. Even The

Onion Routing (Tor) network could benefit from the advanced net-

work concepts presented in this thesis, whereby the end-to-end per-

formance could be improved, anonymity and privacy - increased and

the censorship success - significantly reduced.

Due to some complex configurations of novel network systems de-

signed in this thesis, the further focus was the development of ad-

vanced analysis for the evaluation of i) network performance param-

eters such as skew, deskew buffer size, flow completion time and

information flow, ii) service reliability such as transmission reliabil-

ity and Service Function Chain (SFC) reliability, and iii) network

security level in case of eavesdropping and jamming. The gener-

alized analytical models developed in the course of this thesis are

based on combinatorics, probability and information theory and can

be applied to any network system with intrinsic parallelism and ran-

domness. The main findings and open issues are summarized below.
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With novel performance analysis, the parallel transmission con-

cepts with optimal and random routing were compared regarding

different performance parameters. The key outcome is thereby that

the parallel transmission with random routing and erasure coding

can have similar performance as conventional systems over optimal

paths. Random routing was shown to be feasible in combination

with coding, whereby the coding and path redundancy help to re-

duce the skew and deskew buffer size while eliminating the need for

complex path optimizations. The main advantages of these novel

network systems, however, are the relatively small deskew buffer

and no need for traffic re-transmission, i.e., high throughput, in the

case of traffic losses or path failures. Random circuit switching is

more relevant from a practical point of view than random packet

switching as it requires a smaller deskew buffer at the receiver and

does not lead to congestion of forwarding nodes in the network.

Applying novel SFC failure protection concepts based on system-

atic erasure coding or its combination with conventional backup pro-

tection, SFC reliability was extensively studied in this thesis. Here,

the parallel transmission, coding, and redundancy of coding, paths

and SFC were utilized. The most relevant finding was that the traffic

and SFC parallelism significantly increase SFC reliability. Further-

more, a combination of coding and backup protection can addition-

ally increase service reliability and reduce the control and manage-

ment overhead related to VNF migration and traffic redirection. The

novel generalized reliability analysis presented in this thesis is par-

ticularly valuable because it takes into consideration the failures of

DCs, racks, servers, and VNFs as well as component sharing, hetero-

geneity, and their interdependency, i.e., failure propagation. Hence,

a placement independent and a placement dependent SFC reliability

could be analytically evaluated. This thesis provides some relevant

trade-offs between heterogeneity and disjointedness of network com-

ponents. The most interesting conclusion is that a highly disjoint
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placement does not automatically lead to the highest SFC reliability

but is a function of components’ interdependency. Additionally, a

possible design of a reliable parallel transmission was presented on an

example of Free Space Optics. The significant result is thereby that,

with a trade-off between information rate, complexity, and cost, an

adaptive erasure coding controlled by an intelligent algorithm can

allow highly reliable transmission independent of any interference.

Security issues such as anonymity, privacy, integrity and censor-

ship were investigated in networks designed by combining different

concepts such as serial and parallel transmission with and without

coding and with optimal and random routing. The impact of par-

allel transmission with random routing and coding on the resulting

security level was analyzed using a new generalized security anal-

ysis. That analysis assesses the privacy level and probabilities of

deanonymization and censorship success when eavesdropping and

jamming are performed simultaneously on different physical links

and nodes. The key result is that random packet switching provides

a high security degree than random circuit switching when multiple

physical links are compromised. In contrast, random circuit switch-

ing showed better security performance in the networks with single

wiretap edges. In circuit-switched networks, the parallel transmis-

sion with coding and random routing can significantly increase the

robustness of the system against both eavesdropping and jamming

as compared to a conventional optimal routing. The most important

outcome, however, is the existing trade-off between the amount of

coding and path redundancy and the probability of eavesdropping

and jamming success. It is shown that the probability of both at-

tacks could be minimized with a properly selected amount of coding

and path redundancy. In contrast, the traditional multipath could

not ensure security and reliability as a whole sent data could be

eavesdropped or jammed with only one compromised physical link.

This thesis additionally showed that traditional Tor can benefit from
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parallel transmission implemented with multiple IP tunnels, eraser

coding, redundancy and a full-random selection of onion routers and

tunnels. Hence, privacy and, in case of censorship, integrity and re-

liability were significantly improved, whereby the anonymity was

similar to the anonymity provided by traditional Tor.

In the course of this thesis, the feasibility of a novel anonymous

optical network and all-optical layered encryption were investigated.

Different designs of optical stream ciphers and, in particular, opti-

cal key generators were presented and analyzed. The main idea was

to combine standard low bit rate pRNGs and oLFSR at line rate

into cryptographic cascade to enable encryption at the line rate. A

new information-theoretical approach was developed and utilized for

security evaluation and benchmarking of the optical cascade. New

types of cryptosystems, i.e., computationally secure cascade and per-

fectly balanced cascade, were introduced and analytically defined as a

condition for a security level required in today’s cryptosystems based

on the cascade. The major result of this study is that the security

provided by optical stream cipher is comparable to today’s stan-

dards, e.g., AES, while operating all-optically at higher line-rates.

Although this thesis showed the suitability of the advanced net-

work systems to improve reliability and security, some open issues

need to be addressed to increase their feasibility. First, there is a

need to provide a better understanding of networks with a heteroge-

neous level of parallelism between nodes, dynamically changing path

blocking and cross-layer design in advanced anonymous networks.

The parallel transmission and coding for SFC reliability result in the

overhead related to synchronization of VNF replicas and processing

of coded packets, which requires further investigation. Finally, the

main issues related to the implementation of advanced anonymous

optical networks are the optical components, which exist today only

in an experimental realm and remain hard to deploy.
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Appendix

7.1 Derivation of Eq. (2.22)

The delays of the N paths Pl ∈ GP are sorted in the ascending order,

i.e., d1 ≤ ... ≤ dm ≤ ... ≤ dl... ≤ dN . In the same way, a subset of

n paths Plm(α) ∈Mn(α) have delay values dl1(α) ≤ ... ≤ dlm(α) ≤
... ≤ dln(α). Due to this ordering, it is obviously that the delay of

the mth path Plm(α) ∈ Mn(α) can only be mapped to delays from
#»

d in the range dm ≤ dlm(α) ≤ dN−n+m. Now let us assume, that

the mth path Plm(α) of an arbitrary subset Mn(α) is mapped to

the lth path Pl ∈ GP with delay dl. Then there are m − 1 paths

with delays dl1(α) ≤ dl2(α) ≤ ... ≤ dlm−1(α) which are smaller or

equal to dlm(α) and can be mapped to a set of l − 1 paths with

delays d1 ≤ d2 ≤ ... ≤ dl−1. Since l ≥ m there are Cl−1,m−1 possible

combinations for this mapping. Similarly, there are n−m paths with

delays dlm+1(α) ≤ ... ≤ dln(α) larger or equal to dlm(α), which can

be mapped to a set of N− l paths with delays dl+1 ≤ ... ≤ dN . Since

l ≤ N − n + m there are CN−l,n−m possible combinations for this

mapping. Finally, we have in total Cl−1,m−1CN−l,n−m combinations

with equal occurrence probability pl(m), where the lth path Pl with

delay dl from
#»

d is selected as mth path with delay dlm(α). Thus,

this probability can be derived as follows

pl(m) = 1/aM
∑
α δα(l,m) = Cl−1,m−1CN−l,n−m/aM.
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7.2 Proof of Lemma 2.1

To ensure a fault-tolerant transmission, a correction of all erroneous

bits corrupted during transmission is required. Without LNC, the

data blocks are only protected with the FEC code, as previously

discussed. Thus, the allowed number of corrupted bits in any data

block of size LM
R

has to be at least equal to the number of bits, which

can be corrected by the FEC, i.e., tk, resulting in

LM · p′e
R

≤ tk =
hmin − 2

2
=
LM −RLM − 2R

2R
. (7.1)

Then, the required code rate R for fault-tolerant parallel transmis-

sion without LNC can be expressed as follows

R ≤ LM (1− 2p′e)

LM + 2
< 1− 2p′e ⇔ ∀p′e : p′e < 0.5. (7.2)

Thus, that system can tolerate a bit error rate on parallel transmis-

sion paths, which is less than 50%. On the other hand, the parallel

transmission system with LNC needs to detect all corrupted bits in

each data block while at most half of these erroneous bits can be

corrected by FEC code with capability defined as tk = te−1
2

. Thus,

the number of corrupted bits in LNC encoded data block has to be

at most equal to te, i.e.,

LM · p′e
RLNC

≤ te = hmin − 1 =
LM
RLNC

− LM − 1. (7.3)

As a result, the required code rate RLNC in the system with LNC is

RLNC ≤
LM (1− p′e)
LM + 1

< 1− p′e, ∀p′e : p′e < 1. (7.4)

Thus, the LNC coded parallel transmission ensures fault tolerance

up to 100%. Moreover, comparing code rates of the systems with and

without LNC, we can observe that LNC relaxes the requirements on

FEC and increases the code rate, i.e., RLNC > R.
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7.3 Proof of Lemma 2.2

Let us, first, define the information flow for both systems, with and

without LNC. Using Eqs. (7.2) and (2.45), the information flow of a

system without LNC can be determined as follows

Φ = R < 1− 2p′e. (7.5)

For the parallel transmission system with LNC, let us assume the

stronger requirements on APL derived from Eq. (2.43) as APL ≥
r
k

, where only r out of k data blocks are allowed to be erroneous.

Then, with Eqs. (7.4) and (2.45), the information flow for the parallel

transmission system with LNC is defined as follows

ΦLNC =
kRLNC

n
=

kRLNC
k + k · PER =

RLNC
1 + PER

. (7.6)

With Eq. (2.41), this equation can be modified as follows

ΦLNC =
1− p′e

1 + 1− (1−BER)LM
. (7.7)

The BER can be determined using Eqs. (2.42) and (7.4) as

BER =
LM · p′e −RLNC · tk

LM

=
2LM · p′e − LM + LM (1− p′e) + 2(1− p′e)

2LM

=
LM · p′e + 2(1− p′e)

2LM
=
p′e
2

+
1− p′e
LM

≈ p′e
2
,

(7.8)

where LM is a large number, e.g., LM ≥ 64 bits in the Ethernet

layer. Thus, the information flow of the proposed system is

ΦLNC =
1− p′e

2− (1− p′e
2

)LM
≈ 1− p′e

2
, ∀p′e > 0. (7.9)

The resulting functions of an information flow are defined by Eqs. (7.5)

and (7.9) for systems without and with LNC, respectively. Gener-

ally, the information flows in both systems decrease with increasing
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bit error rate p′e, while these functions (Eqs. (7.5) and (7.9)) have

one joint value only, which can be determined with ΦLNC = Φ as

1− p′e
2

= 1− 2p′e, (7.10)

p′e =
1

3
. (7.11)

The overhead (Eq.(2.46)) for both defined transmission systems in-

creases with growing p′e, whereby Θ = 1 − 1 + 2p′e = 2p′e and

ΘLNC = 1 − 1−p′e
2

=
1+p′e

2
have a joint value, when p′e = 1

3
. As

a result, ΘLNC < Θ, i.e.,
1+p′e

2
< 2p′e, if p′e >

1
3
.

7.4 Derivation of Eq. (2.47)

The routing over the network is implemented over k paths and r

redundant paths in parallel. Thus, n = k + r of N existing paths

can be chosen randomly. For decoding to start, the receiver needs

only k data blocks from any of those k paths that are shorter than

other r paths. Since the vector
#»

d is sorted in ascending order as

d1 ≤ d2 ≤ ... ≤ dk, a maximal path delay that has an impact on

decoding start is dk, and, thus, the delay dk from
#»

d defines a minimal

possible value of a maximal path delay. On the other hand, the last r

delays from vector
#»

d can be any delay dl, N − r + 1 ≤ l ≤ N . Since

only paths with delays dN−k−r, dN−k−r+1, ..., dN−k−r+k = dN−r

provide data blocks relevant for decoding to start, the path delay

dN−r is a maximum possible delay at the receiver.

7.5 Proof of Lemma 3.1

When a parallelized SFC consists of Ψ = 1 VNF types and all n

VNFs have the same VNF reliability p4 < 1, i.e., there is only one

reliability class (N = 1), the SFC reliability calculation follows the

parallel reliability model described by Binomial formula. Then, the
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service success is defined as a probability that at least k out of Λ4 = n

components are available, i.e., R(N = 1) =
∑A4
f4=0 p(Λ4, f4, p4).

When, for instance, the reliability of all active VNFs and all

backup VNFs of a certain type is p41 and p42 , respectively, and

p41 6= p42 , there are two reliability classes, N = 2. Then, the

SFC reliability is determined as a probability that at least k over

all Λ41 + Λ42 = n1 + n2 = k + r = n VNFs do not fail and at

least k sub-SFCs can be composed to serve k sub-flows. Since we

assumed SFC of one VNF, Ψ = 1, at least k − f41 active VNFs,

where 0 ≤ f41 ≤ min{k, r}, and at least f41 backup VNFs have

to be available, while also f42 backup VNFs can fail without ser-

vice interruption, where 0 ≤ f42 ≤ r − f41 . Thus, AVF of active

and backup VNFs is determined as A41 = min{k, r} and A42 =

min{r, r − f41} = r − f41 , respectively. Following the Binomial

formula and, additionally, applying the serial reliability model as

VNFs from both reliability classes, i.e., at least k, have to be avail-

able at the same time; the SFC reliability is determined as R4(N =

2) =
∑A41
f41

=0 p(Λ41 , f41 , p41)
∑A42
f42

=0 p(Λ42 , f42 , p42), when Ψ = 1,

Λ41 = k, Λ42 = r and N = 2.

It is obvious that this example can be extended to N ≤ k + r

reliability classes, whereby there is a need to extend the equation

above to up toN summations. In this case, the AVF of any reliability

class ξ is calculated as A4ξ = min{nξ, r−
∑ξ−1
ξ=1 f4ξ} to ensure that

the number of failed VNFs over all reliability classes, i.e., from 1 to

ξ−1, is not larger then the number of backup VNFs provided. Thus,

the SFC reliability for Ψ = 1 and N ≥ 1 can be generalized as

R′(N) =

N∏
ξ=1

A4ξ∑
f4ξ=0

p(Λ4ξ , f4ξ , p4ξ ) =

A41∑
f41

=0

p(Λ41 , f41 , p41)...

A4N∑
f4N=0

p(Λ4N , f4N , p4N ),

(7.12)
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where R′(N) is a probability that there are at least k available out of

n VNFs of a certain type, e.g., VNF1, over all N reliability classes.

Next, let us assume that the parallelized SFC consists of Ψ > 1

different VNFs. Then, the SFC reliability is determined as a prob-

ability that at least k over all k + r = n VNFs of each type do not

fail, and at least k sub-SFCs can be composed by kΨ VNFs of each

type to serve k sub-flows. When all VNFs of the same type have

the same VNF reliability, e.g., all VNF1 and all VNF2 have relia-

bility p41 and p42 , respectively, the SFC reliability is a probability

that at least k VNFs of each type, e.g., k VNF1 and k VNF2, are

available as described by R(N = 1) above. Applying the serial re-

liability model, the SFC reliability is R1...Ψ = R1(N = 1) · R2(N =

1)...RΨ(N = 1) =
∏Ψ
ψ=1 R

ψ(N = 1) = [R(N = 1)]Ψ. In case all

VNFs of any type, i.e., from VNF1 to VNFΨ, utilized to build a cer-

tain SFC of reliability class ξ have the same VNF reliability value,

i.e., p41
ξ

= p42
ξ

= ... = p4Ψ
ξ

= p4ξ , at most A4 = r VNFs of any type

can fail without any impact on service maintenance. Then, the SFC

reliability can be generalized following the serial reliability model for

the whole SFC of Ψ VNFs as follows

R = [R(N = 1)]Ψ =

 A4∑
f4=0

p(Λ4, f4, p4)

Ψ

. (7.13)

Similarly, when there areN reliability classes and any reliability class

ξ contains nξ sub-SFCs, all kξΨ VNFs from the same reliability class

have the same VNF reliability p4ξ , the overall SFC reliability can be

derived from Eq. (7.12) as R(N,Ψ) = R′1...Ψ(N) =
∏Ψ
ψ=1 R

′ψ(N) =

[R′(N)]Ψ, which results in Eq. (3.19).

7.6 Proof of Lemma 3.2

Let us first assume that SFC consists of Ψ = 1 VNF types, e.g.,

VNF1 only, while all n = k + r active and backup VNFs have the
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same VNF components reliability p4 as well as all DCs, racks and

servers involved in placement of these n VNFs have the same com-

ponent reliability p1, p2 and p3, respectively. Then, the probability

of service success can be calculated with Binomial formula and the

serial reliability model as previously discussed in Sec. 3.4.6, whereby

it is required to consider the availability of all component types in-

volved 1 ≤ c ≤ C, i.e., a minimal number of DC, racks and servers

is required to ensure availability of at least k out of n VNFs, i.e.

R(Ψ = 1) =

C∏
c=1

Ac∑
fc=0

p(Λc, fc, pc) =

A1∑
f1=0

p(Λ1, f1, p1)·

A2∑
f2=0

p(Λ2, f2, p2) ·
A3∑
f3=0

p(Λ3, f3, p3) ·
A4∑
f4=0

p(Λ4, f4, p4).

(7.14)

To extend Eq. (7.14) to arbitrary SFC length, i.e., Ψ ≥ 1 VNFs,

there is a need to consider the VNF placement strategy and the

resulting level of disjointedness ∆. Since our placement strategies

are based on SFC or VNF type, C − ∆ component types are the

shared components and host a whole sub-SFC. Thus, the SFC re-

liability calculation depends on the level of disjointedness, i.e., ∆.

Then, the serial reliability model can be only applied to R(Ψ = 1),

similarly as for Eq. (7.13), when each VNF type of a certain sub-

SFC is allocated to different components of any hierarchy level c,

1 ≤ c ≤ C, resulting in ∆ = 4. In this case, any VNF type is placed

in different DC, different racks, different servers and VMs and the

SFC reliability is determined with Eq. (7.14) as R∆=4 =
Ψ∏
ψ=1

R(Ψ =

1) = [R(Ψ = 1)]Ψ =

[
A1∑
f1=0

P (Λ1)
A2∑
f2=0

P (Λ2)
A3∑
f3=0

P (Λ3)
A4∑
f4=0

P (Λ4)

]Ψ

.

When different VNF types, i.e., sub-SFCs, are placed in the same DC

but different racks, servers and VMs (∆ = 3), the failure of DC, i.e.,

the shared component, affects all Ψ VNFs of a certain sub-SFC and,

thus, needs to be considered once and not separately for each out of Ψ
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VNFs. Thus, the SFC reliability can be calculated by separation the

probability that there are at least Λ1−A1 available DCs required for

maintenance of at least k sub-SFCs, while the serial reliability model

is still valid: R∆=3 =
A1∑
f1=0

P (Λ1)

[
A2∑
f2=0

P (Λ2)
A3∑
f3=0

P (Λ3)
A4∑
f4=0

P (Λ4)

]Ψ

.

Similarly, when different VNF types, i.e., sub-SFCs, are placed in

the same DC, same rack and separate servers resulting in disjoint-

edness level ∆ = 2, there are 2 shared components, i.e., DC and

rack. Thus, any failure of DC or rack will affect all Ψ VNFs and

needs to be considered once for calculating the probability that

at least Λ1 − A1 DCs and Λ2 − A2 racks are available to build

k sub-SFCs of Ψ VNFs each. Then, the SFC reliability is deter-

mined as R∆=2 =
A1∑
f1=0

P (Λ1)
A2∑
f2=0

P (Λ2)

[
A3∑
f3=0

P (Λ3)
A4∑
f4=0

P (Λ4)

]Ψ

. A

VNF disjointedness only (∆ = 1) is possible when different VNF

types are placed in the same server and, thus, in the same rack

and same DC, resulting in three shared component types. Conse-

quently, a failure of the server, rack or DC will lead to a failure

of a whole sub-SFC, i.e., of all Ψ VNFs. Thus, only VNFs itself

are independent of each other resulting in SFC reliability defined as

R∆=1 =
A1∑
f1=0

P (Λ1)
A2∑
f2=0

P (Λ2) ·
A3∑
f3=0

P (Λ3) ·

[
A4∑
f4=0

P (Λ4)

]Ψ

. This

means that the number of summations outside and inside the brack-

ets, in the formulas for reliability calculation above, is a function of

∆ and a number of shared components. Thus, the summations for

the shared components are outside the brackets, i.e., C − ∆ sum-

mations, and the ∆ summations for component types whose failure

impacts one VNF type only, are placed inside the brackets. Without

loss of generality, the probability of service success for any value ∆

is determined by Eq. (3.20).
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7.7 Proof of Lemma 3.3

First, we assume that the components from different reliability classes

do not have any common root components, which corresponds to

the Inter-DCN placement of active and backup sub-SFCs. Thus,

the SFCs of a certain reliability class ξ are placed disjointedly from

any other reliability classes. Assuming that any SFC contains only

one VNF (Ψ = 1), additionally relaxes the placement dependency as

there can not be any shared components. Then, the SFC reliability

can be determined based on Eqs. (7.12) and (7.14) as follows

R(Ψ = 1, N) =

N∏
ξ=1

R(Ψ = 1) =

N∏
ξ=1

C∏
cξ=1

Acξ∑
fcξ=0

p(Λcξ , fcξ , pcξ ), (7.15)

where failure and availability of each component type and each re-

liability class are described by their own summation. Thus, all C
component types, i.e., from type 1 to type C are considered for each

reliability class ξ, 1 ≤ ξ ≤ N . Thus, any summation determines

the probability that service will not fail in case of fcξ failures of

any component type c of a reliability class ξ, whereby at most Acξ
failures of this component type c and class ξ are allowed.

Let us next assume that some sub-SFCs from different reliability

classes have common root components, and each sub-SFC consists

of one VNF (Ψ = 1) and, thus, there are no shared components.

The failure of the common root components results in the failure of

entire sub-SFCs and related component types from different relia-

bility classes. All reliability classes combined by the common roots

are collected in a set Φ. Any failure of any component type cwρ
related to the reliability classes from a set wρ affects ACF Acξ and

the number of available components Λcξ of all related classes ξ, i.e.,

ξ ∈ wρ. Then, to take into account the common roots of different
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reliability classes, Eq. (7.15) for Ψ = 1 is modified as follows

R(Ψ = 1, N,Φ) =

|Φ|∏
ρ=1

Acwρ∑
fcwρ

=0

P (Λcwρ )

N∏
ξ=1

C∏
cξ=1

φ(cξ)=1

Acξ∑
fcξ=0

P (Λcξ ), (7.16)

where Λcwρ = 1 = const as there can be only one common root cwρ
for reliability classes from set wρ. The function φ(cξ) determined

by Eq. (3.22) ensures that the common root components for any

reliability class ξ ∈ wρ are considered only once, i.e., by the first

summation over fcwρ .

Next, let us assume that SFC consists of Ψ ≥ 1 VNFs and there

are no common root components, but some sub-SFCs utilize shared

components to place Ψ different VNFs. As any reliability class, ξ,

has a level of disjointedness ∆ξ, where 1 ≤ ∆ξ ≤ C, the expression

for the SFC reliability needs to consider the level of disjointedness ∆ξ

as well. Only considering the reliability class ξ which provides the

level of disjointedness ∆ξ due to a certain placement strategy, there

are C −∆ξ shared components, i.e., shared by different VNF types,

i.e., components cξ = 1ξ, ..., (C −∆ξ)ξ, and ∆ξ disjoint components,

i.e., cξ = (C − ∆ξ + 1)ξ, ..., Cξ. Then, similar to Eq. (3.20), there

are Cξ summations for each reliability class ξ, where all summations

for shared components and all summations for disjoint components

should be separated. That is because each summation for disjoint

components is valid for each out of Ψ VNF types. Thus, the SFC

reliability is determined as follows

R∆1,...,∆N=

N∏
ξ=1

Cξ−∆ξ∏
cξ=1

Acξ∑
fcξ=0

P (Λcξ )

[ N∏
ξ=1

Cξ∏
cξ=Cξ−∆ξ+1

Acξ∑
fcξ=0

P (Λcξ )

]Ψ

,

(7.17)

where any Acξ and A′cξ describes ACF of a shared and disjoint com-

ponent type cξ of any reliability class ξ, respectively. When a level

of disjointedness is maximal, i.e., ∆ξ = C, all component types are
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disjoint and their number is the same for any out of Ψ VNFs, i.e.,

all C related summations are inside the brackets in Eq. (7.17), i.e.,∏C−∆
c=1

∑Ac
fc=0P (Λc) = 1, if ∆ = C. Similar, in the case of ∆ξ = 1,

one component type, i.e., c = C, is disjoint, resulting in one sum-

mation per reliability class ξ inside brackets. When ∆ξ = C − 1,

i.e., only component type c = 1, i.e., DCs, is a shared component of

all Ψ different VNF types of reliability class ξ, there is one summa-

tion outside the brackets. That summation describes the probability

that there are enough available active or backup components of type

c = 1 to maintain the service.

When there are some shared components for VNFs from sub-

SFCs of length Ψ ≥ 1 as well as common roots for different reli-

ability classes described by a set Φ, we can derive the SFC relia-

bility with Eqs. (7.17) and (7.16). The resulting equation for the

service success takes into account N ≥ 1 reliability classes of SFCs

of length Ψ ≥ 1, their common root and shared components, and

failures of any out of C component type involved in placement of

a sub-SFCs from a certain reliability class ξ, i.e., R∆1,...,∆N (Φ) =
|Φ|∏
ρ=1

Acwρ∑
fcwρ

=0

P (Λcwρ )R∆1,...,∆N and presents Eq. (3.21).

Finally, let us derive Eq. (3.22), where φ(cξ) needs to ensure

that the common root components are considered only once by the

first summation in Eqs. (3.21) and (7.16) and only component type

cξ, which is not the common root component, is considered in the

following summation. That allows us to calculate the probability

that there are enough available components of type cξ to maintain

the service. As a result, cξ needs to be additionally considered, when

either the reliability class ξ of considered component type cξ does

not have a common root components with other reliability classes,

i.e., ∀ρ : ξ /∈ wρ, or ξ have some common root components with

other reliability classes, i.e., ξ ∈ wρ, but the considered component

type c is not the common root, i.e., cξ 6= cwρ .
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7.8 Derivation of Eq. (3.27)

As all components of a certain reliability class are placed separately

from components of any other reliability class and only some com-

mon root components cwρ can combine different reliability classes,

there is a need to take into account each reliability class ξ individ-

ually. Here, Λcξ is a function of VNF placement strategy and a

number of available and failed components related to the reliability

class ξ. Since DCs are the components from the highest hierarchy

level and independent of failures of any other component types, the

amount of available DCs is equal to the amount of data centers re-

quired to place nξ sub-SFCs of reliability class ξ, i.e., Λ1ξ = n̄1ξ . The

failure of f1ξ DCs causes a failure of f1ξn2ξ racks reducing the over-

all number of available racks as Λ2ξ = (Λ1ξ − f1ξ )n2ξ , where Λ2ξ ≡
Λcξ = (Λc−1ξ − fc−1ξ )ncξ . Then, the remaining amount of servers

after DC and rack failures is Λ3ξ = ((Λ1ξ − f1ξ )n2ξ − f2ξ )n3ξ =

(Λ2ξ − f2ξ )n3ξ , where Λ3ξ ≡ Λcξ = (Λc−1ξ − fc−1ξ )ncξ . After fail-

ures of f1ξ DCs, f2ξ racks and f3ξ servers the remaining amount of

VNFs of any type is Λ4ξ = (((Λ1ξ − f1ξ )n2ξ − f2ξ )n3ξ − f3ξ )n4ξ =

(Λ3ξ − f3ξ )n4ξ ≡ (Λc−1ξ − fc−1ξ )ncξ , if cξ = 4. Since some reliabil-

ity classes have a common root component cwρ , which impact any

reliability class ξ, ξ ∈ wρ, there is a need to consider the avail-

ability and failure of common root components from a set Φ as

ncξ ≡ ncwρ = Λcwρ for any ξ ∈ wρ. Thus, the general expres-

sion for the number of available components of any type c from a

reliability class ξ is represented by Eq. (3.27).

7.9 Proof of Lemma 5.1

Let us consider Eqs. (5.19), (5.22) and (5.26). The conditionHD
DG(Ki|mi) ≥

HD
BB(Ki|mi) is valid because Lm − ` ≥ Lka +Lkb +Leb per system

design, if ` << Lm. With Eqs. (5.27) and (5.28), the condition
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HD
WB(Ki|mi) ≥ HD

DG(Ki|mi) results in

(n+ p+ z`(Ea, eb))
Lm − `
C

Eb∑
eb=1

CRb(eb)(
p+ n+ tswCRb(eb)

)
≥ Lm − `,

(7.18)

whereby we can modify Eq. (7.18) as follows

(n+ p)

C

Eb∑
eb=1

CRb(eb)(
p+ n+ tswCRb(eb)

)+

+
1

C

Eb∑
eb=1

z`(Ea, eb)CRb(eb)(
p+ n+ tswCRb(eb)

) ≥ 1.

(7.19)

With Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29), we can simplify Eq. (7.19) and solve

the second sum as follows

(n+ p)

C

Eb∑
eb=1

CRb(eb)(
p+ n+ tswCRb(eb)

)+

+
EbEa(Ea − 1 + 2Cmina)

2C
≥ 1,

(7.20)

whereby that constraint is valid if at least one of the summands is

equal to 1. That can be employed with the configurable parameters

Ea and Eb. Eq. (7.20) can be modified to a quadratic equation as a

function of Ea, i.e.,

E2
aEb + EaEb(2Cmina − 1)+

+ 2(n+ p)

Eb∑
eb=1

CRb(eb)(
p+ n+ tswCRb(eb)

) − 2C ≥ 0.
(7.21)

As Ea > 0, Eq. (7.21) can be solved, while the required number of

different bit rates of pRNG-a is, then, presented by Eq. (5.33).
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